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November 25, 1966

Dear Johns

I was glad to have your letter of November 11
urging me to accept the World Affairs Council's in-
vitation to speak at the annual membership dinner
next spring.

As I wrote r. Phelps, I wish it were possible
for me to accept. However, during the first half of
1967 1 will be fully occupied with the effort to ob-
tain a replenishment of funds for the International
Development Association. This is a most urgent and
important task, and I smit keep uy schedule as free
as possible for travel which may arise in connection
with it.

I greatly appreciate the Council's invitation.

Sincerely,

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Woods

Mr. John D. Harper
President
Aluminum Company of America
Alcoa Building
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219
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November 25, 1966

Dear Mr. Phelpe:

I gre&y appreciate your kind invitation of
November 7 to speak at the annual membership dinner
of the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh next spring.

While I would like very much to do so, the fact
is that I feel it iuperative to keep or schedule free
during the first half of 1967 for travel that mey be
necessary in connection with efforts to replenish the
financial resources of the International Development
Association.

Again, I appreciate the Council's invitation and
regret that I an unable to accept.

Sincerely,

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Woods

Mr. WM. Walter Phelps, Jr.
President
World Affairs Conceil of Pittsburgh
gaufmannI a 10th Floor
400 Fifth Avenue
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219
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November 25, 1966

Dear Bruce,

I was glad to have your letter about the invitation
from the World Affairs Conail to speak at the annual
membership dinner. It is a source of real regret to oe
that I am not able to aceept.

DNring the first half of 1967, I must keep myself
free for necessary travel in connection with the effort
to raise additional funds for the International Develop-

snut Association, a task I consider to be of the greatest
urgency.

I would like to speak at the Council's annual member-
ship dinner, and would do so with pleasure were it not
for this other, compelling, consideration.

Sincerely,

(Signed) George D. Woods

Osorge D. Woods

Mr. A.o. Bowden
RJecutive Vice President
Pmllon National Bank and Trust

COMPany
Mellon Square
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230

DCF:js



r. Weds November 17, 1966

Varold Craves

lavitation to #pjak to Pittaburg World Affairs Council

The World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh is an important organisa
tien in that city, enjoying substantial support from civic leaders and
senior members of the business comunity. Aside from the listing of
the Council's directors, some evidence of the level of the organixation
is indicated by the fact that its executive director is Max Dishop, a
retired foreign service officer of considerable distinction, and a
former U. S. ambassador to Thailand.

The Information Department thinks that if your schedule will
allow, it would be well for yom to accept this invitation. If the
I#A situation permitted, it would give you an excellent platform
from which to talk on that subject. On the other hand, if the
situation were such that you wished to give a mere general speech on
the activities of the Sank Group, that would be entirely appropriate.

Since you are being invited as the principal speaker and since
the occasion is one of the Council's major annual events, it would
net seem correct to suggest a substitute.

If you feel that you could accept, and will suggest two or three
possible dates, we will draft an appropriate response to Kr. Phelps
as well as letters to truce lowden and John Harper.

HUg ap



FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION I RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

FFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. W DATE: November 17, 1966

FROM: Aarold Graves

SUBJECT: W tation to Speak to Pittsburkgi World Affairs Council

The World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh is an important organiza-

tion in that city, enjoying substantial support from civic leaders and

senior members of the business c nity. Aside from the listing of

the Council's directors, some evide ce of the level of the organization

is indicated by the fact that its xecutive director is Max Bishop, a

retired foreign service officer of/ considerable distinction, and a

former U. S. ambassador to Thaila d.

The Information Department thinks that if your schedule will

allow, it would be well for yo to accept this invitation. If the

IDA situation permitted, it w uld give you an excellent platform

from which to talk on that s ject. On the other hand, if the

situation were such that y wished to give a more general speech on

the activities of the Ban Group, that would be entirely appropriate.

Since you are bein invited as the principal speaker and since

the occasion is one of he Council's major annual events, it would

not seem correct to s gest a substitute.

If you feel th you could accept, and will suggest two or three

possible dates, we ill draft an appropriate response to Mr. Phelps

as well as letters to Bruce Bowden and John Harper.

HNG:ap
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FORM.No., 89 INTEXRNA AL BAN FOR
(2 .66) RECONSTRUCTI AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT NTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION C ORPORATION

ate
ROUTING LIP Nov. 14, 1966

Name Room No.

MX- C~ranP

vv ~r

iTo Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
)proval Prepare Reply

,,omment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signaturel
Initial ALAJn hf 3

Remarks d

Further to other correspondence on his
subject.

G. C. Wishart

Frc
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November 11, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods, President
International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
1818 H. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear George:

I understand that Mr. Walter Phelps has written you and asked you to

speak at the Annual Meeting of the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh
next spring. I would like to second this invitation. The World Affairs

Council of Pittsburgh has been a very active organization and one that
receives a great deal of support. I am sure that you can expect a good
audience and an interested audience if you are able to take time from
your busy schedule to visit with us in Pittsburgh.

Best personal regards.

Sincerely,

JDH:lf
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
Nov. 9, 1966

Mr.> ods:

Pleas see attaced letter from
Mr. Bowden. -have held up sending
the original 1 tter of invita to

Mr. GraVes Ugt 1 lyg..sier ee this

supporting let er.

GCWi art
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MELLON NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
MELLON SQUARE

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 15230

A.B.BOWDEN November 7, 1966
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Mr. George D. Woods, President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Flevelament
1818 H Street, N..W.
Washington 25, D. C.

Dear George:

I believe you will have received, or will shortly
receive, a letter from Walter Phelps, the President of the World
Affairs Council of Pittsburgh, inviting you to address the dinner
meeting on the occasion of the Council's annual meeting sometime
in April or May of 1967. Walter is Vice President in charge of
our International Department and I believe he has called on you
in Washington and that you have also met him at various inter-
national banking functions.

We believe that the World Affairs Council is an extremely
worthwhile organization and that it is doing an excellent job to
promote wider discussion and better understanding in Pittsburgh
of the problems facing the United States in the area of foreign
affairs. The Council has the wholehearted support of the manage-
ment of Mellon Bank, and a number of our officers participate
actively in its various programs. I should like to urge your
favorable consideration of Walter's invitation if you can fit
it into your schedule. It would be good to see you again in
Pittsburgh and, in addition, I think you will find the Council
will provide a very worthwhile and attentive audience.

Best regards.

Sincerely,

ABB: dd
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FORM No. 89 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(2.66) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION

Date
ROUTING SLIP Nov. 9, 1966

Name Room No.

Mr. Graves

ITo Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
Approval Prepare Reply

Comment Per Our Conversation

Full Report Recommendation

Information Signature

_Initial Send On
Remarks

What is your advice regarding this invita-
tion. Unless you advise otherwise,
I would rather not take this on myself.

Would it be a suitable opportunity for
an appearance by a senior officer of the

Bank? Please let me have an appropriate

reply to send.

G. D. Woods
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WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF PITTSBURGH
Kaufmann's 10th Floor * 400 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219 * Area Code 412 / 281-7970

Founded in 1931 as the Foreign P y Asso at November 7, 1966

President

Wna. WalterPhelpsJr. Mr. George D. Woods
Vice Presidents Pre sident

Mrs. Richard E. James International Bank for Reconstruction
Thomas C. Keeling, Jr. and Development
Maxwell D. Millard 1818 H Street, N. W.
John M. Mitchell Washington, D. C. 20433

Qcretary- Treasurer
Frank R. Maston Dear Mr. Woods:

Executive Director The World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh is the
Max W. Bishop organized effort of concerned citizens who seek for them-

Directors selves and for the community greater appreciation, know-
Junius F.Allen ledge and understanding of the world environment. The
Geoffrey G. Beard Council is a non-partisan and non-profit corporation de-
Mrs. Davitt S. Bell signed solely for educational purposes. The Annual Meeting
WalteriJ.sBurke of the membership is held in the spring. For a number of
William Carpenter years now we have been successful each year in obtaining
John R. Charles as our principal speaker and guest of honor on this occasion
Mrs. William Cuthhert an outstanding leader from the business world. This year,
Keithreems the world's fiscal and financial problems and prospects arePaul M.lreibelhis tewrdsfsa n iaca
Henry J. Heinz 11 among if not actually the most important in world affairs.
James A. Jordon There is no one better qualified than you to discuss these
AndrewM.Kennedy,Jr. matters for us.
Mrs. Hibherd V. B. Kline, Jr.
Harold C. Lund
Andrew W. Mathieson With this background, it is my great honor and plea-
R. Daniel McMichael sure to extend to you on behalf of the Board of Directors a
William Morrissey most cordial invitation to address the Annual Dinner meeting
Mrs. Donald L. McMillan of the World Affairs Council of Pittsburgh at a date in
Mrs. Joseph T. Owens April or May to suit your convenience. If you are" ae toThomas W. Pomeroy, Jr.
WillardF.Rockwell,Jr. accept our invitation weSha malke all travel and other ar-
Alvin Roseman rangements to suit your wishes.
John T. Ryan, Jr.
J. Paul Scheetz Along with your many friends in Pittsburgh, I am in-
Edward H. Scioyer deed hopeful that we may have the pleasure of welcoming you
Craig Thompson to our city this coming spring.
John Troan
T. Ames Wheeler Sincerely your s,_

Wm. Walter Phelps, Jr.
President

WWP:lf
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Nov*e*r 30, 1966

Dear RMls

Thank you vr7 mauch for your lettor dated

Novesbor 23 enclosing a set of aevapammo ocUppings

aid pbotorapba. I wee glad to get a gillia of

you at The Bond Club lunchem, and I appreciate

your thought in eSMAing th..e "emiers of the

ocoasion.

War regards.

incora your,

(Signed) George D. Wods

George D. Woods

Mr. Willia H. Iong, Jr.
Dorems & Compar
120 Broadwq
New York, N. Y. 10005

RBSteckhan :pk R1$



DOREMUS & COMPANY V 25 RC
ADVERTISING - PUBLIC RELATIONS

NewYork Boston Philadelphia Chicago San Francisco Los AngeleS London

120 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10005 212 964-0700
WILLIAM H. LONG,JR.

Chairman

November 23, 1966

Dear George:

So glad to see you in
such good health and spirits at the Bond Club luncheon. That
was, indeed, an interesting speech and in this connection I
thought you might like to have the attached set of clippings and
photographs for your files.

With warm personal
regards, believe me,

Faithfully yours,

William H. Long, Jr.

Mr. George D. Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction &
Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C.
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Novemer 22, 1966

Dea Eddies

Thank you for your ltter dated November u4
and for the very ios Stoebeb ashtray, which arrived
in good condition. 1sm you asked a to talk to the
Bond Club, I felt tat I could not refe-the Band
Club, its members and the business of which thay are
representative have been W life over amw years than
I care to recall.

Old associates, of course, can make a
critical audience and it was with osme trepidation
that I prepared and delivered m' talk. Now that the
task is accomplished, I can on4 s how mach I mmjoed
being with you and how much I appreciated the recep-
tion given to what I had to say.

I value the ashrV as a permant remnder
of m good friends n te Advisory Comnail and Board
of Governors, and of what seemed to as to be a nst
pleasant occasion.

ware regards.

Cordial3y,

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Woods

Mr. Edward Olaammer, President
The Bond Club of New York
24 Wall Street
New York, N. 1. 10005

GCWishart :pk
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MERRILL LYNCH, PIERCE, FENNER & SMITH

INCORPORATED

GEORGE J. LENESS
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

November 21, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods
President
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D. C.

Dear George:

I just want to send you a short note to

congratulate you on your very fine talk before

The Bond Club.

I wanted to shake your hand as the meet-

ing broke up, but you were surrounded by admirers.

I did not get a chance.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

GJL:vs



Mr. Viggo Christensen movember 13, 1966

Doris R. Eliason

Mr. Woods's Speech to the Now York Bond Club

Attached is an address by Mr. Woods made November 14, which

has only been circulated to the New York press, to M|ecutive

Directors and Department Heads, and requests. I suppose in staff

circulation at least one copy reached the Paris office, but I do

not know if you have it. We are not printing the speech.

Attachment

Dwil|va



oveir 16, 1966

Dear John s

Thank you for your note dated Noveoider 1.

It wan thoughtfu of you to write and I appreciate

it. I thorough] enjoyed the opportunity of seeing

so samy old friends Including yourself at the Bond

Club luncbon last Manday. It we very pleasmat to

be back in the old surroundings.

Warmest regard. to you both, in ibich

Lui, join.

SinceroAr your.,

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Wood.

Mr. John N. Schiff
uhn, Loeb & Go.

Forty Wall street
New York, N. Y. 10005

GCWishart:pk



The BOND CLUB of NEW YORK
Advisory Council Oficers Board of Governors

FREDERIC H. BRANDI EDWARD GLASSMEYER, President HAROLD J. BERRY

GEORGE CHAMPION Blyth & Co., Inc. RICHARD E. BOESEL, JR.

THOMAS S. GATES 14 Wall Street, New York, N. Y. 10005 JOHN F. BRYAN

JAMES W. DAVANT
PERRY E. HALL ARTHUR L. WADSWORTH, Vice President EDWARD GLASSMEYER
HAROLD H. HELM Dillon, Read & Co. Inc. CHARLES C. GLAVIN

GEORGE J. LENESS 46 William Street, New York, N. Y. 10005 EDWIN H. HERZOG

LEE M. LIMBERT LEWIS M. JAMES F. KERESEY
LEI .WESTON, Secretary HUDSON B. LEMKAU

ROBERT E. MCNEILL, JR. Goldman, Sachs & Co.

WILLIAM H. MOORE 20 Broad Street, New York, N. Y. 10005 WINTHROP C. LENZ

WILLIAM H. TODD
RICHARD S. PERKINS RICHARD E. BOESEL, JR., Treasurer ARTHUR L. WADSWORTH

JOHN M. SCHIFF Hayden, Stone Incorporated LEWIS M. WESTON

SIDNEY J. WEINBERG 25 Broad Street, New York, N. Y. 10004 ORLAND K. ZEUGNER

November 14, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods, President
Inter-American Development Bank

808 - 17th Street
Washington, D.C. 20577

Dear George:

I have lost track of the number of members
who have congratulated me for having you as our
speaker today and I personally want to thank you for
the time you have taken to come to New York and be
with us.

Under separate cover and on behalf of the
governors, I am sending you an engraved token of

our appreciation for your talk. I do hope it will
grace your study and that your friends who smoke will
put it to use.

May I again thank you, George, on behalf
of myself, our Board of Governors and all the members
who had the privilege of hearing your provoking
message.

Si ely,

EG/kb



A. B. HAGER, JR.

30 BROAD STREET

NEw YORK, NEW YORK 10004

November 14, 1966

Hon. George D. Woods, President
International Bank for Reconstruction
& Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear George:

I was particularly sorry that I was not able

to go to the Bond Club luncheon today to see you and

hear your speech. As you can imagine we have 17 balls in

the air at this particular moment and it was just im-

possible for me to leave the office.

I hope that you will let me know the next

time you are in New York as I would very much like to

have a brief visit with you.

With all best wishes.

Sine erely yours,

ABH:G
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KUHN, LOEB CO- November 14, 1966

Dear George:

It was good to see you today
and to hear your excellent speech. For
thousands of years back through the
Biblical days, the world, no matter what
the religion, has taken for granted the
existence of poor and starving people.
Society has preached the necessity of helping
these individuals but, until quite recently,
no effort was made to reach the cause.
Today, at least, we are thinking what might
be done over a period of time to cure this
situation and to bring about some hope for
the improvement of the condition of this and
coming generations. It is a new philosophy,
and I am happy that you are preaching it.

All good wishes.

Sincerely,

Mr. George D. Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D. C.

A
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

Seem66 -357

FROM: The Secretary November ib., 1966

Address by Mr. George D, Woods to the New York Bond Club

There is attached for your information the text of an address

delivered by Mr. George D. Woods today to the members of the New

York Bond Club.

Distribution:

Executive Directors and Alternates
President
President's Council
Executive Vice President, IFC
Deputy Executive Vice President, IFC
Department Heads, Bank and IFC
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WORLD MAN

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
International Finance Corporation

1 International Development Association Z.
NA04Ci 1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20433. U.S.A. TELEPHONE: EXECUTIVE 3-6360

Address by Mr. GEORGE D. WOODS, President, World Bank Group,
to the New York Bond Club, November 14, 1966

It is good to be back in these familiar surroundings and to see so many

old friends and familiar faces. It is now nearly four years since I left

private banking to join the World Bank -- time goes quickly. During these

four years I have come to appreciate more and more the great contribution

which the New York banking community makes not only to the business life of

this country but to the business of the world. The World Bank has reason to

be ever grateful to you for the support you have given it over the years.

Without this support, the Bank's role as a development finance institution

would have been a much harder one to play. And I take this opportunity, on

behalf of our Executive Directors and Governors, of expressing our sincere

thanks.

Since the last occasion on which the President of the World Bank ad-

dressed the Bond Club, which was when Eugene Black came in 1952, there has

been considerable growth and change in our business. From a membership of

54 in 1952 we have now grown until we have 105 shareholder governments. To-

day the Bank is lending at the rate of about $800 million a year and its loan

portfolio is $6.9 billion. It has financed about 1,000 projects in 79 coun-

tries. It administers IDA, the International Development Association, a

separate but affiliated fund founded in 1960 to supply very poor countries

with finance on highly concessionary terms to enable their development to go

forward. Another affiliate, IFC, the International Finance Corporation, wiiet
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opened its doors in 1956, is entering its second decade with excellent prog-

pects which I will touch on in a few minutes.

The core of the Bank's business -- and in this respect what goes for

the Bank also goes for IDA -- continues to be lending, under government

guarantee, for comparatively large projects in power, transport, communica-

tions, industry, and agriculture. And in case you may from time to time

read of failures or frustrations in this or that developing country, let me

remind you that in all these major sectors with the exception, for certain

countries, of agriculture, the record of the developing countries during the

past 10 to 15 years is one of continuous progress. Installed power capacity

more than doubled in the decade 1953-63. Mining production in developing

countries has risen at almost 7 per cent yearly, compared to 2 per cent in

the industrialized regions. The industrial production of these countries has

doubled in the past decade; production of steel has tripled. We have plenty

of evidence that the Bank's role in all this as a financial counsellor,

technical adviser and friendly critic is vastly greater than would be sug-

gested by looking only at our financial stake in these developments.

The knowledge that agriculture in many parts of the world has stub-

bornly resisted innovation and adaptation to the requirements of rapid

population growth is no longer confined to those of us close to the de-

velopment process. Hardly a day passes without some notice in the press

about new and alarming evidence that humanity as a whole faces, and indeed

is already in, a food crisis, the consequences of which no one can foresee.

It has not been easy for an institution like the World Bank, located at

the center of the industrial world, and specialized in the techniques of

sophisticated finance, to find ways and means of reaching down to the farmer

in the field with help that he is able and willing to use. Nevertheless,
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we began some years ago to place more emphasis on the agricultural side

of our activities and on the contribution that our investments in other

sectors, such as fertilizer production and distribution, could make toward

breaking through the agricultural impasse.

I should also mention briefly another sector which has been attract-

ing an increasing amount of our attention and which is beginning to loom

larger in our activities. I refer to the general field of education but

more particularly to those branches of education which can be shown to

contribute directly to the improvement of productivity in the developing

countries. In our opinion the most important of those branches today are

technical education, vocational training, secondary education -- which in

many countries is a critical bottleneck -- and teacher training. In this

field, as in others, the Bank finances projects, not general budget sup-

port. The amount involved is not large compared to what we loan in other

sectors. Nevertheless, we have so far made loans and credits amounting to

nearly $100 million, virtually all of it being spent on buildings and equip-

ment.

I would like to give special emphasis today to current activities of

IFC, the International Finance Corporation, partly because this is our af-

filiate concerned entirely with private enterprise in the developing coun-

tries, and partly also because some of the most interesting current de-

velopments affecting the whole World Bank Group center around it. As you

may have noticed, the pace of IFC activities is quickening. The foundation

for this was laid five years ago when it was authorized to provide equity

as well as fixed interest finance without government guarantee, for private

enterprise. Incidentally, IFC is the only intergovernmental organization
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which invests in equities. As we expected, the scope for investments,

given this new flexibility, is such that IFC can employ considerably larger

funds than were available on the basis of its original capital of approxi-

mately $100 million, plus profits and the proceeds from sales of portfolio

assets. This is what lies behind our announcement last month, that the

World Bank has agreed to open a $100 million line of credit in favor of

IFC. This is the first Bank accommodation on the basis of recent

amendments to the Articles of Agreement of the two institutions permitting

such transactions.

This arrangement will enable IFC eventually to employ its entire

capital and surplus in equity, supported where appropriate by fixed interest

investments financed through the Bank line of credit. At least as important,

it will enable IFC to take on larger commitments and to do business with

a greater variety of enterprises.

When IFC goes into an enterprise, it never goes in alone. Whenever

you read that IFC has invested this or that amount, you may be sure that a

significant multiple of the figure is being provided by private investors

as part of the same operation. Indeed, IFC's financial contribution is

often comparatively small, its most important role being that of a minority

partner unusually well placed to put together proposals for financing which

are attractive to other investors, including a growing number of investors

in the developing countries themselves.

It is in this connection that I would like to refer to the fertilizer

industry. Over the past year we have given a great deal of thought to

fertilizer production, and with good reason. With the world's population

growing at a rapid rate and food surpluses running down, an immense job
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needs to be done -- and quickly -- to raise food production. Fertilizer

should be a vital instrument in achieving this.

The challenge of increasing fertilizer production and use illustrates

particularly well the importance of private know-how and private capital

to those of us who work for long-term growth in the developing countries

today. Important raw material resources, presently unutilized, are avail-

able. Natural gas associated with petroleum production, is being flared

in the Middle East, Africa and Latin America. In addition, large known

deposits of potash and phosphate in developing countries are available to

be opened up. The technology is there, in this case in the form of remark-

able technical advances involved in the synthesis of ammonia for the pro-

duction of nitrogenous fertilizer. And the technically competent manage-

ment and capital will be there too, if we can demonstrate that there are

markets and reliable systems for distribution to the farmers in the under-

developed world.

In recent months IFC has taken the lead for the World Bank Group in

discussions for establishing new fertilizer plants in developing countries

in partnership with major oil and chemical companies in the United States,

Europe and Japan. These discussions have already led to an agreement with

Western European and Senegalese investors to finance a fertilizer project

in Senegal, the first to be built in West Africa. In addition, negotia-

tions have just been completed for financing by U.S. and Brazilian private

investors and industrialists and IFC to build a new fertilizer complex in

Brazil, and I believe these are just the beginnings.

* * * *
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Perhaps the principal problem which I face as I speak to you today

is that of finding new resources for the Bank and IDA on the scale that

will be necessary if the development effort symbolized by our organizations

is not to face a serious loss of momentum. So far as the Bank is concerned,

the problem resolves itself into that of gaining access on a sufficient

scale to the capital markets of North America and Western Europe. This

audience does not need me to tell it that money is scarce and expensive

today.

Like any other large borrower, we would, of course, like to see lower

long-term interest rates. In our case this is not because it makes any

great difference to our own financial position but because the rates at

which we borrow determine the rates at which we can lend, and higher in-

terest rates mean a higher debt service burden and consequently limits the

amount which a country, like any other borrower, can prudently obligate

itself for. Nevertheless, the Bank can borrow all the money it needs in

competition with the best the market has to offer whenever we are given

the chance to do so. The creditworthiness of our bonds is not in doubt.

As you well know, all of the lending investment rating services in the

U.S. now give them a Triple-A rating. They enjoy high marketability.

We must, however, obtain permission from the governments of the

member countries in whose markets we wish to borrow. I am happy to say

that so far, despite the real difficulties which many of these governments

are facing in the present situation of combined tight money and balance

of payments troubles, there has been a ready appreciation of the desir-

ability of allowing the Bank continuing access to capital markets, and I
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expect within the next few months to be able to announce new issues of

Bank bonds in several markets.

14hen I spoke earlier of the kinds of projects we finance and the

standards we apply, I could speak for the Bank and IDA in one breath.

But when it comes to raising money to carry on the work, IDA and the

Bank are totally different animals. All the Bank asks for is access to

capital markets and the cooperation of your profession. IDA, on the

other hand, has to get practically all its resources from governments.

The day will come, of course, when repayments on IDA's credits

will begin to generate a significant amount of money which then can be

reinvested. But because IDA gives credits for 50 years, with a 10-year

period of grace, that time is far in the future. Meanwhile, the pressing

needs of our poorer member countries -- some in Asia, others in South

America and in Africa -- for development finance on concessional terms

can only be met if governments -- and this means principally the seven

governments that furnish 85 per cent of IDA's capital -- are prepared to

continue their support. I am now engaged in discussions with these

governments with a view to replenishing IDA's resources for the next few

years at a level that would enable us to take on an appreciably larger

share of the burden of assisting those developing countries that are poor

but have promise. While progress is painfully but understandably slow,

I feel that the effort will not be in vain. I believe the long period

of discussions with governments and the resulting better understanding

of the necessity for well administered finance for sound development will

ultimately bear fruit.
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Although you gentlemen will never have any IDA bonds to sell, I

believe that if you think about it, you will agree that you, too, have a

stake in the continuation of this side of our business. Do not think for

a moment that IDA's money is being frittered away or poured down that

proverbial rat hole. It is going into building exactly the basic in-

frastructure that sets a country on its feet and paves the way for agri-

cultural, commercial and industrial growth. Many of today's IDA coun-

tries may be, and if we can carry on on an appropriate scale I am con-

fident they will be, viable and profitable trading and financial partners

in the years to come. I don't mean in one development decade -- for in

these matters one must think in generations, not decades. But in time

some of them or their institutions will be ready to come to the capital

market right here in New York. I assure you that in this development

business stranger things have happened.

* * * *

Gentlemen, I would like you to raise your sights for a few minutes

to the bigger issues involved in matters of worldwide economic develop-

ment. If there were to appear on this planet tomorrow a new country with

a population nearly as big as the U.S. or the Soviet Union, larger than

Britain, France and Germany combined -- some 200,000,000 or more -- I

think you will agree that this would be an event of far-reaching signifi-

cance. Foreign offices and defense establishments would have to adjust

themselves to this new presence; so would ministries concerned with inter-

national trade, finance and the distribution of the world's physical re-

sources. And these adjustments would not be minor. In this country and
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in others, they would be matters of the highest policy, concerning cabinets

and heads of governments.

You may say that this is fanciful, yet in the past five years the popu-

lation of the developing countries has grown by over 200,000,000 souls -- a

number comparable to that of all Africa south of the Sahara or all of South

America. While this is certainly not the same as the emergence of a single

new country, it is emphatically a circumstance of great weight in world

affairs. It speaks urgently for seeking a new balance in the relations

between the rich and the poor countries.

Yet the pages of recent history show little recognition by the indus-

trial countries that the equivalent of a new continent has been added to

the less developed world, or that, despite population controls which are

starting to take effect, a second such equivalent will be added in the next

five years. The low-income countries must finance their development effort

mostly out of exports to industrial countries -- and they are increasingly

able to produce for export. The trade policy of the industrial countries in

1966 still offers the low-income countries too few opportunities. The

flow of finance for development has not noticeably increased. In fact, by

some important measures it has declined.

Paradoxically, at the same time that the relative volume of aid has

been dwindling, the capabilities of the developing countries have been grow-

ing. More than a year ago I stated that it was the judgment of the World

Bank staff that for the balance of the 1960s, the developing countries --

outside the Sino-Soviet areas -- each year could effectively use, on the

average, some $3 to $4 billion more of development finance than they are now
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receiving. This judgment was based on estimates country-by-country of the

capacity of the developing countries:

to save and to export;

to follow acceptable economic policies; and

to plan and carry out high-priority development.

We have kept these estimates under review, and I today confirm and

underline our judgment of the summer of 1965.

The capacity of the industrialized countries to support an effective

assistance effort also has been rising. Assuming that effective financial

assistance would cost an added $3 to $4 billion a year, the industrialized

countries can certainly afford it. Their national income has been increas-

ing, in the aggregate, at the rate of $40 to $50 billion a year.

Most of the great powers of this era are now, and for some time have

been, engaged in examining at high government levels matters which they con-

sider of pressing and mutual concern:

fundamental changes in trade and tariff policies;

the shape and functioning of the international monetary system;

organization for defense within the North Atlantic Alliance.

Yet, looking ahead over the next ten years, where are the threats to

international tranquility and order:

Are they confined to balance and maintenance of military strength

among the most powerful nations?

Or to financial questions among the richest?

Or is there also a threat arising from the possibility that,

without concerted and adequate help from abroad, a large part

of humanity will remain on the ragged edge of subsistence?
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I deeply believe this possibility is one which presents a real and

present danger. It seems to me that we cannot avoid increasingly frequent

threats to international tranquility -- to say nothing of our individual

peace of mind -- if so many people continue to live so close to starvation,

and without hope for improvement in the lifetimes of their children or

even their grandchildren.

I have found myself recently on more than one occasion calling to

the attention of the members of the Bank's Board of Executive Directors

the tremendous technological developments of our times -- those that are

operational and those looming just over the horizon -- that seem to me

to offer possibilities of major breakthroughs on some of our most diffi-

cult development problems. Some of these things are still pretty far up

in the stratosphere so far as consideration of financing is concerned.

But on others we are already doing some hard homework so that our staff

can acquire the expertise necessary to evaluate proposals.

Among significant breakthroughs already proven, I have mentioned those

affecting the production of ammonia which have brought the vision of enorm-

ously increased supplies of low-cost fertilizer in the developing coun-

tries closer to realization. Indeed, it is not too much to say that the

big obstacles now lie primarily in relations between the international

companies capable of building and operating plants applying the new tech-

nologies and the governments of the countries where the greatest food

shortages exist.

Another important example of a technology that needs only to be ap-

plied on a sufficient scale is the recent improvement in methods of birth
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control. These may not be the ultimate answers but they do seem to offer

the first real possibility of reducing the world's population growth to

more manageable proportions.

Looking only a little farther ahead, it is possible to foresee the

day when radio and particularly television will be used effectively and

widely to raise educational standards and to supplement the efforts of

scarce teacher personnel.

Perhaps only slightly further off is the possibility of the combina-

tion of nuclear power generation with water desalinization, on a scale

that would importantly affect the economics of power production and the

supply of water for human and industrial use. As a result of these de-

velopments, at a later stage, desalinized water might even become economi-

cally available in the large quantities that are needed to irrigate water-

starved lands with as yet undefinable but certainly far-reaching implica-

tions. And it should be observed that fertilizers always must be comple-

mented with a sufficient supply of water.

Even farther out -- literally 23,000 miles out -- is the Comsat satel-

lite and all it portends for the intensification of communications between

peoples and governments hitherto remote from each other in almost every

sense of the word.

Also somewhere out there is the supersonic transport with equally

exciting implications for the whole world, now scheduled for operation in

less than ten years.

These are some of the things which lead me to conclude that those who

continue to be skeptical about the chances of success of a well thought-out
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attack on the problems of poverty and backwardness in what we call the

developing countries, using both public and private resources well within

the capacity of the industrial countries to provide, may not see matters

in true perspective.

My message to you today is that we in the World Bank believe that

broadly speaking the road we are on is in the right direction and that

if followed diligently, but also intelligently and very selectively, it

will lead us toward that evasive "better world" which has beckoned people --

farmers, manufacturers, traders and money men -- for generations, as in-

deed it always will.



itr. Woods October 31, 1966

Lars J. Und

Drft of Remarks to New York fid Club, -bv2ber H4. 19

Attached you will find a first and rather rough draft of
your address to the New York lond Club, which has been written
by Richard Clemants following a eonversation with Mr. Demuth.
The draft will of course need tighteutzg, checking and polish-
Ing but is subitted new for your ements as requested.

cc: r. Demuth

Aje



BLYTH & Co., INC.
14 WALL STREET

NEW YORK CITY

EDWARD GLASSMEYER

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

Miss Bernadette Schmitt
Secretary to Mr. George D. Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Miss Schmitt:

As you undoubtedly know, Mr. Woods

telephoned the good news to me today that he is

willing to speak at our November meeting.

He is presently uncertain as to which

date he will select but I have suggested to him

that he can make up his mind as late as Friday,
October 14th.

To repeat the information of my previous

letter, we have the following dates at The
Bankers Club:

Wednesday, November 9 Tuesday, November 15
TIrsdjay, November 10 Monday, November 21

Monday, November 14 Tuesday, November 22

When Mr. Woods makes his decision would

you be kind enough to telephone my secretary,

) Miss Kathleen Barrett at 212-REctor 2-1900 and
she will immediately t the wheels in motion.

/0-/j 7/t I '7

Also tell Mr. Woods that I would expect

him to bring one or two of his associates with
him to this luncheon and if you would be kind

enough to advise me the names of these gentlemen,
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I would be most grateful to hear from you.

I wish you would ask Mr. Woods whether

he would object to the press being invited and /'0

if he will have a prepared text. If he does

have such a text, it is customary to arrange for - A

copies to be given to the press the morning of 4AA

the luncheon.

As you know, I am leaving the country
this weekend and will be back in the office on

Monday, October 24th.

Sinc ely yo rs,

EG/kb



BLYTH - CO., INC.
14 _W-AL STREET

-'NEW YORK CITY

EDWARD GLASSMEYER

SENIOR VVIE PRESIDENT Se/tember 6, 1966

>*1

Miss Bernadette Schmitt
Secretary to Mr. Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Miss Schmitt:

Thank you for your letter acknowledging
my letter inviting Mr. Woods to be the speaker
at the first luncheon of The Bond Club.

I note that Mr. Woods will return
around the 8th of September.

If it is at all possible I would be
most grateful to receive a response from you
at the earliest possible time inasmuch as I
must be in Europe for almost a month commencing
the middle of September.

Singerely yo rs,

EG/kb



September 2, 1966

Dear Mr. Glassmeyer:

In Mr. Woods's absence, I acKnowledge
with thanks your letter of August 29,vin which
you invite him to be the honored guest and
speaker at this year's first luncheon of The
Bond Club of New York, sometime in November.

Mr. Woods has been out of the country
on a combined holiday and business trip for the
past month, and will not return until about the
8th of September. Your letter will be brought
to his attention at that time.

Sincerely yours,

Bernadette Schmitt
Secretary to Mr. Woods

Mr. Edward Glassmeyer
The Bond Club of New York
c/o Blyth & Co., Inc.
14 Wall Street
New York, N.Y., 10005
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The BOND CLUB of NEW YORK
Advisory Council Officers Board of Governors

FREDERIC H. BRANDT EDWARD GLASSMEYER, President HAROLD J. BERRY

GEORGE CHAMPION Blyth & Co., Inc. RICHARD E. BOESEL, JR.

THOMAS S. GATES 14 Wall Street, New York, N. Y. 10005 JOHN F. BRYAN

JAMES W. DAVANT
PERRY E. HALL ARTHUR L. WADSWORTH, Vice President EDWARD GLASSMEYER
HAROLD H. HELM Dillon, Read & Co. Inc. CHARLES C. GLAVIN

GEORGE J. LENESS 46 William Street, New York, N. Y. 10005 EDWIN H. HERZOG

LEE M. LIMBERT JAMES F. KERESEY
LEWIS M. WESTON, Secretary HUDSON B. LEMKAU

ROBERT E. MCNEILL, JR. Goldman, Sachs & Co. WITHO . LENZ

WILLIAM H. MOORE 20 Broad Street, New York, N. Y. 10005 NTHROP C. LENZ

RICHARD S. PERKINSWILAH.TD
JOHA M. PEHIFF RICHARD E. BOESEL, JR., Treasurer ARTHUR L. WADSWORTH

JOHN M. SCHIFF Hayden, Stone Incorporated LEWIS M. WESTON

SIDNEY J. WEINBERG 25 Broad Street, New York, N. Y. 10004 ORLAND K. ZEUGNER

August 29, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods, President

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.

Washington, D.C.

Dear George:

It was such a pleasure to catch up with you at the

Bohemian Grove last month and I trust that you have survived this
experience in good fashion.

As one of my first official duties as President of
the Bond Club, may I hereby cordially invite you to be the speaker
at our first luncheon.

As you know, each year we have four lunches for our

membership and for each of these we invite a guest of honor who

also is the speaker of the day.

Each of the following dates have been reserved for us

by The Bankers Club and I do hope that one of these would conform
to your busy schedule.

Wednesday, November 9 Tuesday, November 15

Thursday, November 10 Monday, November 21
Monday, November 14 Tuesday, November 22

The choice of a subject will be yours, speeches usually
last thirty minutes, the audience is restricted to members and fire

laws limit the attendnace to app 300. -10D.
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As a former member of our Club I do hope that you are

able to select one of the above dates.

Your acceptance will be greatly appreciated by me

personally and also by each member of my Board and by your many

friends who are members of the Club.

With kind regards,

SinI e yours,

Edward Glassmeyer

EG/kb
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FORM No. 89 INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR
(2.66) RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION CORPORATION
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ROUTING SLIP Nov. 17, 1966
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Handle Note and File

Appropriate Disposition Note and Return
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CREDIT COMMERCIAL PARIS,LE 15th November, 1966.
DE FRANCE

103.AVENUE DES CHAMPS ELYSEES

--- DCT
LE DIRECTEUR GENERAL

Mr. George D. Woods,
President and Chairman,
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
WASHINGTON D.C., U.S.A.

Dear Mr. President,

Now that our group of alumnis of the Ecole des Sciences
Politiques is back home, after our fortnight's trip, it is my
first duty to thank you most warmly for the welcome we received
from you and your officers.

We thoroughly enjoyed the very pleasant lunch which you
offered us and were most interested in the briefing given to
us afterwards by Mr. Jacques Bernard Chadenet. I am writing
to him to thank him specially.

We were much impressed by the broadening of your Bank's
aims and achievements, and the hours spent there will remain
for us all one of the highlights of our visit to the United
States, which on the whole has been a great success.

I hope to be able to call on you again when I return,
probably next year, to Washington, and I remain,

Yours respectfully,

J. BERTHOUD
President de l'Association des
Anciens Eleves de l'Ecole des

Sciences Politiques
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FORM No. 59
(2.55)

GROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: SENIOR STAFF MEETING S'SM/M/66-h2

DAT ED: November 4, 1966

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: SENIqTR STAFF EETTNG

SUMMARY:

3. Mr. Chadenet reported that an informal group of about 60 French
bankers and brokers, alumni of the "Ecole des Sciences Politiques", who were
visiting Canada and the United States, had visited the Bank on October 31.
A luncheon at which Mr. Woods had presided and an information conference
had both been successful. Mr. Rist added that he had heard many expressions

aW q4Q appepr o re iitr9
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Speech for Mr. Woods at luncheon on October 31

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you formally to the World Bank

today. We are honored that you have found time during your brief stay in

Washington to visit us. The distinguished place of learning which you all

attended is well known to us here; indeed, there are a few people on the

World Bank staff -- and I would be happy if there were more -- who are also

graduates of "Les Sciences Po." The Bank has always greatly valued its

close links with France, and I am referring now both to our links with your

Government and also with the French financial community. Historically, it

is a fact that the first loan the Bank ever made was to France. This was

over 19 years ago, in May 1947. The amount of the loan was $250 million and

its purpose to assist in financing the reconstruction and development of the

French economy after the heavy blows inflicted upon it during World War II.

There can be no doubt the money was put to good use. Today, of course,

the French economy is one of the strongest in the world and is relatively '

See-fr the inflationary pressures which are troubling many industrial

countries.

Let me hasten to add that none of the Bank's 1947 loan to France is

no*held by us; the last of it, in fact, was sold to French financial

institutions in July 1963. As you know, one of the ways in which the Bank

raises money for its work in the field of economic development is by sell-

ing off parts of its loans. This can occur either at the time the loan is

made, or subsequently. The 1947 loan to France was one of the most sought-

after by investors, an indication of the rapidity with which France re-

established her international credit status after World War II. The Bank of

France was itself a substantial buyer of this loan, taking up about $170
million in three large purchases in March 1962 and in April and July of the

following year. The remainder was sold to private institutional investors

and government agencies.

This afternoon, Mr. Bernard Chadenet, who is Associate Director of our

Projects Department, will describe the over-all activities of the Bank. As

a foreword to his talk, may I remind you of the enormous amount which still

has to be done to raise the living standards of the developing countries,
In the past five years the population of the developing countries has grown

by over 200 million, a number larger than the population of the United

States, and about four times the population of France. It has been a tre-

mendous struggle for these countries to keep pace with this population

growth, let alone raise the living standards of their people.

The task ahead can be simply illustrated. In 40 of the about 80 devel-

oping countries who are members of the World Bank there are today 750 million

people with per capita incomes of only about 600 francs. At the Ministerial

Meeting of the Development Assistance Committee of the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development in July, I posed these questions.

Looking ahead over the next ten years, where are the threats to international

tranquility and order? Are they confined to balance and maintenance of

military strength among the most powerful nations? Or to financial questions
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among the richest? Or is there also a threat arising from the possibility

that, without concerted and adequate help from abroad, a large part of

humanity will remain on the edge of subsistence? I believe that this is

a possibility which represents a real and present danger to peace in the

world. I believe it is a matter which should receive attention at the

highest levels of government in the approximately 20 capital exporting coun-

tries of the world.

Before concluding my brief remarks, may I first pay tribute to the part

which France has played in the affairs of the World Bank since its founda-

tion in 1946. The Bank and France have worked closely together and see eye

to eye on many matters relating to economic development. This was made

clear by your Finance Minister, Mr. Debr6, at the annual meetings of the

World Bank and the International Monetary Fund here in Washington in

September. It is noteworthy that France is one of the very few countries

whose total assistance to developing countries has been at or above the

target of one per cent of national income during the past four years.

We are very pleased to have the opportunity of welcoming you at lunch.

I hope you find your visit with us both interesting and enjoyable.

RClements/GDWoods
October 27, 1966



PRWN? - DISCOURS DE MONSIUR WOODS -DJEM DU )J, OOTO

Je suis trAs heureux do vous accusillir aujourd'hui pared nous
ot vous remercie, au nom d. IU Banque Mondialo, d'avoir trouvS Is temps do
nous rendre visite, malgr6 la brivethA do votre s4 jour A Washington.
Tous ici, now. connaissons I& celebre kcole dont vous 6tes ancions 4l&vos.
Nous avons d'ailleurs parmi notre personnel quolques diplrm6 . des "Sciences
Po", et je dais dire quo j serais houreux qu'il y on alt davantage. La
Banque a toujours attachS un grand prix A ses liens etroits avec l France.
Et j parle aussi bien do nos lions avec votre gouvsnmment quo do ca*
avc la communsut6 financiere de votre pays. I est un fait historique
quo c'est A la France quo I& Banque a acord6 son premier prot, en xmi 1947,
c'st-4-dire il y a plus do 19 ans. Le montant du pr~t 6tait do 250 millions
do dollars et son objet 4tait d'aider au finanoement do la reconstruction
at du d6veloppament do 11'6conmio frangaise, si durement 6prouvie par la
seconde guerre modiale. It j dois dire quo la France a su faire bon
usage de cat argent. Aujourd'hui, oome chacun sait, 1'6conomis frangaise
set 1'une des plus solides du monde. Elle est d'autr part relativement
moins touch4e par lee pressions inflationnistos dont nowbre do pays
industriels souffrent A l'houre actuelle.

Jo dois vous dire tout do suite quo noua no ditenons plus auone
portion do co pr&t accordA A la France an 1947. En effet, la derniAre
tranche do ce prxt a et6 cMd~e en juillet 1963 A des 4tabiiseeiwnts
financiers do votre pays. Vous n'1tes pas sans savoir quo l'un de moyons
dont Us Banque dispose pour obtenir lea fond. destin4s au developpement
4conomique consiste justement A vendre A des tier. une partie do see pAt.
Ctte operation pout %tre conclue soit au moment do l'octroi du prt, soit
par la suite. Le piet do 1947 accordA a la France a 6tS l'un des plus
recharches par les investisseurs; ce qui illustre la rapidit6 avoc laquelle
votre pays a r4ussi A retrouver Is confiance internationale au lndomain
do U soconde guerre mondiale. La Banque do France a d'aillurs elle-wime
participA A l'achat d'une part substantille do ce przt, puisq'olle a
raochot an trois fois (en mars 1962 at on avril ot juillet 1963) un montant
total approximatif de 170 millions de dollars. La solds a &t4 vondu A des
investisseurs institutionnelB priv6s St publics. Jo me felicite du fait,
qu'en ae qui concerns co prut, nous sommes rentr4s dan no fonds 14 ans
avant i'Acheance originalmsnt prevue.

Cot aprss-midi, M. Bernard Chadmnet, Directeur associ4 do notre
D6parteownt des Projets et Rialisations, vous 4dariraales activiths
generales do la Banque. En guise d~ntroduction, J'aimerais vous rappoler
Is tche 6normo qui roste A accamplir pour relever le niveau do vie des
habitants des pays en voie do devoloppement. Au cours des cinq derniAres
ann4es, la population do c" pays a augment4 do plus do 200 millions d'hommes,
soit un nombre superieur a lA population des Itate-Unis at environ quatre
fis coelle do Is France. St pour faire face A cot acoroissement de
population, sans quIl soit Ambe question d'envissagr un relevement queloonque
da niveau do vie, cOs pays ant on A lutter tr&as dur.
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La tiche A accomplir pout %tre illustr6e asses simplements dans
la moit 4 des qpelquo 80 pays en voie do developpement qui sont membres do
la Banque Mondiale, on compte A l'hour, actualle 750 millions d'hom.s dont
Is revenu s 'atablit aux alentours do 600 francs par an. Or, au cours do
Is reunion ministerielle du C mit6 d'aide au dhvoloppement de ItOrganisation
do coopiration et do d4veloppemont 6conomiques, qui a'est tenue en juillet
dornior, j 'ai pos4 trois questions. Pour les dix annuea A venir, quelles
sont lea menaces qui pasent our la tranquilith du monde et l'ordre
international? Ces menaces no concernent-ellas quo 1' quilibre et ls
maintien do la puissance militaire des nations les plus fortes? On no
concernent-elles quo les problbews financiers entre lea nations lee plus
riches? Ou, enfin, y a-t-il igalament une menace pravenant du fait qu'a
defaut d'une aide concert4e ot officace de l'1tranger une part importante
do l'humanitA pourrait continuer do vivre dans I& misire? A mon avis,
cette possibilit6 constitue un danger A la fois r6el et actuel, qui menace
iA paix du monde. Je pense quill s'agit lA d't problme auquel les
dirigeants des gouvernements des quelque 20 pays exportateurs do capitaux
doivent a'interesser de tres prAs.

Jo voudrais maintenant, avant do conclure, rendre hommage A la
Francse pour lo r6le qu'elle a jou6 dane lea affaires de la Banque Mondialo
depuis sa orsation en 1946. La Banque et la France ont collabor6 6troitament
et partag6 e tmeo point de vue sur un grand nombre de problmes touchant
au dhveloppement 6conomique. H. Debr6, votre Ministre des finances, a
d'ainleurs confirmA cotto constatation au cours do 1'Asuembl6e annuelle
do la Banque Mondiale et du Fonds Monetaire International qui stet tenue
ici A Washington au mois do septambre dernier. Jo croie utile de souligner
quo la France est l'un des trAs rares pays dont l'aide totals fournie aux
pays en vois de d6veloppement au cours de ses quatre derniares annhes ait
atteint ou d4pass 1'objectif de un pour cent du revenu national.

Nous sommas tras heureux do l'ocoasion qui nous eat donnee de vous
recovoir aujourd'hui A dejeuner, ot j'espAre sinoerement quo vous trouveres
cette visite A la fois agreable at int4resante.
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vous
Je suis tres heureux de vous accueillir aujourd'hui parmi nous etAremercie,

au nom de la Banque 14ondiale, dfavoir trouve le temps de nous rendre visite, mal-
grE la brisvete de votre sejour a Washington. Tous ici, nous connaissons la c'-
lebre ecole dont vous etes anciens eleves. Nous avons dtailleurs parmi notre per-
sonnel quelques dipl~mes des"Sciences Po ", et je dois dire que je serais heureux
qu'il y en ait davantage. La 3anque a toujours attache un grand prix a ses liens
etroits avec la France. Et je parle aussi bien de nos liens avec votre gouverne-
ment que de ceux avec la communaute financiere de votre pays. Il est un fait his-
torique que c test a la France que la Banque a accorde son premier pr~t, en mai
19h7, clest-a*-dire il y a plus de 19 ans. Le montant du pret etait de 250 millions
de dollars et son objet etait dtaider au financement de la reconstruction et du
developpement de ltlconomie frangaise, si durement eprouvee par la seconde guerre
mondiale. Et je dois dire que la France a su faire bon usage de cet argent.
Aujourdthui, comme chacun sait, lteconomie frangaise est l'une des plus solides du
monde. Elle est dfautre part relativement xemwt4e tee pressions inflationnistes
dont nombre de pays industriels souffrent A 1heure actuellee,

Je dois vous dire tout de suite que nous ne detenons plus aucune portion
de ce pret accorde a la France en 1947. En effet, la dernisre tranche de ce pret
a ete cedee en juillet 1963 A des etablissements financiers de votre pays. Vos
ntetes pas sans savoir que ltun des moyens dont la Banque dispose pour es
fonds destines au developpement economique consiste justement a vendre une pirie
de ses prets. Cette operation peut etre conclue soit au moment de l'octroi du pr't,
soit par la suite. Le pret de 19L7 accorde a la France a ete l'un des plus recher-
ches par les investisseurs; ce qui illustre la rapidit' avec laquelle votre pays
a reussi a retrouver la confiance internationale au lendemain de la seconde guerre
mondiale. La Banque de France a d'ailleurs elle-meme participe a ltachat dtune
part substantielle de ce pret, puisqu'elle a rachete en trois fois (en mars 1962
et en avril et juillet 1963) un montant total approximatif de 170 millions de dol-
lars. Le solde a ete vendu a des investisseurs institutionnels prives et publics.

Cet apres-midi, M. Bernard Chadenet, Directeur associe de notre D~parte-
ment des Projets et Realisations, vous decrira les activites generales de la Ban-
que. En guise d t introduction, jtaimerais vous rappeler la tache enorme qui reste
a accomplir pour relever le niveau de vie des habitants des pays en voie de d'-
veloppement. Au cours des cinq dernieres annees, la population de ces pays a aug-
mente de plus de 200 millions d'hommes, soit un nombre superieur a la population
des Etats-Unis et environ quatre fois celle de la France. Et nour faire face A
cet accroissement de population, sans qu'il soit meme question dlenvisager un re-
levement quelconque du niveau de vie, ces pays ont eu A lutter tres dur.

TRANSLATION SECTION 1936/66

Translated From: English 10/27 By: M1V/j d
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La tache a accomplir peut etre illustree assez simplement: dans la moitie

des quelque 80 pays en voie de developpement qui sont membres de la Banque Mon-

diale, on compte a ltheure actuelle 750 millions dthommes dont le revenu stetablit

aux alentours de 600 francs par an. Or, au cours de la r'union ministerielle du

0omite d'aide au d'veloppement de ltOrganisation de cooperation et de developpe-
ment economiques, qui stest tenue en juillet dernier, j'ai pose trois questions.

Pour les dix annees a venir, quelles sont les menaces qui pesent sur la tranqui-

lite du monde et ltordre international? Ces menaces ne concernent-elles que ltequi-

libre et le maintien de la puissance militaire des nations les plus fortes?

Ou ne concernent-elles que les problemes financiers entre les nations les plus ri-

ches? Ou, enfin, y a-t-il egalement une menace provenant du fait quta% defaut dtune

aide concertee et efficace de le'tranger, une part importante de l'humanite pour-

rait continuer de vivre dans la misere? A mon avis, cette possibilite constitue un

danger d. la fois reel et actuel, qui menace la paix du monde. Je pense qu'il stagit

la dtun problkme auquel les gouvernements des quelque 20 pays exportateurs de ca-

pitaux doivent slinteresser de tres pras.

Je voudrais maintenant, avant de conclure, rendre hommage a la France pour
le r'le qu'elle a joue dans les affaires de la 3anque Mondiale depuis sa creation

en 1946. La Banque et la France ont collabore etroitement et partage le meme point

de vue sur un grand nombre de problemes touchant au developpement economique. M.

Debre, votre 1inistre des finances, a dfailleurs confirme cette constatation au

cours de ltAssemblee annuelle de la 3anque Mondiale et du Fonds Mon'taire Inter-

national qui stest tenue ici a Washington au mois de septembre dernier. Je crois

utile de souligner que la France est lun des tres rares pays dont ltaide totale

fournie aux pays en voie de developpement au cours de ces quatre dernieres annees

ait atteint ou depasse ltobjectif de un pour cent du revenu national.

Nous sommes tres heureux de loccasion qui nous est donnee de vous recevoir

aujourd'hui a dejeuner, et jfespere sinc'rement que vous trouverez cette visite a

la fois agreable et interessante.
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In honor of
ASSOCIATION DES ANCIENS ELEVES DE LA RUE SAINT-GUILLAUME

(List of Participants Attached)

LUNCHEON - MONDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1966 - 12:30 P.M.
Executive Dining Room - 1818 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C.

Host: Mr. George D. Woods, President of IBRD, IFC, IDA *

Executive Director and Alternate Executive Directors:
Mr. Rene Larre, Executive Director for France, IBRD, IFC, IDA and IMF *Mr. Jean Malaplate, Alternate Executive Director for Franch, IBRD, IFC, IDAMr. Gerard M. Teyssier, Alternate Executive Director for France, IMF

Officers and Staff:
Mr. J. Burke Knapp, Vice President, IBRD, IDA
Mr. Martin M. Rosen, Executive Vice President, IFC
Mr. S. Aldewereld, Vice President and Director of Projects Department, IBRD, IDA

Mr. Munir Benjenk, Senior Loan Officer, Africa Department, IBRD, IDAMiss Marie Louise Cathala, Assistant to Mr. Leonard Rist
Mr. Bernard Chadenet, Associate Director, Projects Department, IBRD, IDAMr. Roger A. Chaufournier, Deputy Director, Western Hemisphere Department,

IBRD, IDA
Mr. S. R. Cope, Director, Europe and Middle East Department, IBRD, IDAMr. Georges R. Delaume, Attorney, Legal Department, IBRD, IDA
Mr. William Diamond, Director, Development Finance Companies Department, IFCMr. Abdel G. El Emary, Director, Africa Department, IBRD, IDA
Mr. Cherif Hassan, Deputy Director, Department of Investments, Africa,

Asia and Middle East, IFC
Mr. Michael L. Hoffman, Associate Director, Development Services

Department, IBRD, IDA
Mr. Lars Lind, Deputy Director, Information Department, IBRD, IFC, IDAMr. Andre Nespoulous-Neuville, Economist, Economics Department, IBRD, IDAMr. Xavier de la Renaudiere, Senior Loan Officer, Africa Department, IBRD, IDAMr. Leonard B. Rist, Special Adviser to the President, IBRD, IDAMr. Yves Rovani, Financial Analyst, Projects Department, IBRD, IDAMiss Rena Zafiriou, Economist, Economics Department, IBRD, IDA

Note: * IBRD - International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

IFC - International Finance Corporation
IDA - International Development Association

* IMF - International Monetary Fund



ASSOCIATION DES ANCIENS ELEVES DE LA RUE SAINT-GUILLAUME
187, Boulevard St. Germain, Paris 7Ame - LIT. 91-62-C.C.P. 3059-16

(BANKING AND STOCK EXCHANGE GROUP OF THE ALUMNI OF THE
ECOLE DES SCIENCES POLITIQUES)

Dejeuner a la Banque Internationale - du 31 Octobre 1966
a midi et demi

M. Jean-Claude AUBURTIN Directeur General de l'Union Franpaise de Credit
pour le Commerce et l'Industrie.

M. Didier BACOT Chef de Service Honoraire a l'E.D.F.

*b. fPir 'n BTHO rodn de Phic ntreprisec,Diztu eT
R4e-Pse~mey.

M. Paul-Henri BERGERET Directeur General de France-Placement.

M. R6gis BERLAND Dir. Gal Adj. de la Societ4 Centrale de Banque.

Nlle. Andree BERLY Secretaire General Administratif de l'Association.

M. Jacques BERTHOUD Directeur Gen6ral du Credit Commercial de France.
President de l'Association.

M. Philippe BONNET Inspecteur General a la Banque de France.

M. Rene BONNET Agent de Change pres la Bourse de Paris.

M. Jacques BUISSON Agent de Change pr~s la Bourse de Paris.

Mlle M. France CARRERE Redactrice a la Direction Gale du Credit Lyonnais.

M. Claude CELLIER Gerant de Fahnestock and Co.

M. Philippe DENIS Directeur de la Banque de Neuflize, Schlumberger
Mallet et Cie.

M. Jean-Pierre DESBONS Morgan Guaranty Trust a New York.

M. Xavier DUPONT Co-Gerant de la Charge d'Agent de Change, Henri
Mollard.

M. Louis EMY Directeur de l'Union Maritime et Financiere.

M. Louis FAUCHIER-MAGNAN Agent de Change pres la Bourse de Paris.

M. Richard FIEZ Analyste et Conseiller Financiers a Zurich.

M. Jean-Claude GABRIEL Dir. Adj. a l'Union Intercontinentale de Banque.

M. Pascal GEORGES-PICOT Att. de Dir. a la Banque de Suez, Union des Mines.
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M. Philippe GIFFARD Directeur Gal Adj. du Credit Industriel de l'Ouest.

M. Rene GIRARD Attache de Direction ' la Bancue Regionale d'Escompte
et de Dep6ts.

Mme du GRANRUT Charv' de Mission au Cabinet du Secretaire d'Etat
nee Claude de RENTY aupres du Premier Ministre.

M. Hubert GROSPERRIN Ss-Directeur de la Bourse A la B.P.P.B.

M. Thierry d'HAUTEVILLE Dir. Adj. de la Banque de Suez, Union des Mines.

M. Pierre HENNIQUEAU Directeur du Credit Chimicue.

M. Andre HUBERT-BRIERRE Fonde de Pouvoirs d'Agent de Change.

M. Paul JENNY Directeur General de la Ste Robert Lefebvre et Cie,
Courtiers de Banque Agrees.

M. Henri KATZ birecteur Financier de la Ste Generale Alimentaire.

M. Philippe de LA MOISSONNIERE Fonde de Pouvoirs d'Agent de Change.

M. Remy LEBEL Agent de Change pres la Bourse de Paris.

Eric LARSEN Attach& ' l'Union Europeenne Industrielle
et Financiere

M. Pierre LE BESNERAIS Directeur de l'Union de Credit pour le Batiment.

M. Rober LE GUAY Agent de Change pres la Bourse de Paris.

M. Yves LE GUAY Directeur de la Banque de l'Entreprise

M. Pierre LE ROUX Directeur Adjoint de Sogenin.

M. Jacques MAHOT de LA Notaire a Paris.
QUERANTONNAIS

M. Pierre MURON Directeur Adjoint de la Societe Generale.

M. Jean-Pierre PARODI Secretaire Gal du Journal "l'Usine Nouvelle".

M. Michel PERIER Secr. Gal Adj. de la Cie des Agents de Change de Paris.

M. Pierre PERROT Ss-Dir. a la Banque Parisienne pour l'Industrie.

M. Pierre PHILIPPE Vice President Del'gue de Pan-Holdings et President
and Director General de la CIPEC.

M. Bernard PIERRE Agent de Change pres la Bourse de Paris. President
du Groupe Banque et Bourse de l'Association.

Mme Bernard PIERRE
nee Roselyne REGEY
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M. Louis PRANGEY Directeur de l'Union Industrielle de Credit.

Mlle Bernadette PREVOST Chef du Service Juridioue et Fiscal de la Federation
Nationale des Constructeurs Promoteurs.

M. Francois ROBERT-GORSSE Directeur Gal Adj. de la Banque Monod-La-H~nin

M. Alfred ROYER Bureau de Recherches de Petrole.

M. Jean SCALBERT Directeur a la Banque Scalbert.

M. Remi SCHELCHER Fonde de Pouvoirs d'Agent de Change.

M. Charles SEBLINE Redacteur au Secr. du Comptoir des Entrepreneurs.

Mlle Frangoise SIMON Chef de Service a la Caisse de Retraite et de Pre-
voyance des Cadres de la Presse.

M. Gerard STEVENIN Analyste Financier, Charge Rondeleux.

M. Frangois TABARD Chef de Division au Departement de la Bourse de
la Societe Generale.

Mme Nicole TAYON Fonde de Pouvoirs de la Bancue Ciale de Paris.

M. Jean-Marie THOMAZEAU Morgan Guaranty Trust a New York.

M. Michel TOLLU Fonde de Pouvoirs d'Agent de Change.

M. Henri TOURRET Administrateur Directeur General de Cofincau.

M. Henri VIAUI President Directeur General de l'Union d'Escompte,
President Directeur Gal de la Ste de Credit a l'Achat
de Materiel d'Equipement C.A.M.E.

M. Jacques VINCENOT Directeur G'neral Adjoint de la Banque Frangaise et
Italienne pour l'Amerique du Sud.

M. Jacques de VIRIEU Conseiller Economique de la Societ Frangaise
d'Assurances pour Favoriser le Credit.

M. Bertrand VIRIOT Stagiaire a New York.

M. Henri WALLON Directeur du Credit du Nord, Direction de Paris.
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Table Visitors Table Visitors
No. No.

6 Mr. AUBURTIN 6 Mr. TABARD
7 Mr. BACOT 3 Mrs. TAYON
. Mr.-A RTOLIN 3 Mr. THOMAZEAU
6 Mr. BERGERET 7 Mr. TOLLU
2 Mr. Berland 7 Mr. TOURRET
4 Miss BERLY 2 Mr. VIAUX
1 Mr. BERTHOUD 1 Mr. VINCENOT
8 Mr. P. BONNET 3 Mr. de VIRIEU
3 Mr. R. BONNET 3 Mr. VIRIOT
7 Mr. BUISSON 2 Mr. WALLON
8 Miss CARRERE
7 Mr. CELLIER
8 Mr. DENIS
3 Mr. DESBONS IBRD, IFC, ILA; IMF
8 Mr. DUPONT
2 Mr. EMY 1 Mr. WOOLS
h Mr. FAUCHIER-MAGNAN
4 Mr. FIEZ 1 Mr. LARRE
5 Mr. GABRIEL 8 Mr. MALAPLATE
8 Mr. GEORGES-PICOT 2 Mr. TEYSSIER
7 Mr. GIFFARD
3 Mr. GIRARD 2 Mr. KNAPP
8 Mrs. du GRANRUT 8 Mr. ROSEN
3 Mr. GROSPERRIN 7 Mr. ALDEWERELD
2 Mr. d'HAUTEVILLE
7 Mr. HENNIQUEAU 2 Mr. BENJENK
8 Mr. HUBERT-BRIERRE 7 Miss CATHALA
5 Mr. JENNY 1 Mr. CHADENET
8 Mr. KATZ 5 Mr. CHAUFOURNIER
5 Mr. de la MOISSONNIERE 3 Mr. COPE
3 Mr. LARSEN 6 Mr. DELAUME
2 Mr. LEBEL 3 Mr. DIAMOND
7 Mr. LE BESNERAIS 6 Mr. EL EMARY
5 Mr. R. LEGUAY 7 Mr. HASSAN
8 Mr. Y. LE3UAY 7 Mr. HOFFMAN
7 Mr. LE ROUX 3 Mr. LIND
3 Mr. MAHOT de la QUERANTONNAIS 2 Mr. NESPOULOUS-NEUVILLE
8 Mr. MURON 3 Mr. de la RENAUDIERE
4 Mr. PARODI 4 Mr. RIST
2 Mr. PERIER 8 Mr. ROVANI
7 Mr. PERROT 5 Miss ZAFIRIOU
I Mr. PHILIPPE
1 Mr. PIERRE
2 Mrs. PIERRE
2 Mr. PRANGEY
6 Miss PREVOST
2 Mr. ROBERT-GORSSE
8 Mr. ROYER
2 Mr. SCALBERT
8 Mr. SCHELCHER
6 Mr. SEBLINE
7 Miss SIMON
3 Mr. STEVENIN
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. George D. W DATE: October 24, 1966

FROM: Lars J. Lind - .

SUBJECT: Suggested remarks at luncheon for former students of Ecole des Sciences
Politiques

I attach draft remarks for the luncheon with the former students
of Ecole des Sciences Politiques on October 31. It has been seen by
Bernard Chadenet.

You might wish to be much briefer, but the suggested remarks
covering 7 to 8 minutes are submitted in case you want to give a short
speech to this important group of Frenchmen.



;seeh Lox Mr.. WedS at 1wmh on 0cobeL r

It gives me great pleasure to welcome you formally to the World Uank
today. We are honored that you have found time during your brief stay in
gashintos to visit us. The distinguished place of learning which you all
attended is well known to us here; indeed, there are a few people on the
World Sank staff -- and I would be happy if there were move -- who are also
graduates of "Les Scioneas P." The Bank has always greatly valued its
close links with Irance, and I am referring now both to our links with your
Government and also with the ?renc" financial community. Historically, it
is a fact that the first loan the Bank ever made was to France. This wos
over 19 years *go, in May 1947. The amount of the loan wus #250 million and
its purpose to assist in financing the reconstruction and development of the
French economy after the heavy blows inflicted upon it during World War 11.
There can be no doubt the money was put to good use. Today, of course,
the French economy is one of the strongest in the world and is relatively
free of the inflationary pressures which are troubling many industrial
countries.

Let me hasten to add that none of the Bank's 1947 loan to France is
now held by us; the last of it, in fact, was sold to French financial
institutions in July 1963. As you know, one of the ways in which the Bank
raises money for its work in the field of economic development is by sell-
ing off parts of its loans. This can occur either at the time the loan is
made, or subsequently. The 1947 loan to France was one of the mot sought-
after by investors, an inditation of the rapidity with which France re
established her international credit status after World War 11. The Bank of
France was itself a substantial buyer of this loan, taking up about #170
million in three large purchases in March 1962 and in April and July of the
following year. The remainder was sold to private institutional investors
and government agencies.

This afternoon, Mr. lernard Chadenet, who is Associate Director of our
Projects Department, will describe the over-all activities of the Bank. As
a foreword to his talk, way I remind you of the enmous amount which still
has to be done to raise the living standards of the developing countries*
In the past five years the population of the developing countries has grown
by over 200 million, a number larger than the population of the United
States, and about four times the population of France. It has bena a tre-
wondoux struggle for these countries to keep pace with this population
growth, let alone raise the living standards of their people.

The task ahead can be simply illustrated. In 40 of the about 80 devel-
oping countries who are members of the World bank there are today 750 million
people with per capita incomes of only about 600 francs. At the Ministerial
Meeting of the Development Assistance Comittee of the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Developeent in July, I posed these questions.
Looking ahead over the next ten years, where are the threats to international
tranquility and order? Are they confined to balance end maintenance of
military strength amond the moot powerful nations? Or to financial questious
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among the richest? Or is there also a threat arising from the possibility
that, without concerted and adequate help from abroad, a large part of
humanity will remain on the edto of subsistence? I believe that this is
a possibility which represents a real and present danger to peace in the
wrld. I believe it is a matter wlich should recaive attention at the

highest levels of government in the approximately 20 capital exporting coua-
tries of the world.

Before concluding my brief remarks, may I first pay tribute to the part
which France has played in the affairs of the World Bank since its founda-
tion in 1946. The Bank and France have uorked closely together and see eye
to eye on many matters relating to economic development. This was made
clear by your finance Minister, Mr. Debrd, at the annual meetings of the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund here in Washington in
September. It is noteworthy that France is one of the very few countries
whose total assistance to developing countries has been at or above the
target of one per cent of national income during the past four years.

We are very pleased to have the opportunity of welcoming you at lunch.
I hope you find your visit with us both interesting and enjoyable.

RClements/QVM:)ds
October 27, 1966
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Form No. 27
(7-61)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: WAYI!TE GEfl'O1RIO DATE: OCTOBER 7, 1966

CLASS OF

SERVICE: IBF GOVTRIOCDUTANI O

COUNRY: BR.AZIL

TEXT:
Cable No.:

AG}REE PUBLICATION WOODS SPEECHI JULY S,1966 STOP COPY OF SPEECH

FOLLOWS BY MAIL

BAUM

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Warren C. Baum Cleared with and eci Mr. Geolot

DEPT. Projects - Transportation

SIGNATURE
TU- N UAL AUTHORIZED To APPROVE)

For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
kI PO ANT: See Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Chockd for Dispatch:
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Fonm No. 26
(6.65)

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTELRATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME U T 1TNG
OF CABLE: OCTOBER h, 1966 1755

LOG NO.: WU 8/5 ACTION CP: PROJECTS- NSPORTATN

TO: BAUM INTBAFRAD INFOMATICN I
COPY -342

FROM: RIO DE JANEIRO T 1966 DECDDED BY

Projects Dept. Correspondence

TEXT: ANS'D Y

DAT:~ ..

w-564 WE ASK FOR BANK AUTHORIZATION TO PUBLISH IN OUR MAGAZINE

REVISTA BRASILEIRA DE TRANSPORTES THE PORTUGUESE VERSION OF A

SPEECH MADE BY MR. GEORGE WOODS IN JULY 20 1966. THIS SPEECH

HAS BEEN PUBLISHED IN SPANISH BY THE BANK. REGARDS

LAFAIETTE GEIPOTRIO

MT

ORIGINAL
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September 20, 1966

Dear David:

This is a lated acknowledgment of your
note of August 22. It arrived during my absence from
the country on a combination vacation and business
trip, from which I returned last week.

Thank you for your kind remarks about my
DAC statement. I will touch on the same subject at
the Fund-Bank Governors' Meetings next week. There
is some reason--admittedly slight--to believe that
something my come of the suggestion that the financing
of development be considered at the highest levels in
the industrialized countries. Anything that you can
do, with the group at Carnegie or elsewhere, to focus
thinking on the problems of the decades ahead (after
attempting to identify them) is of course constructive.
Your voice is beard and listened to in numerous forums
which an ex-Wall Streeter will never be able to pene-
trate.

Thank you for your note and for your efforts.

With warm personal regards,

Cordially,

'Dr6 'NO&

George D. Woods

Mr. David E. Lilienthal
Development and Resources Corporation
One Whitehall Street
New York, New York 10004

GDWoods/s
cc:') Mr. Aldevereld (with incoming)



NATIONAL FILM BOARD OFFICE NATIONAL DU FILM

CANADA

Reference Library
Box 6100
1ontreal 3, Quebec

August 29, 1966

Secretary to the President
korld Bank
1818 H. St. 1.>'.
Vashington, D.C.

Dear Madam:

Thank you for your kindness in forwarding a copy

of 1r. voods', 196' address to the Spring session of the

Economic and Social Council in answer to my teletype of

August 22.

Yours sincerely,

(Iiss) Eileen B. Morash,
LiDbrari an.

EBl/sm

1867 1967
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AUG2 4 RECV
CABLE ADDRESS- "DESOURCE NEWYORK" GORDON R. CLAPP, COFOUNDER (1955 -1963)

DEVELOPMENT AND RESOURCES CORPORATION ,/ fi i, C

DAvIo E. LILIENTHAL
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD ONE WHITEHALL STREET

JOH N OLIVER NEW YORK, N.Y. 000-4

PRESIDENT August 22, 1966 (212) WHITEHALL 4-4521

Hon. George D. Wd6ds

President
International Rank for Reconstruction and Development

1818 H Street' N. W.
Washington D. C. 20433

Dear George:

A month ago you talked to the Ministerial Meeting of

the Development Assistance Committee of OECD. Your appraisal

(taken together with the facts contained in Mr. Aldewereld's candid

and forceful address at the University of Uppsala in May) goes to the

heart of the disequilibrium in the world today as nothing that has been

said or written in recent history.

In the Benjamin Fairless Lecture series which I am

giving at Carnegie Tech this fall, I am going to set out my concept of

managerial leadership. The closing lecture will be on the role of

managerial leadership in development, as I conceive of it. I intend

to refer at some length to your OECD remarks.

The invited audience of the Fairless series ordinarily

includes most of the major leaders of American industry. You invited

the Ministers to make their contribution to a basic examination of

our development policies and methods in the light of the critical issues

described by you and Mr. Aldewereld; I hope the heads of industry

in Pittsburgh will consider the examination you call for something

they also should give serious attention to.

With best wishes, as always,

rely,

D v d E. Lilienthal
Chairman of the Board

DEL:mb
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNA Ti ONAL EANK FOENTERNATN FIN
ASSOC IATION RECONSTRUCT ION ANtD DEEOMNT CRORTO

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R O U T I N G
OF CABLE: AUGUST 22, 1966 354PM

LOG NO.: W 35 - AUGUST 22 ACTO (DY: MR. WOODS' OFFICE

TO: SECRETARY TO THE PRESIDENT INFORIATIO
COPY:

FROM: MONTRFAL DEWDED BY:

KINDLY F1ORARD A COPY OF MR. GEORGE D. WOODS ADDRESS ON

FEBRUART 25, 1966 TO THE SPRING SESSION OF THE ECONOMIC AND

SOCIAL COUNCIL TO THE UNDERSIGNED BY AIMAIL. THANK YOU

ev E MORASH NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA

P 0 Box 6100

MONTREAL

FOR INFOPM1ATION REGARDING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THE C0MJNICATIONS UNIT EXT. 2021

ORGINAL
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(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Letter

DATED: Au rust 16, 1966

TO: Mr. Corrado Sellaroli
IBRD
Paris

FROM: Mr. Lars Lind

FILED UNDER: Translation- General

SUMMARY: Re: Translation of Mr. Woods' DAC speech, Mr. Hoffman's
paper on Aid Coordination prepared for the Ditchely Conference,
and The Bank Annual Report.



H EADQUARTERS:

WASHINGTON D.C. 20433

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CABLE ADDRESS-INTEAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

CABLE ADDRESS-IN DEVAS

-~*BANK *
EUROPEAN OFFICE:
4, AVENUE D'IENA

PARIS (16E) - FRANCE
TELEPHONE: KLEBER 25-10

INFORMATION SERVICES
TEMPORARY ADDRESS

12,RUE DE PRESBOURG,PARIS 16-
TELEPHONE 704.78.20 August 10, 1966

TELEX INBAFRAD 258-31 F

Mr. Lars Lind
Deputy Director of Information
I.B.R.D.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Lind,

On July 29 I asked Harold whether we should reprint in booklet
form the text of Mr. Wood's speech at DAC, as we have done on se-
veral other occasions. Do you think it would be suitable?

Attached please find a further set of cl pings on the 20th
Anniversary of the Bank, Q_, J - .wA.

Corrado Sellaroli
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BOARD OF OVERNORS
OF THE

*o FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

August 9, 1966.

Dear George:

I was delighted to get your letter of

July 26 /enclosing your remarks to the Ministerial
Meeting of the Development Assistance Committee

of OECD. I have read and reread your comments

on pages 5 and 6, as you suggested, and congratu-

late you on the simple, direct way in which you

highlight the heart of the problem. I hope this will

bear fruit.

You have gotten a good press on the IDA

proposal and I do hope it can be implemented. I
will certainly be glad to help in any way I can.

I had sent you a little birthday greeting

just before you got away but know it missed you and

will be here when you return.

Our visit in Fort Lauderdale certainly

put me in good shape for the operation and I am

recuperating very rapidly. Cynthia and I are going

up to Maine for a while and will hope to see you in

September.

With all good wishes,

Cordially yours,

Wm. McC. Martin, Jr.

The Honorabl ~eorge D. Woods,
President, ,
International Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
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Mr.Wishart:

When Mr.Woods was in London recently he asked me to

send a copy of his DAC speech to Mr.Greenwood, and I attach

hereto his acknowledgment of same.
Kind regards.

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

h -'I



MINISTER OF OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT

ELAND HOUSE, STAG PLACE

LONDON S.W.1

TEUPHONE: VICTORIA 2377

9th August, 1966.

Mr. Greenwood has asked me to
thank you very much for sending him
a copy of Mr. Woods' speech at the
Develo pment Assistance Committee
of OECD on the 20th July which
he read with much interest.

(Miss M. Fairlie)
Assistant Private Secretary

Miss Mora Reade,
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August 4, 1966

Dear Mr. Murphy:

I write to ack wledge receipt of your
letter of August 2 addressed to Mr. George
D. Woods, President of the World Bank, who
is at present overseas. As requested, I
have pleasure in enclosing two copies of the

press release, issued on July 20, 1966, con-
taining the remarks made by Mr. Woods to the
Ministerial Meeting of the Development Assist-
ance Committee of the OECD on that date.

I shall retain your letter for Mr. Woods
to see on his return here in mid-September.
I know he would wish me to thank you for it.

Yours sincerely,

G. C. Wishart
Personal Assistant to Mr. Woods

Mr. Michael J. Murphy
National Catholic Welfare

Conference
350 Fifth Avenue I.
New York, New York 10001



THE FORD FOUNDATION
477 MADISON AVENUE

NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10022

McGEORGE BUNDY
PRESIDE NT Ags ,16

Dear George:

I have read through the statement you made at the DAC meeting,

and I am delighted to have it. I will be talking to David Bell about
it, and if we can seize any idea that will give a push to your

statement, we will.

As ever,

McGeorge Bundy

Mr. George D. Woods, President

International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.

Washington, D. C. 20433

op4 ,j,~VdA
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CATHOLIC RELIEF SERVICES - NATIONAL CATHOLIC WELFARE CONFERENCE

350 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, N. Y. 10001

Cable Address: Telephone:
CATHWEL LW 4-9300

August 2, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods
President, World Bank
20 Exchange Place
New York, New York

Dear Mr. Woods:

I have read some excerpts from the address you gave recently

at the Ministerial Meeting of the Development Assistance Committee

of the OECD, and am much interested in seeing the full speech. I

would appreciate it if you are able to send me two copies of this

speech.

Please accept my congratulations on your attempt to stimulate

a re-examination of the whole current approach to development as-

sistance.

Sincerely,

Michael J. M hy
Assistant Director
Socio-Economic Development

I a'$
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
WASHINGTON

2 August 1966

Dear George:

I strongly support the suggestion

which you made on pages 5 and 6 of your state-

ment at the DAC meeting.

Sincerely,

Robert S. McNamara

Mr. George D. Woods, President
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D. C. 20433

Cq) M
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COMMITTEES AND SUBCOMMITTEES: STUART SYMINGTON
AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES MISSOURI

ARMED SERVICES
CHAIRMAN. SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATIONAL STOCKPILE AND STANLEY R. FIKE

NAVAL PETROLEUM RESERVES i ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
PREPAREDNESS INVESTIGATING SUBCOMMITTEE 'U, iff eb Z iaiez Z em aI;
CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE SUCOMMITTEE

FOREIGN RELATIONS
CHAIRMAN, NEAR EASTERN AND SOUTH ASIAN AFFAIRS

SUBCOMMITTEE
DISARMAMENT SUBCOMMITTEE
CANADIAN AFFAIRS SUBCOMMITIEE July 29, 1966

APPROPRIATIONS
EX OFFICIO MEMBER FOR DEFENSE, MIUTARY

CONSTRUCTION. AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE
APPROPRIATIONS

DEMOCRATIC POLICY COMMITIEE

Mr. G. C. Wishart
Personal Assistant to Mr. Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Wishart:

Thanks for sending me the remarks of Mr. Woods
as of July 20. I appreciate receiving them.

Sincerely,

St t Symington
SS:ag
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FORM No. 59 Sppeches*Woods-Dac
(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Letter

DATED: July 29, 1966

TO: Mr. Harold Graves

FROM: Mr. Corrado Sellaroli
IBRD
Paris

FILED UNDER: Public Relations- Articles- General

SUMMARY: Mr. Sellaroli asks whether the Bank plans to reprint in booklet form
the text of Mr. Woods' speech at DAC in various languages.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: MILLER DATE: July 25, 1966
INBAFRAD
PARIS CLASS OF

SERVICE: Tel ex

COUNTRY: FRANCE

TEXT:
Cable No.: 566 Would you please write Cy Sulzberger and Aschinger saying that

Mr. Woods wished them to see his recent speech to DAC, and particularly

call their attention to his proposal that the foreign ministers confer

on international development policy.

GRAVES

NOT TO BE TRANSMITED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr.

DEPT. I f tion

SIGNATURE
( GNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

HNQ:ap For Use by Archives Division

ORIGINAL (File Copy)
(IMPORTANT: Sea Secretaries Guide for preparing form) Checked for Dispatch:
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: SELLAROLI DATE: July 20, 1966
INBAFRAD
PARIS CLASS OF

SERVICE: Telex

COUNTRY: FRANCE

TEXT:
Cable No.:

Your 537 -- Title should read "Remarks of Mr. George D. Woods,

President of the World Bank Group, to the Ministerial Meeting of the

Development Assistance Committee of OECD, Washington, D. C., July 20, 1966."

Graves

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME Harold N. Graves, Jr.

DEPT. Information

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE or INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZE6 TO APPROVE)
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INTERNAT IONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTEATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

INCOMING CABLE

DATE AND TIME R 0 U T I N G
OF CABLE: JULY 20, 1966 7PM

LOG NO.: TELEX - JULY 20 ACTIO COPY: INFORMATION DEPARTMENT

TO: INTBAFRAD INFOFNATION
COPY:

FWJM: PARI DEODDED BY:

TEXT:

537 FOR GRAVES

PLEASE INDICATE TITLE CF WOODS SPEECH

SELLAROLI

FICA

---- --------FOR DIFORMATION REGAR1DING CABLES, PLEASE CALL THtE 0CCIMNICATIONS LJIT EX-T. 2021 ---
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FOR IMMEDIATERELEASEA

WORLD BANK

LINANI)

1818 H STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON D. C. 20433 TELEPHONE: EXECUTIVE 3-6360

For release on delivery,
expected at about 12:00 noon, EST
July 20, 1966

Remarks of Mr. George D. Woods,
President of the World Bank Group,

to the Ministerial Meeting
of the Development Assistance Committee of OECD

Washington, D.C.
July 20, 1966

When I last had the honor of addressing the Ministerial Meeting of

this Committee a year ago, I suggested that the time had come to take bold

decisions about the volume and character of development assistance. I

think we must all be deeply disappointed, 12 months later, that these

decisions still wait to be taken. Let me state again my conviction that

the amount of financial assistance to the developing countries is inadequate

by any reasonable standard -- whether it is considered in relation to the

growth rate the industrial countries say they are willing to help the

developing countries to achieve, or by the amount of capital which the

developing countries themselves are able to use to good purpose.

* * *

If there were to appear on this planet earth tomorrow a new country

with a population, say, as big as that of the United States or the Soviet

Union -- some 200 million or more -- this would be an event of far-reaching

significance. Foreign offices and defense establishments would have to

adjust themselves to this new presence; so would ministries concerned with
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international trade, finance and the distribution of physical resources

in the world. In many countries, the necessary adjustments would be

matters of the highest policy, to be determined by cabinets and chiefs

of government.

You may say that this is fanciful. Yet in the past five years the

population of the developing countries has grown by over 200 million souls --

a number larger than the population of the United States, and comparable to

the population of the Soviet Union, of Africa south of the Sahara, or of

all Latin America.

While this is certainly not the same as the emergence of a single

country, it is emphatically a circumstance of great weight in world affairs.

It presents new tasks to the political and administrative organizations of

the developing countries, and bears heavily on their physical and financial

resources. It speaks urgently for striking a new balance in the relations

between high and low-income countries.

* * *

Yet the pages of recent history show little recognition by the in-

dustrial countries that the equivalent of a new continent has been added

to the less developed world, or that, despite population controls which

are starting to take effect, a second such equivalent will be added in the

next five years. The low-income countries must finance their development

effort mostly out of exports to industrial countries -- and they are in-

creasingly able to produce for export. But the trade policy of the

industrial countries in 1966 still offers them too few opportunities. The

flow of financing for development has not noticeably increased. In fact, by
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some important measures it has declined.

Since 1961, the level of official net capital flows from OECD coun-

tries to the developing countries has remained static at about $6 billion

a year. As a proportion of the rising incomes of the OECD countries, these

net official flows declined from an estimated eight-tenths of one per cent

to six-tenths of one per cent. The export of private capital increased,

but most of it was directed tc only a few countries, and discouragingly

little of it went to the poorer ones.

We know and agree that the terms of development finance must be made

easier for the developing countries. But the reverse is happening. As

the Chairman's Report points out, the recent trend toward improvement in

loan terms has been more than offset by a decline in the amount of grants.

Today the average terms of assistance are harder than they were last year

or the year before, and the prospects are disturbing.

At the same time, more and more of the flow of finance is being

counterbalanced by the debt service paid by the developing countries. Service

on public and publicly guaranteed debt more than doubled between 1961 and

1965. More than half the inflow of development finance is now being offset

by the return flow in the form of amortization, interest and dividends.

Paradoxically, at the same time that the relative volume of aid has

been dwindling, the capabilities of the developing countries have been

growing. Last year, I reported the judgment of the World Bank staff that

for the balance of the 1960s, the developing countries -- outside the

Sino-Soviet areas -- each year could effectively use, on the average, some

$3 to $4 billion more of development finance than they are now receiving.
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This judgment was based on estimates of the capacity of the developing

countries to save and to export, to follow acceptable economic policies,

and to plan and carry out high-priority development. We have kept these

estimates under review, and this review confirms and underlines our judg-

ment of a year ago. And in this connection I wish to reassure the Chairman,

who on page 51 of his draft report wonders if we are basing these estimates

on what he calls "our fairly high standards of economic justification for

external assistance." We are. We have only one standard.

The capacity of the industrialized countries to support an effective

assistance effort also has been rising. Assuming that effective financial

assistance would cost an added $3 to $4 billion a year, the industrialized

countries can certainly afford it. Their national income has been in-

creasing, in the aggregate, at the rate of $40 to $50 billion a year; and

if over the last five years, only one per cent of that increase had been

devoted to additional development support, we should by today be not very

far from a satisfactory level of assistance.

In the meantime, the contrast between the rich and the poor continues

to be both striking and, it must be said, ominous. The 20 or so industrial

countries of Western Europe, North America and the western Pacific now

account for over a thousand billion dollars of the world's product. These

20 countries, with less than a fifth of the world's population, produce

and enjoy more than half the world's wealth. By contrast -- taking only

the developing countries within the World Bank's membership -- another segment

which is half of the world's population accounts for only one-sixth of world

product.

It is unrealistic to think that this state of affairs can persist.

Surely any government, if half or more of its people lived in poverty,

either would make strenuous efforts to help them or would itself fail to



survive. Through changes in communications and transportation, the world

each year becomes a smaller neighborhood, and what is intolerable in a

single nation inevitably -- and quickly -- will become intolerable in

the community of nations.

* * *

Many of the industrialized countries represented here today are now,

and for some time have been, engaged in examining at high levels of their

governments matters which they consider to be of pressing and mutual

concern. Foreign ministers and commerce ministers and others are negotia-

ting fundamental changes in trade and tariff policies; finance ministers

are conferring on the troublesome problem of international monetary policy;

and the foreign ministers and defense ministers of the North Atlantic

Treaty nations are facing up to problems of defense organization.

Yet, looking ahead over the next ten years, where are the threats

to international tranquility and order? Are they confined to balance

and maintenance of military strength among the most powerful nations?

Or to financial questions among the richest? Or is there also a threat

arising from the possibility that, without concerted and adequate help

from abroad, a large part of humanitywill remain on the ragged edge of

subsistence? I believe this is a possibility which presents a real and

present danger.

What is now necessary, I suggest, is that the governments represented

in this room should give to consideration of their policies relating to

development finance a priority at least comparable to consideration of

their other basic concerns. After twenty years of experience -- and to
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some extent of frustration -- the time has come, I believe, for a thorough

examination of the objectives we are trying to achieve in our relationsh-ips

with the developing world, of the importance of those objectives to the

national interests of the DAC countries, and of the adequacy of the

resources, the mechanisms and the techniques which are being employed to

attain those objectives.

The kind of examination I have in mind would engage foreign ministers

and finance ministers as well #s development ministers. It would put the

world-wide aid effort -- which has emerged somewhat haphazardly from the

post-war reconstruction program -- in a well thought out and agreed upon

place in the whole scheme of international affairs. It might implement

some of the thought-provoking suggestions made last May by the American

Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Fowler, in a speech to a meeting of bankers

in Spain.

* * *

The industrial countries here represented have been assisting world

development for a span of two decades. In that time, science, technology

and the means of creating material prosperity have advanced at a rate

unprecedented in history. We can say confidently that the knowledge and

the means exist to enlarge greatly the resources of the world, and to help

many millions to achieve, or at least approach, decent living standards

for the first time. A solution to the problem of hunger, one of

the major problems which will be discussed here, is certainly not beyond

our reach if we arrive at a plan and coordinate our efforts to implement

it.
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Agriculture is entitled to the highest priority, not only in the

context of the food shortage, but also, and importantly, because up to

80 per cent of the people in the underdeveloped world depend on it for

a livelihood, and because in many countries, the output of agriculture is

the biggest single item of production. However, as is true of most

development matters, we must stay with the problem of agriculture for

the necessary period of years. Unhappily, there are no shortcuts to sound

development.

All along the development front, the policies which must now be

evolved and the actions which must be taken transcend the interests of

any particular group of nations; they involve all. Today, the disparity

between the living standards of a prosperous fraction of mankind and the

rest of humanity is a gulf that separates the two; but tomorrow it may

swallow up both rich and poor in political strife and economic chaos.

We must begin to act decisively, and now, to avoid that outcome.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: SILLAROILI DATE: July 20, 1966
INBAFRAD
PARIS CLASS oF

SERVICE: Telex

COUNTRY: FRANCE

TEXT:

Cable No.: 550 Woods speech can be distributed five o'clock your time. Following

are final corrections.

Paragraph one -- delete"wholly"

Paragraph five next to last sentence -- change"yet"to"but' and change

"little opportunity"to"few opportunities."

Paragraph six in second sen nce delete +o.fheir national incomes"

Paragraph seven change"yet"to"but'

Paragraph eight last sentence - insert"development"before"finance."

Paragraph ten third sentence -- delete"gross' Same sentence delete

"have arrived at an almost"and substitute"not be very far from a" etc.

Paragraph twelve substitute"unrealistic"for"folly'.' Third sentence

delete"startling" Delete fourth sentence entirely.

Paragraph thirteen -- delete second sentence substituting following:

"Foreign ministers and commerce ministers and others are negotiating fundamental

changes in trade and tariff policies; finance ministers are conferring on the trouble-

some problem of international monetary policy; and the foreign ministers and defense

ministers of the North Atlantic Treaty nations are facing up to priblems of defense
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MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME
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TO: SELL&ROLI DATE: Jtuly 20, 1966
INSAFRAD
PAIS CLASS OF

SERVICE: Telex

COUNTRY: FRANCE
Page two

TEXT:
Cabl. No.: 550 continued

organization."

Paragraph fourteen line three put question mark after "powerful nations"

and begin new sentence with "Or." Last sentence now begins "I believe this is

a possibility which presents"etc.

Paragraph fifteen line two -- delete "development" before "policies?

and insert after "policies" "relating to development finance" etc.

Line five substitute"we" for "you". Line six substitute "our" for "your".

Line seven substitute "the JAC" for "your own". Line eight insert "the" before

mechanisms and "the" before techniques.

Paragraph sixteen line one substitute "engage" for "concern" and insert

"ministers" after "foreign."

Paragraph seventeen line one after countries insert "here represented."

Add to end of that paragraph coma "if we arrive at a plan and coordinate our

efforts to implemant it." Following that add new paragraph --

"Agriculture is entitled to the highest priority, not only in the context

of the food shortage, but also, and importntly, because up to 80 per cent of
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the people in the underdeveloped world depend on it for a livelihoed, and because

in many countries, the output of agriculture is the biggest single item of

production. However, as is true of mest development matters, we must stay with

the problem of agriculture for the necessary period of years. Unhappily, there

are no shortcuts to sound development."

Paragraph nineteen new begins "All along the development frost, the policies"

etc.
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Mr. George a. Woods July 19, 1966

Natold N. Graves

Were Is the reading copy of your speech. mad. a umber of

small ehanges at Uving's suggestion. lh. only one of any note is

on page 8, and it changes the language at the top of the page to

reed,
"The kind of examination I have in wind vould
eA!m foreign ministers, etc."

We had said "conceru" foreign ministers, but -- as Trwing

pointed out - the ministers already are concerned with development

asaistance, so that a verb connoting somewhat more active participation

seemed desirable.

Eucls.

HNG: smg



July 19, 19"

Dear Mr. Casavetes I

I hkeo seat y70 100 *opies of Mr. Weds 1a DC speech for

distribution to the press. Mr. Wood particularly asks, how-

evor, that they not be given out until he haw begun to speak,

and I hope you will be able to mnamge distributios of the text

os..rdingly.

eItuerely you",

Marold N. Grmves, Jr.
Dir tor of lnforeation

Mr. Framia Gassavetes
Devol.puent Assistanse Ceomittee
Organisation for Esnosmie Gooperattou

Od Dewrlepesnt
sem 1000-A, U.S. Department of State
Washington, D.C.

IG:esp



AIR UAIL July 18, 1966
8SPCIAL DULIVEZY

Dear Corrado:

fore are copies of a text of the remarks that Hr. Woods

intends to make at the meeting of PAC ministers here in

Washington on July 20. this undoubtedly will not reach

you in time for you to distribute it an the 20th, but it

may help you to have texts available, not only in Rnglish

but also in trench and German, if not Italian.

sincerely yours,

Harold Graves

Enclosures

Hr. Conad. Sllaroli
suropean Office
lIED
4, Avenue d'ten
Paris 16e
trance

HNG: ap



July 18 Draft of DAC Speech for Mr. oods

When I last had the honor of addressing the Ministerial Meeting of this

Committee a year ago, I suggested that the time had come to take bold decisions

about the volume rnd character development assistance. I think we must all

be deeply disappointed, 12 months later, that these decisions still wait to

be taken. Let me state again my conviction that the amount of financial assist-

ance to the developing countries is wifh inadequate by any reasonable standard --

whether it is considered in relation to the growth rate the industrial countries

say they are willing to help the developing countries to achieve, or by the amount

of capital which the developing countries themselves are able to use to good

purpose.

* * *

If there were to appear on this planet earth tomorrow a new country with a

population, say, as big as that of the United States or the Soviet Union -- some

200 million or more -- this would be an event of far-reaching significance.

Foreign offices and defense establishments would have to adjust themselves to

this new presence; so would ministries concerned with international trade, finance

and the distribution of physical resources in the world. In many countries, the

necessary adjustments would be matters of the highest policy, to be determined

by cabinets and chiefs of government.

You may say that this is fanciful. Yet in the past five years the popula-

tion of the developing countries has grown by over 200 million souls -- a number

larger than the population of the United States, and comparable to the population

of the Soviet Union, of Africa south of the Sahara, or of all Latin America.

While this is certainly not the same as the emergence of a single country,

it is emphatically a circumstnnce of great weight in world affairs. It presents

new tasks to the political and admrinistrr'tive organizations of the developing

* ,*,, yrrp Tr
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countries, and bears heavily on their physical and financial resources. It

speaks urgently for striking a new balance in the relations between high and

low-income countries.

* * *

Yet the pages of recent history show little recognition by the industrial

countries that the equivalent of a new continent has been added to the less

developed world, or that, despite population controls which are starting to take

effect, a second such equivalent will be -idded in the next five years. The low-

income countries must finance their development effort mostly out of exports

to industrial countries -- and they are increasingly able to produce for export.

Yet the trade policy of the industrial countries in 1966 still offers them too

little opportunity. The flow of financing for development has not noticeably

increased. In fact, by some important measures it has declined.

Since 1961, the level of official net capital flows from OECD countries

to the developing countries has remained static at about $6 billion a year.

As a proportion of the rising incomes of the OECD countries, these net official

flows declined from an estimated eight-tenths of one per cent of their national

incomes to six-tenths of one per cent. The export of private capital increased,

but most of it was directed to only a few countries, and discouragingly little

of it went to the poorer ones.

We know and agree that the tcrms of development finance must be made easier

for the developing countries. Yet the reverse is happening. As the Chairman's

Report points out, the recent trend toward improvement in loan terms has been

more than offset by a decline in the amount of grants. Today the average terms

of assistance are harder than they were last year or the year before, and the

prospects are disturbing.
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At the same time, more and more of the flow of finance is being counter-

balanced by the debt service paid by the developing countries. Service on

public and publicly guaranteed debt more than doubled 
between 1961 and 1965.

More than half the inflow of finance is now being offset by the return 
flow

in the form of amortization, interest and dividends.

Paradoxically, at the same time that the relative volume of aid has been

dwindling, the capabilities of the developing countries have been growing. 
Last

year, I reported the judgment of the World Bank staff 
that for the balance of

the 1960s, the developing countries -- outside the Sino-Soviet areas -- each

year could effectively use, on the average, some $3 to $4 billion more of de-

velopment finance than they are now receiving. This judgment was based on

estimates of the capacity of the developing countries to save and to export,

to follow acceptable economic policies, and to plan and carry out high-priority

development. We have kept these estimates under review, and this review con-

firms and underlines our judgment of a year ago.

The capacity of the industrialized countries to support an effective

assistance effort also has been rising. Assuming that effective financial

assistance would cost an added $3 to $4 billion a year, the industrialized

countries can certainly afford it. Their gross national income has been in-

creasing, in the aggregate, at the rate of $40 to $50 billion a year; and if

over the last five years, only one per cent of that increase had been 
devoted

to additional development support, we should by today have arrived 
at an almost

satisfactory level of assistance.

In the meantime, the contrast between the rich and the poor continues to

be both striking and, it must be said, ominous. The 20 or so industrial coun-

tries of Western Europe, North America and the western Pacific 
now account
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for over a thousand billion dollars of the world's product. These 20 countries,

with less than a fifth of the world's population, produce and enjoy more than

half the world's wealth. By contrast -- taking only the developing countries

within the World Bank's membership -- another segment, which is half of the

world's population accounts for only onr-sixth of world product.

It is folly to think that this state of affairs can persist. Surely any

government, if half or more of its people lived in poverty, either would 
make

strenuous efforts to help them or would itself fail to survive. Through startling

changes in communications and transportation, the world each year becomes a smaller

neighborhood, and what is intolerable in a single nation inevitably -- and quickly --

will become intolerable in the community of nations. 1f t-. t4"4"ng rF

the las dava~lrped raountr~la o not r.o a+peertn ,tz~z rr~ ~;r

Zaye niq in, tln~ A -ne h gQo k~n n~ Uphva that- w13.1 V k the-livar of 2l-

* * *

Many of the industrialized countries represented here today are now, and

for some time have been, engaged in examining at high levels of their govern-

ments matters which they consider to be of pressing and mutual concern. Finance

ministers are conferring on the problem of international monetary policy; foreign

ministers and commerce ministers and others are negotiating fundamental changes

in trade and tariff policies; and foreign and defense ministers of the 
North

Atlantic Treaty nations are facing up to problems of defense organization.

Yet, looking ahead over the next ten years, where are the threats 
to

international tranquility and order? Are they confined to balance and mainten-

ance of military strength among the most powerful nations? Or to financial

questions among the richest? Or is there also a threat arising from the
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possibility that, without concerted and adequate help from abroad, a large

part of humanity may remain on the ragged edge of subsistence? I believe

that that possibility presents a real and present danger.

What is now necessary, I suggest, is that the governments represented

in this room should give to conside.Lion of their polic e a

priority at least comparable to consideration of their other basic concerns.

After twenty years of experience -- and to some extent of frustration -- the

time has come, I believe, for a thorough exa;inition of the objectives you

are trying to achieve in your relationshi-;s with the developing world, of

the importance of those objectives to the national interests of your own

countries, and of the adequacy of the resources, mechanisms and techniques

which are being employed to attain those objectives.

The kind of examination I have in mind would concern foreign d a inance

ministers as well as development ministcrs. It would put the world-wide aid

effort -- which has emerged somewhat haphazardly from the post-war reconstruction

program -- in a well thought out and agreed upon place in the whole scheme of

international affairs. It might implement some of the thought-provoking sugges-

tions made last month by the American Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. Fowler, in

a speech to a meeting of bankers in Spain.

* * *

The industrial countries have been assisting world development for a span

of two decades. In that time, science, technology and the means of creating

material prosperity have advanced at a rate unprecedented in history. We can

say confidently that the knowledge and the means exist to enlarge greatly the

resources of the world, and to help many millions to achieve, or at least

approach, decent living standards for f. first time. A solution to the urgent
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problem of hunger, one of the major problems which will be discussed here,

is certainly not beyond our reach.

The policies which must now be evolved and the actions which must be

taken transcend the interests of any particular group of nations; they in-

volve all. Today, the disparity between the living standards of a prosperous

fraction of mankind and the rest of humanity is a gulf that separates the two;

but tomorrow it may swallow up both rich and poor in political strife and

economic chaos. We must begin to a:t decisively, and now, to avoid that

outcome.

12:45 p.m.
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April 5, 1966

Dear Mr. Camus

Thank you for your note of March 31,

1966. I am glad you considered my contribution

at the Bilderberg Meeting to be helpful and a

useful addition to the general discussion.

I appreciated the opportunity of participating

in this Conference where I renewed my acquaint-

ance with the distinguished representatives of

governments, business and finance who were also

present.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely,

(Signed) George D. Woot.

George D. Woods

Mr. L. Ceu
Banque de Bruxelles
2, rue do la Regence
Brussels, Belgium

GCWila:ml



BANQUE DE BRUXELLES
SOCIETE ANONYME

LE PRdSIDENT 2, rue de la RT6gence,
Bruxelles.

31st March, 1966.

Dear Mr. Woods,

I did not have the opportunity to congratulate

you personally after the remarkable address which you gave

at Wiesbaden about the policy of the International Bank for

the developping countries. As you know, I am a long-standing

admirer of the great work accomplished by your Bank. It was

therefore a particular pleasure for me to hear your brilliant

analysis of your current problems.

With kindest regards,

Yours very sincerely,

Mr. George Woods,
President & Chairman,
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development,
1818 H Street, N.W., /
Washington, 25. D.C.
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April 20, 1966

Dear Joe:

Thank you for your letter of April 1h,
1966. One of the nice things about attending
Baxter Jackson's dinner for the Chemical Bank
International Advisory Board was the opportu-
nity it afforded me of meeting again with many
old friends. I was sorry that I did not see
you there but completely understand your in-
ability to be present. I am glad you consid-
ered mx talk hit the right note. The present
times are not alway4 easy for an institution
like the World Bank but I am an optimist by
nature and believe we are making progress.
I entirely agree that the Convention on the
Settlement of Investment Disputes, already
signed by 36 countries and ratified by 5 coun-
tries-20 ratifications are necessary before it
becomes effective-ahould be of real assistance
to overseas investors.

Warm personal regards and all good
wishes.

Cordially,

XSigned) George D. Woods

George D. Woods

Mr. Joseph A. Bower
218 9l Brillo
Palm Beach, Florida

GCWisha t:ml



April 19, 1966

D..r RLIl

Wt. Woods is not t t%* Usk this m .a-

i*S, bet I kow thbt when ho rot*m=s, he will

be Oet tstewo ted to ose yow editawial en

hi* "eet talk to the V"np at 00w Yok

Ommi". . e memidwes Yom omtioutag in-

totest ia the subject of .. iemda develop-

set to be met help$l.

Sincorely yeaws,

94"Id4 Gravoo

Mr. will.*d C. U0100ye, J.
rMiter

Saw ltf 1000

HNG %ap

cc: Mr. Woods



Mr. Gram Amrfl 19, 1966

W. L. Bmtt,/

1.w. is M ap3AI. editoral aco.t In th.e A.uoa Baker

of April 15, .oieorig Mr. Woods' talk to tb. Ite ad maQ Advisory

Board of Chomuioa. buk Now York Trwt OaCoqp . B11 as you kmov

published the itr' talk in the Amuiau Bokr of April 7, wdor

the seotin titled "oquir.d Rsading." You or Mr. Wods might drop

him a not on his "tboughtfrl* editorial.

wLI*j1



218 EL BRILLO AP R 8 REC'D
PALM BEACH, FLORIDA

April 14, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods, President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development
Washington, D. C.

My friend George:

I regret very much that I was not able to attend the
recent meeting of the Chemical Bank International
Advisory Board. For personal reasons I have not
been able to attend meetings of the last two years
and am so pleased that they continue to re-elect me
each year as an Honorary Member of the Committee.
Baxter always sends me a complete record of the pro-
ceedings, addresses, etc. In my opinion no address
that the committee has been privileged to hear has been
more informative on an interesting subject than the
address you made.

You made it very clear how the institution is serving
all mankind throughout the world. Of particular in-
terest to me was your telling about the arrangement
you were developing for the settlement of investment
disputes. That is a very constructive step forward
for the solution of one of the problems always con-
fronting an overseas investor.

My regards and best wishes to you.

Sincerely,

Joseph A. Bower
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April 7, 1966

Mr. F. Arthur Mayes
President
American Foreign Insurance Association
110 dI.liaa Street
Now York 30, N.y.

Dear Mr* Mayes&

Thank you for your letter of YAxeh 23. I am pleased that you
found wq remarks at the International Advisory Board dnner worthwrile.

It is clear that the problem of capital flight is a serious one.
It is less clear, I think, that the problem can be dealt with through
investment guarantees or insurance. Private investors in developizg
countries are led to send funds abroad because of their misgivings con-
cerning political or economic stability at hoe. To offer an investor
a guarantee in this situation would be to offer him protection against
the acts of his own gow ummt. This is, politically, rather awkward.
It is one thing for the United States to agree with its own nationals
that it will indeonify them if a foreign government takes certain action
which causes them to suffer a loss. It would be quite another thing for
the United States to offer to indemnify the nationals of country X for
losses caused by the action of the government of that country. I do not
w-y that nationals of country X would not be pleased to be able to obtain
such guarantsesj I say only that it would be politically difficult, it
not imponsible, for any U.S., administration to obtain legislative authori-
sation to offer them.

It would be about as difficult, politieally, to offer investors pro-
teetion against the acts of their own govowrmats through the medium of
a multilateral guarantee scheme such as is now under consideration within
the Bank. This particular issue has not yet been reached in the course of
our own discussions. However, a report of the Council of the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development on a possible scheme, which has
been the point of departure for the Bank's analysis, suggested the desira-
bility of appropriate arrangements to assure that nationals of the "host
country" (i.e. the country in which the guaranteed investment is to be made)
do not benfit from any oorpensation paid under a guarantee. Thus the group
of goveramnts which would be the underwriters of a multilateral scheme were
opposed, at least when the OECD Council report was written, to interposing
the scheme between an investor and its own government.



Mr. F. ArthurMe -2 -

The problem which concerns you can be resolved, I think, only
by elminating the political and financial instability which is the
cause of flight capital. The developing countries must tackle this
problem thealves. I think they are becoming increasingly aware of
their responsibilities in this area and, by and large, are Izareas-
ingly determind to adopt policies conducive to domestic stability
and productiw investment.

I appreciate your writing to me.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed) George D, Woods

George D, Woods

U skeys tab



April 6, 1966

Dear Maki

Thank you very much for your thought-.

ful wire after Baxter Jackson's dinner. I do

not have copies of the talk I made, but I have

asked Baxter to send you some copies as he told

us he was having it reproduced.

Warm regards.

Cordially,

(Signaec! Ge00g lod

George D. Woods

Xr. Richard C. Patterson, Jr.
110 William Street
Now York, N. T. 10038

GDoods/s



March 30, 1966

Dear Don:

Thank you for your nice note of March 28, 1966.
I am glad you thought the Chemical Bank dinner talk
hit the right note. I enjoyed the evening and the
opportunity it afforded of seeing so many old friends
again. I was particularly glad to see you looking
so healthy and relaxed. Some time soon when you are
in Washington lot me buy you a lunch.

Warm regards.

Sincerely,

a ned) George IL oods
Oeorge D. Woods

Mr. Donald C. Cook
President
American Uectric

Power Company, Inc.
2 Broadway
New York, New York 10008

GCWishart:lgn



Mareh 28, 1966

Deor Bll:

lHar ta a copy of the talk which

Geos Woods gave an VIrch 22 to the

taternattotal Advisory Dowd of the

0.etal Sank New York InuSt Com y.

Stiwerely,

Harold Graves

"aliosurs,

Hr. Willerd C. Repplea, Jr.
Iditor

Nw T ost24mu YorkNow aork

RMGAP
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AMERICAN ELECTRIC POWER Company, Inc.

2 Broadway, New York, N. Y 10008
HA 24800

DONALD C COOK

President

March 28, 1966

Dear George:

I want you to know how much I
enjoyed your magnificent presentation last
Tuesday. Not only was your prepared talk
one that badly needed to be made -- and it
was an excellent one -- but you did a
terrific job in answering the questions. I
thought the way you handled the question
regarding the Indian situation was really
outstanding.

Best regards.

S, cerel

Mr. George D. Woods
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development

Washington, D. C.
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March 24, 1966

Mr. Patterson's secretary advised that speech
has not been reproduced for distribution. If
copies are made we shall be glad to send five
to Mr. Patterson. If the speech is not being
distributed we shall let her know.

Address: M.E.L.

Mr. Richard C. Patterson, Jr.
110 William Street
New York, N. Y. 10038 Tel. BA 7-5540.
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OF CABLE: MARCH 23, 1966

LOG NO.: WU 1 - MAR 24 ACTION DPY: MR. WOODS

TO: WOODS INTBAFRAD INFORMATION
COPY:

FBOM: NEW YORK DECDDED BY:

TEXT:

DEAR GEORGE:

LAST NIGHT WAS THE FIRST TIE I HAD THE PRIVIIEGE OF HEAING

YOU ADDRESS AN AUDIENCE. IET ME SAY IN JUST A WORD THAT YOU

WERE MAGNIFICENT AND YOUR ANSWER TO THE QUESTION ON INDIA WAS

SUPERB. I IEARNED MUCH FRON YOUR TALK AND HAVE REQUESTED TOUR

SECRETARY TO SEND ME FIVE COPIES - ONE FOR MISEIU AND FOUR FOR

DISTRIBUTION TO FRIENDS

DICK PATTg4SON

FOR INFORMATICN REGARDING CABLES, PLXCALL THE GOMNICATIONS UJNIT EXT. 2021

ORIGINAL
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110 WILLIAM STREET

NEWYORK 38
OFFICE OF

THE PRESIDENT

March 23, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods, President

International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Woods:

Your talk on Tuesday evening at the dinner of the

International Advisory Board of Chemical Bank New York

Trust Company was both interesting and enlightening and

two facets were particularly appropriate, namely, the

participation of private capital in the economic 
and in-

dustrial development of the emerging countries and your

somewhat qualified but nevertheless optimistic outlook

for the future of India.

Time did not permit an additional question but there

is one which has been of concern to me for the past several

years and for which various, but I believe unsuccessful,

proposals have been made.

You mentioned the investment guarantees available to

private capital and against political risks which 
I believe

include nationalization, non-convertibility, devaluation,

and even harassment, and it is my understanding that these

guarantees are available only to American investors. 
Dur-

ing the frequent trips which I make to South America, and

other areas of the world, I have gathered an impression of

resentment on the part of the local private investors that

these guarantees are not available to them.

One of the major problems in the developing countries

is stemming the outflow of private local capital to banks

1,1 '1 , I
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110 WiLLIAM ST'ICET

NEw Yoax 38

Mr. George D. Woods, President
International Bank for
Reconstruction and Development March 23, 1966

in Switzerland and the United States which creates an ever-

increasing need for foreign capital either under the auspices

of A.I.D. programs or through private investment.

It seems to me that steps should be taken to extend

the guarantees to local national investors thereby making

available far more indigenous money than is now obtainable

in the developing countries of the world. It follows that

my question to you would have been: "has any consideration
been given to such extensions of the guarantee programs".

Very truly yours,

F. Arthur ,ayes
President

FAM:ph
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Total .ssets: $5,688,071,211

Premiums Written: $2,198,863,897 Capital Paid In: $214,367,407

Wi.a A . eco, P imn Liabilities Reserves: $2,825,576,878 Policyholders' surplus: $2,648,126,926

F. ArhrMys rsdn

member companies total premiums liabilities capital policyholders'

AMERICAN FOREIGN INSURANCE ASSOCIATION assets written reserves paid in surplus
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF MEMBER COMPANIES

.A AY 65Aetna Insurance Company $ 420,547,638 $ 251,493,700 $ 292,039,040 $ 10,000,000 $ 118,508,598
Hartford, Conn. (1819)

The American Insurance Company 256,874,277 104,875,425 136,496,961 10,501,770 109,875,546
Newark, N.J. (1846)

Boston Insurance Company 97,410,934 57,462,375 68,677,576 5,000,000 23,733,358
, Boston, Mass. (1873)

Fireman's Fund Insurance Company 858,994,915 283,163,648 458.895,983 15,318,799 384,780,133
San-Francisco, Calif. (1863)

Glens Falls Insurance Company 235,340,886 126,458,617 157,216,427 7,000,000 71,124,459
Glens Falls, N. Y. (1849)

Sa *Great American Insurance Company 523,411,528 187,212,295 230,376,380 15,501,145 277,534,003
New York, N.Y. (1872)

NW WYORK
Hartford Fire Insurance Company 895,231,059 259,355,612 264,447,662 55,000,000 575,783,397

Hartford, Conn. (1810)

The Home Insurance Company 808,043,926 289,892,247 428,412,374 22,336,885 357,294,667

175Nest jsaklso Blv' d.' We% 504 , -New York, N. Y. (1853)
C,. c"g, 014"[* wt*4 A ,Cattrmi MM

HAmt it" 'kk The Phoenix Insurance Company 334,574,277 142,727,106 160,443,678 10,000,000 164,130,599
Hartford, Conn. (1854)

OAL.LAS SAN 1rftRfC1C0
vauqgo -a'dir, -4s-Wndqn Reliance insurance Company 392,848,793 153,537,256 197.607,125 23,061,295 172,180,373

D*Oom Text% 7%01 fra L OUS44 y Cajtforr . Philadelphia, Pa. (1817)

St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company 517,819,565 211,335,344 260,226,261 32,347,513 225,245,791
St. Paul, Minn. (1853)

T St M$ Stme W. United States Fire Insurance Company 227,120,103 87,566,848 115,434,016 6,300,000 105,386,087

Houstem, Tox*v IMOE Wash"W4 b 0. 2M New York, N. Y. (1824)
CApOfl 4-44 Exocuttv* 3-47M

Westchester Fire Insurance Company 119,853,310 43,783,424 55,303,395 2,000,000 62,549,915
New York, N.Y. (1837)

World Headtwwters: New York it Y, Totals... $5,688,071,211 $2,198,863,897 $2,825,576,878 $214,367,407 $2,648,126,926



Form No. 27
(7-61)1

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OUTGOING WIRE

TO: GEOg0 D, WOODS DATE- March 23, 1966
Bilderberg Conference
Nassauerhof CLASS OF LT

Wiesbaden SERYICE:

COUNTRY: Gray9

TEXT:

Cable No.:

American Banker newspapr impressed by reports of your Baxter Jackson

speech. Would like earliest permission to publish text. May we agree

and may we provide existing copy here or wait for your return with

reading copy.

NOT TO BE TRANSMITTED

MESSAGE AUTHORIZED BY: CLEARANCES AND COPY DISTRIBUTION:

NAME - arold Graves
luf ormation Departwent

DEPT.

SIGNATURE
(SIGNATURE OF INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED TO APPROVE)

For Use by Arch ituision

ORIGINAL (File Copy)C
(IMPORTANT: Se Secretaries Guide f.. p..pai..g form) Chcked for Dispatch:
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MAR 25 Rc'D

CHEMICAL BANK NEW YORK TRUST COMPANY
International Divis on

20 PINE STREET, NEW YORK
Mailing Address

P. 0. BOX 1585
WERNER J. GUNZBURGER CHURCH STREET STATION

Assistant Secretary NXEW YOR, N. Y. 10008

March 23, 1966
Mr. George D. Woods, President

International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Woods:

May I express to you my sincere appreciation, both

personally and on behalf of my associates, for the most

excellent presentation you gave last night at the Uni-

versity Club.

I have rarely seen an audience as interested as the

one that had the pleasure of listening to you. The com-

bination of the speaker's importance, the acuity of the

topic, and the concepts and philosophy on international

finance expressed by you contributed to this effect.

As you requested, I am returning herewith your notes.

With your permission we are distributing your address in-

ternally as well as to the members of our International

Advisory Board.

Again many thanks for your help, and with kind re-

gards,

Sincerely yours,

International Advisory Board

Encl.

z/ee

214 ;MAP,
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Mr. Bernard Chadenet MAy 214, 1966

Wrren C. Bas k,

Spch f or Tnterntainal Road Fedara9tin NeStinj

Attached is a draft paper en "The Financing of Hiinvsa. and
1Ighuay Systems in Devealping Countries" to be given by a Bank re-
preenta~ti, an behalf of Mr. Woods, at the Fifth World Meeting of
the International Read Fedatian in London in September, 1966.*

I would be grateful for your early approval of this draft,
eincee the TR? were emecting to have advance copies earlier this msth.

ccl Mr. J. Burke Knapp

* Friday, the 23rd

MCherniavsky/zh



Mr. Nardy xay 2, 19"6

narold Graves

Mr. Woods's eech to ,R?

Thank you very much for letting me see the draft speech for the
International Road Pederation Neetiug. I found the paper extremely
interesting, and I hops that you will let m have a final text when
one is ready.

For the sake of reducing the text, I have bracketed sme language
on pages 2, 4, 5 and 10 which could conceivably be sacrificed without
losing the line of argument or detracting from the interest of the

paper. In any case, the long paragraph on page 5 seems to so to be
confusing, since it mixes two kinds of proportions - proportions
within the financing of a given highway project, and proportions
within the total public expenditures of a developing country. The
other changes I have suggested are minor and largely self-explanatory.
On page 12, however, I have suggested you delete the expression
"foreign aid," since this is a term which Mr. Woods does not like
to have used in connection with sank financing.

On page 13, I would suggest we not speak of IDA as a "soft loan
agency"; may people still have the imptession that this meas that
ItM leads on the basis of different technical and iconomic standards
from the ak. for the sam reason, it might be helpful to add to
the middle paragraph on page 14 some such language as the following:

"Perhaps I should remark, parenthetically, that while
the fank and Ift provide capital on different financial
terms, their project standards are exactly the sams and,
in fact, the two institations are served by exactly the
same staff."

AttacMant

ERG sap



Messrs. Graves April 29, 1966
Baum, aeolet, Adler, North

8, C. Hardr

M....os'e..eee to IN

Attaehed is a draft text for a apeeOh an "The Finmnetg of High-
way Systems in Developing Centries* to be given at the IV? Fifth
World Meeting in September, 1966, in the U. I.

lour oamments or suggested amendments would be appreciated, and
should reach Mr. Hardy (ftem 406) by 5:30p en Thrsdayr, May 5.

Please note

(a) Sine the present text runs about 4,500 words, already exseeding
the IV's "desirable maximaw length" of 4,000 words, any proposed amend-
cents should be in the direction of eartailing, rather than lengthening,
the text.

(b) The I1 have indicated that we an write the text as a speseh
or as a core formal paper. The first oourse has been tentatively chosen.

al.
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May 13, 1966

Dear Bert:

Thank you for your note of May 10c I missed you
when I visited the Finance Club at Harvard University
but understood you were out of the country. I had a
thoroughly enjoyable time visiting with the members of
the Club--their questions were penetrating and they
entertained me in a most hospitable manner.

Warm regards,

Sincerely,

,(Signed) George 1D. Wloods

George D. Woods

Mr. Bertrand Fox
Harvard University
Graduate School of Business

Administration
Boston, Massachusetts 02163

GOWishart:lgn
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY MA'C

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

gEORGE F. BAKER FOUNDATION

BERTRAND Fox SOLDIERS FIELD

Edsel Bryant Ford Professor BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02163
of Business Administration

and

Director of Research May 10, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
Washington, D. C.

Dear George:

For the first time in a half a dozen years I have been out

of the country checking up on some School activities in Switzerland and
France. Imagine my chagrin on my return to find that you have been here

at the School speaking to our Finance Club. I sincerely regret that I
could not have been here to have heard you and to have had a chance to

chat with you.

I understand by the grapevine that you do not disagree too
strenuously with my analysis and appraisal of the Kaiser Jeep situation.

My very best to you.

Sincerely,

Bertrand Fox

BF:cgw
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

GEORGE F. 'BAKER FOUNDATION

CHARLES M. WILLIAMS SOLDIERS FIELD

Edmund Cogswell Converse BOSTON 63, MASSACHUSETTS
Professor of Banking and Finance J May 6, 6 6

Mr. George,/5. Woods, President

Internatiop 2 l Bank for Reconstruction

and I~evelopment
1818 Y/Street, NW
Wa ington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Woods:

A few minutes ago I was acting in my role as Faculty Advisor

to the Finance Club of the Harvard Business School, and reviewing the

program of the past year with the outgoing president, Ed Stone. As

we looked back, it became evident that the Club had had its most success-

ful year in a long time with a number of outstanding sessions. Further,

it was clear that you had supplied a splendid finale for the year's pro-

gram. As you doubtless could sense, your talk was very well received

indeed and the 175 or so of students and faculty attending felt richly re-

warded for having foregone the temptations of being out in our first real

spring day.

Ed Stone and other student members of the Finance Club also

told me how much they appreciated and enjoyed the opportunity to visit

with you over cocktails and at dinner at the Faculty Club. It was a won-

derful experience for them and I very much regretted that an urgent, but

very much less interesting, dinner appointment prevented me from sharing

the opportunity to exchange ideas with you.

Sincerely yours,

Charles M. Williams

CMW:dla
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The man we have been dealing with a inance Cluh

is Mt. DONALD P. REMEY

When you've figured o which plane you can catch

to Boston on Mond if you will let Mr. Wishart

or me know we can contact Mr. Remey so that he

can arra e for your car to University etc.

B. Schmitt h/13



HARVARD UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

GEORGE F.'BAKER FOUNDATION

OFFICE OF THE DEAN SOLDIERS FIELD

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02163

April 5, 1966

Mr. Gear . ods, President
Internat on 1 ank for Reconstruction and Development
Washington, C. 20433

Dear George:

I'm delighted that you can be at the School on April 18

and only wish I could be here on that day. You are very thoughtful
to take the time to come here.

With very best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

c--~eorge . Baker

GPB: tcs
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INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT

1818 H Street, NW, Washington, D. C. 20433, U.S.A.

A-e C"d202 - Tlephn - EX-ctiv3-6360 - QabM.AdUe--1NTBAFRAD

SPECIAL DELIVERY March 29, 1966

Dear Nat:

I'm sorry to thrust this at you somewhat suddenly.
It concerns a speech for Mr. Woods to give at the Harvard

Business School Finance Club on April 18. (George knows

you are not leaving until April 25, I gather.) He em-

phasizes that he doesn't want a major effort. I should
think that one of the talks you wrote for Joe Barr, with

some retouching, might do very well.

I'm leaving this afternoon on a hasty trip to Geneva,

Paris and London, but expect to be back at work on April 7.

Sincerely,

Harold Graves

Attachments

Mr. Nathaniel McKitterick
1220-16th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036



MIS 254M Uvat 29, 196

nr Watt

Itm sorry to thrust this at you somewhat suddenly.
It oncerns a speech for Mr. Weeds to give at the Rerverd
Business Sehool fin.. Club en April IS. (Gosoge knows
you 61 not leaving until April 25, 1 gathr.) Ne em-
phasises that he doesn't want a major effort. I should
think that .. of the talks you wrote for JOSe Sarr, with
sees retouching, might An very well.

i' leaving this afternoon an a hasty trip to Geneva,
Paris and Ladoen, but expect to be back at work en April 7.

Sincerely,

varold Graves

Attachments

Mr. Nathwael MaKitteriek
1220-16th Street, N. W.
vashingtom, V. C. 20036



March 28, 1966

Dear Mr. Ramey:

Thank you for your letter of March 21,
1966, confirming that Monday, April 18, is a con-
venient dace for me to meet with the Finance Club of
the Graduate School of Business Administration of
Harvard University. Nearer the date, I shall advise
you of my arrival time in Boston.

In response to your request for back-
ground material, etc., for your campus newspaper,
I enclose a short biographical note and also a photo-
graph. I have not yet decided what the subject of my
talk will be but enclose booklets describing the work
of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Developmwnt, the International Finance Corporation
and the International Development Association--the
three institutions which make up the World Bank Group.
I think that these booklets will give you the neces-
sary background information for your article.

Sincerely,

(Signed) Gerg D, Woods

George D. Woods

Mr. Donald P. Ramey
The Finance Club
Graduate School of Business Administration
Harvard University
Boston 63, Massachusetts

GCW:0 Gtl



DRAFT - GCW:ml 3/24

Dear Mr. Remey:

Thank you for your letter of March 2 ' 1966, confirming

that Monday, April 18, is a convenient date for me to meet with

the Finance Club of the Graduate School of Business Administration

of Harvard University. -a-1oek-i - L~tz tb.

Nearer the date, I shall advise you of my arrival time in Boston.

In response to your request for background material, etc.

for your campus newspaper, I enclose a short biographical note and

also a photographP o cnt. I have not yet decided what the sub-

ject of my talk will be but enclose booklets describing the work

of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, the

International Finance Corporation and the International Development

Association--the three institutions which make up the World Bank

Group. I think that these booklets will give you the necessary

background information for your article.

Sy,

GDW

Mr. Wo64:

How would you wish to handle the.,
preparation for your talk to the FinancP
Club, please?

P o



KIRKWE 7.9800 MAR 2 3 REC'D

U/he Finance Club
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

SOLDIERS FIELD

March 21, 1966 BOSTON 63, MASS.

Mr. George D. Woods, President

International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development
1818 H Street, NW

Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Woods:

We are delighted that you will be able to speak to our

members on Monday, April 18th. I have made the proper arrange-

ments for both the meeting and the dinner on that date.

Our meetings generally begin at and run for about

90 min . Our past guests have spoken ab mutes leaving

Itbalance of the period open for questions from the floor. We have a

podium from which you may speak. A microphone is also available,

so there will be no problem in everyone hearing you.

In the week prece4ding your visit, we plan to place an

article in our campus newspaper. If you could manage to send me

some biographical material and some general comments on your talk,

we would see that they are used in our publicity. A picture of your-

self, any size, would also be helpful.

I assume that you will be flying to Boston. We would be

honored to arrange your transportation to and from the airport, if you

so desire.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Sincer ely

onald P. Re

DPR:dla



March 17, 1966

Dear Goorge s

We spoke on the telephom. regarding the invi-
tation I received frow the officers of the Student
Finance Club of the Graduate School of Business
Administration and I have now written to Mr. Donald
P. Remey, Speakers Chairman, accepting the invitation
and nouminating Monday, April 18, as a suitable date.
I enlose a copy of qW letter to Mr. Reoey for your
information.

Warm personal regards.

Sincerely,

(n rge Woods

George D. Woods

George P. Baker, Dean
Graduate School of

Business Administration
Harvard University
Boston, Massachusetts

GCWisahrt



march 17, 1966

Dear Mr. Remey

Thank you for your letter of March 3, 1966, which
I have delayed replying to until I could see more clearly
my commitments over the next two months. I appreciate the
invitation from The Finance Club of the Harvard Business
School to be the guest speaker at one of your meetings and
also to join the ?aculty and Club members for dinner at
Kresge Hall thereafter. The date of Monday, April 18,
would be a suitable one for me and, this date also
meets the convenience of The Finance Club, I shall be
happy to accept your invitation.

Please also let so have some background information
regarding the proceedings generally followed at your
meetings-for exaple, for what length of time should
my talk run; I shall, of course, be glad to respond to
questions from your members.

With best wishes,

Sincerely,

(Signed) George D. Woods

George D. Woods
Mr. Donald P. Remey
Speakers Chairman
The Finance Club
Graduate School of

Business Administration
Harvard University
Boston, Massachusetts

cc: Dean G. P. Baker

GCWishart:lgn
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

GEORGE F. BAKER FOUNDATION

OFFICE OF THE DEAN SOLDIERS FIELD

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 02163

March 3, 1966

Mr. George Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear George:

The officers of the Student Finance Club

tell me that they are inviting you to come to the

Business School and address them sometime later in

the spring. I should like to second their invita-

tion.

The Club programs at the Business School

are intended to supplement the teaching programs
and objectives of the School. Firsthand acquaint-

ance with individuals who directly influence our

society provides unique opportunities for the entire

Harvard Business School Community.

I hope that you will be able to accept the

students' invitation. It would be a great pleasure

to all of us to have you here.

With kind regards,

Sincerely yours,

,I,, P. Baker
ean

cc: Mr. Remey
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KIRKiND 7-9800

Uhe 'Finance Clu;
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

HARVARD UNIVERSITY

SOLDIERS FIELD

BOSTON 63, MASS.

March 3, 1966

Mr. George Woods
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development

1818 H Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Woods:

On behalf of the Finance Club of the Harvard Business School,
I would like to extend an invitation to you to address our group this
spring.

The Finance Club is composed of approximately 350 students
in the M.B.A. Program. It is organized not to educate the mem-
bers in the field of finance, but rather to further the working knowledge
of those interested in this field. Among our members and the fac-
ulty there are a number of people interested in the field of interna-
tional finance and economic development.

Our program consists of six meetings a year, at which prominent
men from the financial world are invited to speak. This year our
speakers have included Mr. David Rockefeller, Mr. Albert H. Gordon
and Mr. George Moore. Our meetings begin at 4 PM and run for about
an hour. A reception is generally held after the meeting to provide
an opportunity for the members to meet the speaker on an informal
basis. Following the reception, we would be pleased to have you join
a group of faculty and club members for dinner at KseHa

Since we believe that any topic regarding the World Bank would
be of interest, we would like to leave the topic to one of your own
choosing. Our schedule is flexible, so if you could select some possi-
ble dates in April or early May, I will make the proper arrangements.

Sincerely yours

I onald P. Remey-

Speakers Chairman
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February 11, 1966

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

Mr. George D. Woods has asked ae

to send you enclosed two copies of a speech he

made at a dinner of The Pilgrims in London on

November 29th last.

Yours sincerely,

e. C. Wishart
Personal Assistant to Mr. Woods

His Excellency
Dr. Mostafa Kemel
Embassy of the United Arab

Republic
2310 Decatur Place, N.W.
Washington, D.C, 20008

GChishart: ml



CHEMICAL BANK NEW YORK TRUST COMPANY
20 PINE STREET

NEW YORK, N. Y. 1OO15

FRANK K. HOUSTON
HONORARY CHAIRMAN

February 1, 1966

Dear George:

I have received and have read with
much interest copy of your speech delivered
at The Pilgrims Dinner in London on November
29th, and wish to thank you for favoring me
with this copy.

Sincerely yours,

Mr. George D. Woods
President
The World Bank
Washington, D.C.
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Mr. Uod Jauuazy S, 1967

arold orae

*ao, for .. w.ttm, to the draft sumwe y i..rd of the
attean.e $e4sim of ROM as the day when you atteaded. Tour
rmeris ae smme4d oil page 32-13. OR pa 12, the lost
Snto*, at least, of the semwxy of your ke twrong.

wr. coemolo suggeste that "iaternattnal awtary proble" be
eab&gWd to "starattSnal saoaun. problems."

The ummary mord at the rsaag seossimu cestaLat" a
paraphrese of your spesh, was orrested aseseit the full text
of the speesh mad returned to MOON last Tuesday.

cc: Mr. Consolo



FopM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

QFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. wol'I DATE: January 5, 1967

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: ECOSOC Record

Here, for correction, is the draft summary record of the
afternoon session of ECOSOC on the day when you attended. Your
remarks are summarized on pages 12-13. On page 12, the last
sentence, at least, of the summary of your remarks is wrong.
Mr. Consolo suggests that "international monetary problems" be
changed to "international economic problems."

The summary record of the morning session, containing a
paraphrase of your speech, was corrected against the full text
of the speech and returned to ECOSOC last Tuesday.

HG /mj



UNITED NATIONS

ECONOMIC PROVISIONAL

-DE/SR.1458AND 27 December 1966

SO CIAL CO UNCIL ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Resumed Forty-first Session

PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD OF THE ONE TiIOUSAND FOUR HUNDRED
AND FIFTY EIGHTH-JE12TING

Held at Headquarters, New York,
on Tuesday, 20 Decexber 1966, at 3.30 p.m.

CONTETS

Basic programme of work of the Council in 1967 and consideration of the
provisional agenda for the forty-second session (E/L.ll17 and Add.l-2,
L.1148 and Add.l, L.1151) (continued)

Report of the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
and of the International Development Association (E/4272 and Add.1)
(continued)

Report of the International Finance Corporation (E/4273 and Add.1)

(continued)

Amendments to rules 20, 22 and 23 of the rules of prccedure of the
Economic and Social Council concerning the Vice-Presidents (E/4291;

E/L-1150)

Corrections to this record should be submitted in one of the three working
languages (English, French or Spanish), preferably in the same language as the
text to which they refer. Corrections should be sent in triplicate within three
working days to the Chief, Conference and Meetings Control, Office of Conference
Services, Room 1104, and also incorporated in mimeographed copies of the record.

AS THIS RECORD WAS DISTRIBUTED ON 27 DECEMBER 1966, THE TIME-LIMIT FOR
CORRECTIONS WILL BE 30 DECEMBER 1966.

Publication of the final printed records being subject to a rigid schedule,
the co-operation of delegations in strictly observing this time-limit would be
greatly apprePilated,.
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BASIC PROGRAMME OF WORK OF THE COUNCIL IN 1967 AID CONSIDERATION OF THE
PROVISIONAL AGENDA FnR THE FORTY-SECOIM SESSION (E/L.1147- and Add.1-2, L.118
and Add.1, L.1151) (continued)

Mr. MJRGESCU (Romania) observed that the note by the Secretariat

(E/L.1151) showed that provision bad been made for a joint meeting of the Committee

for Programme and Co-ordination, the officers of the Council and the Administrative

Committee on Co-ordination to be held in the week preceding the forty-third session

of the Council. He had the honour to announce that his Government invited the

Council to hold that meeting at Bucharest and was prepared to meet the additional

expenditure occasioned by the organization of the meeting outside Headquarters or

one of the regional offices.

Should the Council accent the invitation, his Government would work out the

necessary technical and other arrangements with the Secretariat.

The PPESMDENT suggested that the Council should decide, in principle, to

accept the invitation from the Government of Romania, subject to its formal

acceptance by the Committees concerned, and that it should request the Secretariat

to discuss the detailed arrangements for the meeting with the Romanian delegation

and report to the Council at its forty-second session.

It was so decided.

Mr. AHMED (Pakistan) proposed, with reference to paragraph 10 of

document E/L.1147, that the Council should include in its draft agenda for the

forty-third session the question of a meeting of the Ad Hoc Working Group on the

Question of a Declaration on International Economic Co-operation; that the Council

should amend the ti'tle of item 5 in the draft agenda for the forty-third session

(E/L.1147, p. 8) to read "External financing of economic development of the

developing countries" and should add under item 5 a sub-item (c) entitled "Outflow
of capital from the developing countries"; that, with reference to the suggestion

on page 9 of document E/L.1148, the Council should use for the item in question the

title of General Assembly resolution 2188 (XXI); that, with reference to the

suggestion on page 18 of document E/L.1148 and the proposal already made by the

representative of France (E/SR.1456), the Council should include an appropriate

/...
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item in the agenda fcr the forty-second and forty-third sessions under which it

would consider the implementation of the recommendation of the Ad Hoc Committee

of Experts to Examine the Finances of the United Nations and the Specialized

Agencies.

It was so agreed,

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AMD DEVELOPMEIT AM OF THE
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION (E/4272 and Add.1) (continued)

REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION (E/4273 and Add.1) (continued)

Mr. Amjad ALI (Pakistan) said that the most encouraging feature of the

reports of the Bank and its subsidiaries was the marked flexibility evident in

their recent operations. One example of the efforts of the Bank to adapt its

policies to prevailing conditions was the departure from its original policy of

lending for "bankable" projects only; the International Finance Corporation (IFC)

and the International Development Association (IDA) had, in fact, been set up as

a result of the Bank's recognition of the needs of the developing countries for

investment in education, agriculture, transport and communications. The stark

facts of the world food situation made the Bank's recent emphasis on agricultural

projects all the more gratifying. It had become clear to the world community that,

even if the developing countries succeeded in arresting population growth in the

years to come, famine could not be avoided unless those countries' efforts to

increase agricultural production were supplemented by external finance to enable

them to mechanize and introduce modern farming methods.

As he had remarked at an earlier meeting of the Council, the external finance

required could come from only two sources: aid and trade. The developing countries

were justifiably concerned about recent trends in aid-giving; such factors as the

failure of the industrialized countries so far to replenish the funds of IDA and

the continuing high rates of interest on bilateral and multilateral loans were

discouraging. International efforts to improve the trade revenues of developing

countries had also been disappointing: the failure to secure agreement on a stable

and reasonable market price for cocoa was an example of the reluctance of

developed countries to abandon the control they exercised, through marketing

arrangements, over the lives and destinies of the primary producing countries. It
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was therefore regrettable that the international financial institutions, while

prepared to help prpducer countries to overcome the disastrous effects on their

economies of fluctuating market prices, considered that they were not empowered

to invest in such undertakings as the proposed cocoa buffer stock, which would

avert situations of that kind.

In conclusion, it'was his delo36tion's hope that the industrialized countries

would act on the suggestion made by the President of the Bank for a joint

examination of their policies and priorities in the granting of development

assistance.

Mr. MAkEEV (Union of'Soviet Socialist Republics) said that the reports

of the Bank and IMF provided the clear picture of the international economic

situation which United Nations bodies had come to expect in those annual reports.

His delegation agreed with the general conclusion of both bodies that international

conditions for the economic development of the developing countries had become less

favourable in the year under review. One of the major reasons for that trend Uas

the growing international tension caused by the war in South-East Asia: its

effects on the world economy and on the capital market, in particular, were

reflected in the decline in the developing countries'- expo ts and in the flow of

external resources to them.

The developing countries pinned their hopes on the International financial

institutions and it was disappointing that the level of Bank and IDA loans -

approximately $1,000 million in the year under review - had not changed noticeably

in recent years. On the other hand, repayments to the Bank, at $328 million, and

to its creditors had shown an increase, without any corresponding rise in lending.

The Bank defended the high cost of its credit to developing countries by

asserting that, as one of many .lending institutions, its policies had to be

governed by the commercial and financial considerations affecting all banking

operations. It was, however, also an organ of the United Nations system with

specific responsibility for aiding developing countries and should therefore be

expected to react to recent trade pressures by raising its rates on the

international capital market rather than by increasing its interest rates on

development loans from 5.5 to 6 per cent. Its reserves were, after all, sufficient

for-it to show restraint in such situations.
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A nuiuber of reveloping countries were adversely affected by the Bank's

continuing rcZ. -1-o grant lons for State-owned or State-sponsored projects.

Such a practice vas surprising in an institutior which had shown some readiness to

change its policies in other matters, and it was to be hoprd that pressure from its

members would induce it to abardon that attitude in the near future.

The relationship of the Bank and 2MF to the United Nations system required

them to act in accordance with decisions and resolutions of the General Assembly

and the Security Council. It was therefore regrettable that they had so far taken

no steps to comply with resolutions on assistance to Portugal; loans had, in fact,

been granted to that country and were being used to sustain its colonial wars in

Africa. Moreover, the General Assembly had recently adopted resolution 2158 (xxI)

which, inter alta, laid dcwn guidelines for the operations of foreign investors in

the developing countries. The co-operation of the United Nations financial

institutions was vital in all such matters and the United Nations was entitled,

under the respective articles of agreement, to demand it.

The development of a new compensatory financing scheme by IMF was encouraging,

even if not a completely satisfactory solution to the problem. The recent limited

participation of developing countries in the discussions on international monetary

reform was also gratifying. His delegation believed, however, that the existing

structure of the Fund was too rigid to allow the full participation of all countries

in decisions on that subject and that only the Conference on Trade and Development

provided the kind of representative forum required for the purpose.

Mr. PARTHASARATHI (India) remarked that assistance from the World Bank

and its affiliates was particularly valuable to developing countries because it

was not tied to purchases in any single country. It was gratifying that the Pank

had intensified and expanded its assistance in the farm sector and had sent

115 agricultural missions to members countries in the period under review. The

stronger emphasis on education was also welcome. The inclusion of tourism in

IFC activities was very timely in view of the fact that 1967 had been designated

International Tourist Year, and the new arrangements for a Bank loan to IFC would

no doubt permit still further diversification of its activities. Four new members

/...
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joined the Pank during the past year and Indonesia's decision to seek re-admission

was welcome.

Anpthr source of satisfaction was the close co-operation between the Pank

and. other United Nations organizations &nd specialized agencies, which would

doubtless be extended to UNIDO. A number of studies were being carried at the

request of UNCTAD and constructive relationships had also been established between

the Nank grotp and the Inter-American, African. and Asian Development Banks.

Emphasis had rightly beea placed on creatiag capacity in develpirg countries

for the large-scale manufacture of fertilizers. India had azsigned the highest

priority to the production of chemical fertilizersand had made fim financing

arrangements, under which it had received the valuable support o the Bank andIF

for a number of projects which would meet its growing needs. for chemical fertilizers

in the next five years. In that connexion, the readiness of~the Bank and its

affiliates to consider financing certain Government-owned enterprises with a record

of successful management was off particular importance, since the high level of

capitaliand technical resources required left room for both public .and private

enterprise in fertilizer productipn.

The Bank had intensified its efforts to co-ordinate development assistance

and a number of additional consultative groups had been formed. Although the work

of those groups. was sometimes difficult, misunderstandings could be eliminated if

both developed and developing countries were genuinely committed to the achievement

of economic progress and-it was to be hoped that the Bank and the industrialized

countries would take steps to correct the anomalous situation where donor countries

insisted that the recipient countries should formulate longer- term developmeut

strategy and policies, while they themselves could make no commitment of aid beyond

a period of one year.

The picture of trade and aid contained in the second part of the Bank's report

was not encouraging: the growth rate of developing countries had been slow, their

exports continued to lag, aid-flows were static and population growth and higher

expectations had given rise to increasingly urgent demands. In that connexion, the

.- I .,
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response of the developed countries to the imaginative request for a substantially

higher level of replenishment of IDA funds would show how much faith they really

had in the Development Decade. It would be a tragedy if the response fell short of

the high, but practical, level of replenishment requested. The development

situation was indeed grim and required the mobilization of all possible resources.

The initiative in development assistance clearly lay with the developed countries

and it was therefore appropriate that the President of the Pank hed suggested a

thorough examination by those countries of the fair trade and aid policies.

Mr. PELEOKEN (Cameroon) commended the Bank on its efforts to accelerate

the economic growth of developing countries. The intensification of assistance in

the agricultural sector was particularly welcome, but it was regrettable that

neither the Bank nor IMF was prepared to help those countries in the fundamental

matter of stabilizing the export prices of their commodities. Because of the

lengthy and difficult procedure of preparing and submitting projects, Cameroon had

so far received little assistance from the Bank or the Fund, although as an

essentially agricultural country it suffered greatly from fluctuations in commodity

prices. The Bank and IMF should therefore review their statutes and policies

so that, instead of asking developing countries to spend several years preparing

and submitting proects, they could help to meet the urgent need to stabilize

commodity prices and thereby to guarantee the financing of economic development.

His delegation was greatly concerned at the fact that during the recent

negotiations on cocoa a paper had been circulated by IMF stating that the price

of cocoa should be stabilized at eighteen or nineteen cents a pound. It was

disturbing that IMF should have taken a position on the matter, particularly when

the producers had rejected that low level as unrealistic. A representative of the

Fund should therefore explain the premises nn which the conclusions of the paper

were based and IMF's general position in connexion with the negotiations.

/ ...
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Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) said that his delegation shared Mr. Wood's

concern over the paradox of Creat poverty in the presence of great plenty. The

prospects of receiving assistance from industrialized countries were indeed poor if

they were not even preparedto be generous in times of prosperity. Despite their

commendable efforts and the record total of disbursements in 1965-1966, the Bank had

been compelled to borrow in internatonal capital markets at high rates of interest,

while.-IDA reserves were dwindling.- Although the request for the replenishment of

resources at a higher level was welcome, due account must be taken of the terms as

well as the gross amount of assistance, and it was therefore disappointing that

bilateral and multilateral assistance was becoming more difficult to obtain,

although a few donor countries had taken steps to liberalize their lending policies.

The Bank could play a valuable role in co-ordinating aid from donor countries

and the establishment of the new consultative groups was to be welcomed. The

Philippine delegation shared the view that the providers of aid should give a

reasonable indication of the level of assistance that might be expected during the

period of the development plan for which, the aid was to be used. The Bank. should

also try to offer loans at lower interest rates, with-longer maturity and grace

periods.

It was to be hoped that the Horowitz proposal for an interest equalization

fund subsidized by developed countries would win general approval, especially as the

contributions required from the developed countries would be comparatively small.

Countries like the Philippines often found it extremely difficult to obtain

external assistance because they were no longer in the. first stages of development.

Nevertheless, assistance was urgently required and a courageous and imaginative

approach to development was needed.

Mr. CARANICAS (Greece) welcomed the intensification of the Bank's

operations in both. traditional and new areas. The formation of new consultative

groups was a result of the desire of donor countries to internationalize aid and

to spread the burden fairly. There was, however, no guarantee that an agreement ti
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provide untied financial aid to a particular country on soft terms would not be

upset by countries which were willing to finance their own exports. The difference

between consultative groups and aid consortia was that the- latter, which were

generally preferred by recipient countries made specific pledges; however, Greece's

own experience of a consortium had shown that the difference was not as great as

might appear and that a consortium could become a vehicle for promoting its members'

export trade. It was to be hoped that the consultative groups still in the

formative stage would help to evaluate projects financed bilaterally and that the

Bank would do its best to reccxrend better terms for aid and to co-ordinate

assistance in particular sectors.

In view of the present high interest rates and the possibility of still further

increases, the Bank might be advised to slow down its activities for the time being.

A detailed study of the Horowitz proposal would be valuable, despite the

reservations of experts from some developed countries.

A serious problem was the mounting indebtedness of developing countries and a

further hardening of loan terms could be-expected. It was to be hoped that the

Bank would therefore protect those countries from harmful fluctuations by tackling

the urgent problem of stabilizing commodity prices. Despite greater needs and

expectations, the developed countries were not giving more aid to the developing

countries, and it was significant that there had so far been no response to the call

for a higher level of replenishment cf IDA resources. It was clear that'the developin!;

countries, which had insufficient resources to pay for all the imports they needed,

must either add to their debt burden or cut back vital imports.

Although Greece had not yet received any assistance from the Bank, it looked

forward to the start of its operations in Greece and hoped that the Bank's

invitation to send a mission to Washington indicated that such assistance would

shortly begin.

Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) paid a tribute to the work of IMF and of the

International Bank and its affiliates. His delegation was particularly glad to

note that the Bank had increased its activites in agriculture and education. At

the same time, the failure so far to replenish the resources of IDA gave serious
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grounds for. concern and he hoped that that problem could be solved as soon as

possible so that there would be no lack of continuity in the operations of IDA. He

agreed that the end of the General Assembly was not the best time to take up the

reports of the Fund and the Bank and that it would be better to discuss them at the

Council's summer session.

Mr. WOODS (President, International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development) observed that the Council had held a useful exchange of views and that

the Bank 'group would take into account the comments made by the various delegations.

He assured the representative of Greece that the Bank would closely examine the

points he had raised; if the Bank had invited a mission from Greece to, Washington,

it was certain that Greece's request for a loan was being favourably considered.

He agreed with the representative of Cameroon that the procedures of the Bank might

seem somewhat strange and complicated at first sight, but he hoped that with closer

contacts the new members of the Bank group would come to understand its problems.,

He also assured the representative of Cameroon that the Bank was determined to

expand its activities further in agriculture. He hoped that the- Economic and Social

Council would be used to an increasing extent -for an exchange of views between the

Bank group and both the industrialized and the developing countries. In particular,

the Bank was prepared to contribute to a fuller discussion of international monetary

problems at the Council's summer session.

Mr. PIVERA (Chile) agreed with the President of the Bank that the time had

arrived for the industrialized countries to make a joint and thorough examination

of what they were trying to achieve in their relationships with the developing

world. He suggested that a summit meeting should be held between representatives

of the industrialized countries and representatives of the Third WorlV to discuss

the paradox of poverty in the midst ofI plenty.

Mr. BELEOKEN (Cameroon) asked the President of the Bank whether the Bank

group had any plans for financing buffer stocks of primary commodities.
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Mr. WOODS (President, International Bank for Reeonstruction and
Development) replied that the officials of the Bank fully realized the importance
of maintaining fair prices for primary commodities. He had discussed the

financing of buffer stocks with the Secretary-General of UNCTAD and with the
Permanent Representative of Pakistan to the United Nations but saw no point in
repeating those conversations in the Council.

The PRESIDENT proposed that the Council should take note with satisfactiot
of the reports of the Bank and the International Development Ass6ciation (E/4272

and Add.1) and of the International Finance Corporation (E/4273 and Add.1).

It was so decided.

AMINDMNTS TO RJLES 20, 22 AND 23 OF THE RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL COUNCIL CONCERNING THE VICE-PRESIDERTS (E/4291; E/L.1150) (continued)

Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) introduced draft resolution E/L.1150 which had
been agreed upon during informal consultations. The words "concerning the

Vice-Presidents" should be deleted from the title. The new text differod from the

one put forard by the Philippines (E/4291) in that rule 20 now stipulated that

each of the Vice-Presidents should be Chairman of one of the Sessional Committees.

Also, an annex had been inserted setting forth the principle of equitable

geographical distribution' and making clear the fact that each year one of the

regional groups would not be represented on the Bureau.

Mr. RAHNEMA (Iran) said it had been agreed that Iran should be a sponsor

of draft resolution E/L.1150. He recalled that before the election of the Presiden$

of the Council in 1966 the Asian group had withdrawn their own candidate in favour
of the candidate put forward by the African group. He hoped therefore that the
office of President for 1967 would be given to an Asian country and announced that
Iran would put forward a candidate.

Mr. MUZIK (Czechoslovakia) supported the draft resolution,:.partioularly

the procedure set forth in the annex. During the informal talks, no agreement had

been reached on the order in which the office of President of the Council would

rotate among the various regional groups. That question was left open and the

present wording would allow it to be solved at a later date. Nevertheless, the

Socialist countries felt that one of them was entitled to the office in 1967.
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Mr. MAKEEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that the

procedure suggested in the annex to the draft resolution would encourage

unnecessary rivalry between the various groups of States. The fact that every

year one group would be excluded from the Bureau of the Council would make electio*

very difficult. He therefore proposed that paragraph 2 of the annex should read:

"The three Vice-Presidents of' the C oucil shall also be elected on the basis of.

equitable, geographical distribution from the regional groups other than the two

regional groups to which the President and outgoing President belong." The order

of tlie groups given in paragraph 1 of the annex was purely alphabetical and in no

way prejudged the question as to which group would provide the President in 1967.

He hoped -that by the spring session of the Council a new edition of the rules of

procedure would be published incorporating the amendments that had been made during

1966.

Mr RAHNEMA (Iran) said he had no objedtion in principle to the Soviet

Union ,amendment to the annex but felt::that, in the interest of flexibility, it wou)

be better to retain the- text as it, -stood.

Mr. LOPEZ (Piilippiner) agreed with the representative of Iran. The

question"rof actual candidaiures and the order in which the offices of the Council

would totate among the varlo6s groups should be left'until later. The annex should

thereforn be kept unchangedwith The list 6f Stateis remaining in English

alphabetical order. - The Council should aaopt the draft resolution without change,

leaving the questions raised by the Soviet 'Union' zpresentative to be decided on

in .rther negotiations.

Mr. ZOLLNER (nahcmey) supported the draft resolution as it stood and felt

that any change in it would upset the delicate compromise which had been reached

during the informal negotiations.

Mr. BELEOKEN (Cameroon) said that he too could support the draft

resolution without any changes. The inclusion of the Soviet Union amendment might

make the text too rigid.

Mr. MAKEEV (Union o2 Soviet Socialist Republics) said he still felt that

the formula he had suggested would avoid unnecessary dissension among the various

groups but he would not press it 'to a vod.

Drtft resolution -E/.1150 was adopted unanimously.
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Mr. Chairman, Members of the Council:

I am always glad to have the opportunity to appear before the Economic and

Social Council to discuss, and answer questions relating to, the work of the

World Bank Group. On this occasion, I especially appreciate the willingness

of the Council to hear me at the end of a long session, and just before the

beginning of the holiday season. Fortunately, you have documentation which

reports the activities of the Group up to a recent date, and I will be able

to keep my remarks reasonably brief.

* * *

For the Bank Group, the fiscal year ended June 30, 1966, was in large

part a year in which earlier trends were confirmed. The volume of operations

continued high: for the fourth year out of the past five, the Bank, the

International Development Association (IDA) and the International Finance

Corporation (IFC), together, committed over a billion dollars. Disbursements

against commitments -- the actual flow of cash -- continued to rise. The

momentum of our operations cannot continue much longer, however, unless fi-

nance for both the Bank and IDA is arranged, a subject to which I will revert.

Throughout the Group, we continued to widen the pattern of our operations.

IFC, which previously had confined its commitments almost entirely to industrial

development, in recent months has made investments in such varied endeavors as

power supply, agriculture and tourism. The Bank and IDA went on helping to

put down the foundations of economic growth in the form of transportation and

electric power projects, and also went deeper into the development of human

resources.
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Since I reported to the Council last February, assistance for five more
education projects has been approved -- in Jamaica, Kenya, Pakistan, Thailand

and Tunisia. A total of 14 such projects have now been assisted by the Bank

and IDA, half of them in Africa.

We are continuing to make strenuous efforts toward providing answers for
the problems of agriculture. A billion dollars already has been invested by
the Bank Group in agricultural projects. At the present time, about 30 more
projects involving $350 million of Bank or IDA financing are in the process
of appraisal or negotiation. About 50 others are in various stages of pre-
paration. They include schemes for agricultural credit, farm roads, irriga-
tion, cooperative farming, land clearance, livestock production and plantation
development.

The progress we have made in education and agriculture reflects, in signifi-
cant measure, the effectiveness of the cooperation which has been arranged
between the Bank Group, on the one hand, and Unesco and FAO on the other.

Our offices in western and in eastern Africa, established in 1964 and 1965,
respectively, have taken an increasingly active role in assisting the countries
of Africa to draw up agricultural schemes. "Experiences with Agricultural
Development in Tropical Africa," an intensive and instructive study made by
a team headed by Mr. John de Wilde of the Bank's staff, will be published as
a book this winter.

An outstanding opportunity for achieving important additions to agri-
cultural production in a very few years lies in the increased production and
use of chemical fertilizers. The developing countries themselves have in
abundance the raw materials needed for this production. To take advantage
of the opportunity presented thereby, however, will require the importation
of capital and technology from the industrialized countries.

The IFC has been taking the lead for the World Bank Group in discussions
looking toward the establishment of new fertilizer plants in the developing
countries in partnership with domestic firms and oil and chemical companies in
North America, Western Europe and Japan. So far, two important projects have
reached the financing stage -- one in Senegal, the first fertilizer plant in
West Africa, the other in Brazil, where population growth is among the highest
in the world but fertilizer consumption is among the lowest. About a dozen
other projects are under discussion.

When I spoke to this Council earlier this year, I remarked that to create
facilities for the manufacture, and to develop systems for the distribution,
of adequate supplies of fertilizer would take time -- probably upwards of three
years. Our progress would be faster than it has been if it were more fully
realized that the most expeditious way to proceed is for the developing coun-
tries to welcome and to afford hospitable treatment to those who have the
technical knowledge and some of the capital necessary to bring about the quick-
est possible results. Failure to enlist that help, it seems to me, will have
two effects: It will increase the threat of hunger; and it will undermine the
independence of the developing countries by making them more and more dependent
on the high-income countries able to export food.

* * *
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The members of the Council already are quite familiar with the Bank's long-
standing interest in encouraging private initiative and investment, both domestic

and international. Since I last spoke to the Council, the World Bank Group has

committed more than $325 million to the financing of private industry in develop-

ing countries. During the year, we have also taken certain other steps designed
to quicken the economic growth of the developing countries through encouraging

larger infusions of private capital.

After several years of preparation by the Executive Directors and staff of

the Bank, a Convention on the Settlement of Investment Disputes has now come into

force; and I hope that it will play a part of some importance in stimulating

investor confidence. Through the Convention there now exists an International

Centre providing facilities for the settlement, by voluntary recourse to con-

ciliation or arbitration, of investment disputes between states and foreign

investors. The Administrative Council of the Centre will have its first meeting
in six weeks. Its immediate task will be to elect a secretary-general, who will

be the principal officer of the Centre, and to establish rules for the institu-

tion and for the conduct of arbitration and conciliation proceedings. So far

23 countries have ratified the Convention; 26 additional countries-have signed the

Convention and are proceeding with the process of ratification.

I am also glad to report that a draft of a multilateral investment in-

surance scheme has been completed by the Bank's staff. This study, you may

recall, was requested by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development

(UNCTAD) and was based on earlier work done by the Organization for Economic

Cooperation and Development (OECD). The draft has been submitted to member

governments for review and cotment -- not as a definitive proposal, but as

a basis for further consideration and discussion. The scheme provides for

insuring new private investment made in a developing country against risks

of a non-commercial nature. A few capital-exporting countries already have

investment insurance schemes of their own. The provision of similar facili-

ties on an international scale could be another step toward removing some of

the fears which inhibit the flow of capital to the developing nations, although

nothing accomplished on the international level can be widely effective unless

the host countries affirmatively create a hospitable climate for investors.

* * *

One of the lessons which emerged clearly from the reappraisal of develop-

ment policies carried out by the United Nations at the end of the first half

of the Development Decade was that there must be more international coordina-

tion to eliminate wasteful overlapping of development assistance and to ensure

that the funds available are used to the best possible effect. The Bank, for

its part, has sought to contribute to this objective by organizing consultative

groups of aid-giving nations for nine developing countries, including groups
recently formed for Korea and Peru. Nineteen countries now belong to one or

more consultative groups led by the Bank; and let me remark that one of them --
the Republic of China -- not so long ago was itself a major recipient of aid.

The primary objective of aid coordination is to accelerate development.

This means that countries for which coordinating groups are formed should be
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attempting earnestly to improve their economic performance; while the industrial

countries participating in a group should recognize a responsibility for using

their best efforts to assure that a recipient country, given good performance

on its part, will receive financial support on an adequate scale and on suit-

able terms. The work of the consultative groups has proved to be a delicate

and sometimes difficult business. The risk is always present that the recipient

country will consider the group chiefly as a means of dunning the high-income

countries for more finance, and that the industrial countries will think of it

mostly as a convenient way of pressing for changes in the performance of the

recipient, without assuming appropriate responsibility for the sustained capital

flow that may be needed to translate good performance into a satisfactory rate of

economic growth. When these attitudes dominate, consultative groups cannot be

fully successful. To be effective, there must be a true wedding of interests,

with both the developed and the developing countries genuinely committed to

the achievement of economic progress.

Increased coordination on a regional basis is also likely to be needed if

the most productive use is to be made of the development finance at our dis-

posal. Since the winter meeting of the Council, two new regional financing

institutions have joined the family already represented by the Inter-American

Development Bank: The African Development Bank has opened its doors for

business, and the Asian Development Bank has held its inaugural meeting. We

have cordial and constructive relationships with all three of these institu-

tions, and we believe that the value of their work will steadily increase.

Bearing in mind the economies to be achieved by large-scale production

and the heavy initial capital investment required by modern technology, it

is questionable whether some of the smaller developing countries can hope for

satisfactory progress unless they are prepared to participate in regional

schemes for economic integration of one sort or another. In my view, schemes

involving regional collaboration should be among the first concerns of these

new institutions. The World Bank Group will always be ready to consider joint

financing of well-conceived projects, regional or otherwise, that the regional

banks bring forward.

One major field for coordination in development assistance which is as

yet untouched is that between the countries of Western Europe, North America

and Japan, on the one hand, and those of Eastern Europe on the other. Of

course, to the extent that bilateral assistance programs are used as instru-

ments of ideological, strategic or diplomatic rivalry, they have less than

full value as aids to economic growth. I see no reason why we should accept

this position as unchangeable. I appreciate that many obstacles are likely

to be encountered in any attempt to bring about sustained coordination between

all interested countries, and it would be foolish to pretend that the hopes of

success are high. Yet the gains for the welfare of the developing countries

could be so great that every possibility for achieving such coordination should

certainly be explored.

* * *
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To maintain the momentum of its lending operations, to which I referred
earlier, the World Bank must continuously borrow funds in the capital markets of
the world, the principal one of which is New York. At the present time we are
endeavoring to obtain necessary permissions from governments and are in discussions
with bankers, in Europe and the United States, looking toward additional World Bank
bond issues in our current fiscal year. At a time when money is tight everywhere,
the terms of our recent borrowings have steadily stiffened. The cost to the Bank
of our bond issue in the United States last June was almost 5 1/2%; the placement
of two-year notes arranged in September with central banks throughout the world
cost us 6%; and our Canadian bond offering last month cost just over 6 1/2%. We
are continuing 6% as the standard rate which we charge on loans, but the positio.
is being kept under review.

So far as resources for the International Development Association's conces-
sionary or soft-term loan operations are concerned, the situation is now extremely
critical. The end of IDA's resources uncommitted for specific projects in the
pipeline is only weeks away. Discussions looking toward the IDA replenishment have
been going on since I submitted a proposal to the 18 donor governments last July.
Although a number of these governments have expressed a willingness to provide
support for new IDA commitments on a sharply expanded scale, the over-all pace of
the discussions has been and continues to be discouragingly slow. IDA depends
primarily on the support of 7 governments who have in the past provided 85% of its
funds. Currently, a few of these are facing balance-of-payments and budgetary
problems. There is an understandable concern that contributions to IDA should not
compound these difficulties; but, in fact, the proposal I made in July provided that
funds for IDA's new replenishment would not start being paid over to IDA until
three years from now, and that payments would be spread out over three annual
installments. The immediate and vital IDA requirement is the ability to continue
to make firm commitments to finance sound development. Disbursements against these
commitments follow over periods of years. With the passage of months since the
submission of my proposal, it is now certain that there will be some interruption
in the continuity of the IDA operation. I hope it will not be a prolonged inter-
ruption; a modest one will not do irreparable damage. Unhappily, it is impossible
to predict at the moment how soon this matter will be settled.

* * *

In closing, let me note that we continue to be confronted by the paradox of
great poverty in the presence of great plenty. The industrial countries have never
been so prosperous as they have been this year; but they also are facing many
competing and unprecedented demands for capital. Among these demands, those re-
lating to the developing countries have never had a high priority, and further
erosion of the position now seems to be taking place. As we all know, in 1965,
for the fourth consecutive year, the amount of international development finance
available from public sources declined as a proportion of the national incomes of
the capital-exporting nations; and the trend will not be reversed in 1966.

I am increasingly convinced that the time has arrived for the industrialized
countries to make a joint and thorough examination of what they are trying to
achieve in their relationships with the developing world. I believe these countries
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countries ought to proceed with all possible speed to measure the importance of

these relationships in the spectrum of their own national objectives -- to gauge

the adequacy of both the resources and the mechanisms which are being employed in

development assistance. Such an examination, it seems to me, should be given a

priority comparable to that being accorded to other international problems -- in

the fields of defense, monetary measures and trade -- which confront the industri-

alized countries today. It should engage foreign ministers and finance ministers

as well as development ministers, and it should attempt to put the effort to

increase and accelerate development into a well thought out and agreed place in

the scheme of international affairs.

The kind of international evaluation I have in mind would require thorough

preparation by qualified staff. It would not limit itself to a general review of

aims, but would attempt to lay down new goals and new approaches and to give a new

emphasis to the development assistance effort of the industrialized nations.

Such an examination could be a step in the formulation of an international

policy for economic development, as suggested last August by Secretary-General

Prebisch of UNCTAD -- a policy which would embrace both development finance and

international trade and tariffs, a policy in which measures to be taken by high-

income countries and by developing countries would converge.

The beginning of a determined and concerted assault on world poverty -- both

short-range and long-term -- could thereby be mustered. Agreement on this kind

of united effort seems to me ultimately inevitable. Let us hope it comes soon.
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December 16, 1966

Dear Bob:

Here is the speech George Woods will make to the Economic
and Social Council of the United Nations (SCOSOC) in New York.
He is scheduled to talk to an ECOSOC meting starting at 10:30 a.m.
next Tuesday, December 20th; and his address is expected to be
the first item on the agenda.

The pertinent section regarding the International Development
Association, begins with the second paragraph on Page 5. As you
know from Harold, the current situation is that IDA's commitments
already on the books plus others immediately under consideration
will have earmarked virtually all available funds, thereby pre-
venting the taking an of additional commitments. The key to the
problem is, of course, the willingness of the major capital expor-
ting members of IDA to make further funds available and the magni-
tude of such additional contributions.

We enjoyed very much lunching with you today, and Harold and
I send all best wishes for a Marry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

Sincerely a,

W L Bennett
T ornation Department

Mr. Robert W. Dietach
Scrippe-Poward Newspaper Alliance
1013 - 13th Street
Washington, D.C.

En :

WLB:Js
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Mr. Woods December 14, 1966

tarold Graves

Invitation to speak to the Annual Meeting of the Savings Banks

sasociation of New York State

1. Austin S. Murphy, Managing Director of this Association, has asked

whether or not you would be receptive to an invitation to speak to the

Annual Meeting of this group on April 27, 1967. You are given a choice

of timing -- morning or afternoon session or at a luncheon. May I re-
comsend that if you decide to accept this engagement you choose the

luncheon as the point where all attending the meetings are most likely
to be present.

2. This is not a convention. It is a working session and attend.

ance is limited to senior officers of the 126 mutual savings banks in

the State. About 400 such officials are expected to be an hand.

3. As you know, the mutual savings banks in New York State are the

largest concentration of such institutions in the world. Currently

their assets are in excess of $35 billion; and after much selling over

the years they still, as a group, hold more than $50 million of World

Sank bonds. They are now 83% invested in mortgages and Dr. Murphy told

Sill Sennett that the group feels this is too great a concentration in

real estate investment and it is time to diversify. Dr. Murphy believes

that a talk by you to the sentr officials of the mutual savings banks

in New York next April would tons at a "propitious time for both the

savings banks aud the World Sank."

4. This invitation has been discussed with Mr. Cavanaugh who urges
that you accept. Morgan Stanley & Co. agrees with Mr. Cavanaugh, stress-

ing that such a talk fits within a program of speaking to key investment

groups within the United States, on behalf of the Bank. May t add my
owa recendation that you accept the invitation.

5. if you do accept it will be the first time since October 1959 --
more than seven years ago -- that the president or any other senior official

of the World bank will have spoken to a major association of mutual savings

bauks.

WLB/HG:ap

cc: Mr. Fulton/Mr. Noone

Mr. Bennett
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July 19, 1966

Dear Dr. Harris$:

In a review o correspondenoe for June, your

letter of the 7th has come to my attention. I was

pleased to know, and I am sure Kr. Woods will be also,

that you have selected his talk to the nited Nations

Economic and Social Council for your forthcoming

volume of readings for students of economics.

Sincerely yours,

Harold N. Graves, Jr.
Director of Information

Dr. C. Lowell arriss
Department of Economics
Columbia University in the City

of New York
Hamilton Hall
New York, N.Y. 10027

DRE/ps

~~9A



Columbia University in the City of NewYork I New York,N. Y. 10027

DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS Hamilton Hall

June 7, 1966

International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development

1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Gentlemen:

If possible I should like to receive two more
copies of the address by Mr. Woods before the Economic
and Social Council of the United Nations on February 25, 1966.
I should like to use most of the contents in a volume of
readings for students of economics. I see 3opyrig-ht
and trust that you will have noobjections. In due course
my publisher will make formal application for permission,
but at this stage I wish to assure myself that you wia-
1have-obetion&aPi C e-M

Yours very truly,

C. Lowell Harriss
Professor of Economics

CLH:iw

CSz4
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HARRISS, Clement Lowell, academic; b. Fairburg, Neb., 1912; B.S., Harvard,

1934; Ph.D., Columbia, 1940; student U. Chgo., 1936-38. With Columbia

since 1938, prof. econ. since 1938; with Nat. Bur. Econ. Research,

1940-43; with U.S. Treasury, 19L1-3; with Netherlands ich. Econ.,

1953-5h; with U. of Strasbourg (France), 1960-61. Fields Public Finance

and Fiscal Policy; Monetary Theory & Policy. DOC. DIS. Gift Taxation

in the United States, 1940.

PUB. History and Policies of the Home Owners Loan Corp., 1951

The American Economy, 1962

American Public Finance (with W. J. Shultz), 1959

RES. Taxation of estates and capital in gen.

Federal tax reform

MEM. Am. Finance Assn., Regional Sci. Assn., Royal Econ. Soc.



June 1, 1966

Dw Mr. Sans

Thank you for your kind letter of May 13, ubich I found
here on my return from ]Wrope. I greatly appresiat. your
co0ent on my addreas of last February to the United Nations
Economi@ and Social Council.

In accordance with your request, the Information Depart-
ment of the International kank has already sailed you copies, in
Spanish, of the last annual reports of the kank and the Interna.
tional Finance Corporation. The Bank's report also covers the
activities of the International Development Association.

I have read your remarks about SEGHA with interest. As
you probably know, the Bank has just had a mission in kenos
Aires hiuch examined the situation and expansion plans of SEGRA.
We are now awaiting the mission's report.

Wlth kindest regards,

Sinoewly yours,

'(Signed) George D. Woods

George 9. Wods

Mr. Bulogio Sans
Av. R. Saens 616

uemos Aires, Argentina

cc: Messrs. Wishart, Chaufournier, Sheehan/Rovani

*JFaja:mdk
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Mr. Knapp spoke to you about this letter.
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ing slip below and note that Mr. Knapp
feels that Mr. Woods should sign the reply.
No doubt your Department will want to pre-
pare a reply for Mr. Woods to send.

G. C ishart
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FoRM No. 337D
(12-61) Mis Lee

Room 1220

Eulogio Sans
Av. R. Saenz Pena 616
Buenos Aires

May 13, 1966

Mr. George D. Woods
President, World Bank
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Sir:

- I have just received a copy of the speech you delivered on February 25.
In it you expressed a thought of great importance to the future of Latin
America:

"Nothing depresses me quite so much as seeing a carefully researched
and evaluated investment opportunity going a-begging because those respon-
sible are in the last analysis unwilling to commit themselves."

I was director of CADE and SEGBA for 16 years and I could sense the
importance of your institutions, just as I repeat the great truth of your
thought expressed above. Since March 10, 1964 when Mr. Gotelli and I re-
signed, SEGBA has appointed more than 1000 employees (outside of agreement)*
with salaries in excess of MN$40,00O a month. Most of them are recommended
by committees of the goverikhng party and are worthless for the position to
which they were appointed, many of them women who cantt even type. Dis-
cipline has vanished; the union carries more and more weight and therefore
the technical principles that we had imposed for many years have disap-
peared and that is the reason for the recent blackout.

Today, Mr. Ren6 Brosens, the former president of CADE and SEGBA for
30 years and of SOFINA from 1948 to 1950, and I propose to help to
solve the problem of collective housing on the basis of construction of
mono blocks by the PNV system in use in Montevideo, Uruguay with the
approval of the IDB and ADEIA.

Please send me the last Annual Report of your Bank and IFC and IDA.

1tr congratulations, again, on the clarity of your thinking. May you
continue to serve the progress of mankind.

Eulogio Sanz

T. N. The reference is not clear; possibly some overall agreement with the
labor union.

TRANATIoN SECTION 919/66

Translated From: Spanish: 5/2o/66 By: GA:jn



EULOGiO SANZ R 1 RC'o
AV R. SAENZ PEAA S16 - 5' PISO

BUENOS AIRES

Buenos Air,3s, 13 de Mayo de 1966.-

Mr: GEOiGiE D. 0WI[OOD

Presidente del Banco Tundial

1818 H. Street N.h ;ASHINGTON D.C. 20433 1WAY 20 Ma

J..&D.

Distinguido seior:

Ln la facha, acabo de recibir vuestro discurso

pronunciado el 25 de fobrero del corriante afio y en 01, estampa usted un pensamicnto

de gran importancia para el futuro de Latino Amsrica:
"NADA 11E1 D ,, IT , a jjA3 (jUE V1,i

DiPrD~I)TIADA UNA Oi RTUIDAD D 1 LLViSION CUIAiOSAIINTE INVESTITGAJA Y JVALUADA,
LO {QUE, EL ULTI-O LNALISIS, SUIINES BON PON0AIBLE NO ESTAN DIUT A C0PROME2-

T, ;R'SE "

El suscripto fue durInte) 16 aros Dirictor'de CADE

y S]GBA, y pudo palpar lo grande d!, las Instituciones qu Ud. pr.side as! como reitero

la inmensa verdad de ou pmns mi nto arriba expresad6. SEGBA ha nombrado dsde el 10 de

Tanrzo do 1964 que r nunciaocos conjunt mont can 3l Ingeniero Gotelli, mas de 1000 em-

pleados ( fu ra do convnio ) con sut ldos superioros a 1ATN 40.000.- mensutlJs, la ma-

yoria recomendados de comitss del partido gobernante y nulos para el cargo qcu1 fueran

i ;i ados, muchas mujeres que no saben ni ascribir a nAquina . La disciplina se ha

p:rd ido; el 3indicato gravita cada Ia mas y ,por lo t nto los prIncipios tsnnicos que

inpusisomos despu-3s d muchos aEos han desapakrecido y a ello'sc debt el apag6n de

dias pasados.

Hoy 2l suscripto con el Ingvniero Rena Brosens

ax - presidento de CADE y SEG3A durante 30 ahos y d SOFNA dal 48 al 50 nos propo-

nucios contribuir a rsolver ,l problearn do L vivienda colectiva en base a la cons-

trucci6n de mono bloks par medio dcJl sistema P.N.V. practicado hoy on Ieontavideo ,

Uruguay y contando con la aprobaci6n del BID y tambien de ABBLA.

u ,e-: ordenar se me envie la iltima -emoria

de vuestro Banco asi como la de la Corporaci6n Ainancicra Intrnacional y la de la

Asociaci6n Intirntciona l do i'omento.

His flicitAcionas una vez mis por la claridad

de sus p-nsami..ntos, y siga Ud. prestando servicios al progrecso do la humnanidad.
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FORM No. 337D
(12.61) Mr.$ Le

Room 1220

REPUBLIC OF NICARAGUA
CINTRAL AMERICA.

Ministry of Finance No.
and Ref: 7613

National Credit.

NATIONAL PALACE

Managua, D.N.

Mr. Luis Machado,
Executive Director of the
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Machados

I am pleased to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated

15 rch, enclosing a copy in Spanish of the speech made by
the President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development, Mr. George D. Woods, to the United !ations Economic

and Social Council on 25 February la3i,.

With regard to those paragraphs of the speech in question
which appear on Page 15 and refer to the plan to set up a tele-

communications system between the five countries of Central

America and Panama, which Mr. Woods considers to be of the highest

priority from the point of view of the economic integration of the

area, I have pleasure in informing you that due note has been taken

of those paragraphs and a copy of them forwarded to the administrative

departments concerned, in order that a decision with regard to this

most important scheme may be taken at the earliest possible moment.

In conclusion, I should like to express my appreciation of

your kindness in sending me this document.

Sincerely youzN

(signed)
RAMIRO SACASA GUERRO

Minister of State in the Department
of Finance and National Credit.

TRANSLATION SECTION 639/66

Translated From: Spanisho 4/11/66 By: GSb



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINPA'CE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Geor D. DATE: April 5, 1966

FROM: Luis M ad

SUBJECT: ECOS Speech - February 25, 1966.

I know you will be pleased to read the annexed letter
No.7613, dated March 26, 1966, which I received yesterday
from Mr. Ramiro Sacasa Guerrero, Minister of Finance of
Nicaragua, praising your speech at the last meeting of the
ECOSOC and informing us that he is giving it a wide
distribution among all Government Officiale.

cc: Mr. Alter
Mr. Vignes

oo AM.



Mr. George D. Woods April 5, 1966

Luis Machado

BCOSOC Speech - February 25, 1966.

I know you will be pleased to read the annexed letter
No.7613, dated March 26, 1966, which I received yesterday
from Mr. Ramiro Sacasa Guerrero, Minister of Finance of
Nicaragua, praising your speech at the last meeting of the
SCOSOC and informing us that he is giving it a wide
distribution among all Government Officiale.

cc: Mr. Alter
Mr. Vignes
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Ref.

7 61,7
MNIN ISTERIO DE HACIENDA PALACIO NACIONAL

Managua, D. N.,
CREDITO PUBLICO

26 de Marzo de 1966.

Honorable Sefior Don Luis Machado,
Director Ejecutivo,
Banco Internacional de Reconstrucci

6 n y Fomento,

Washington, D. C.,
20433.
U.S.A.,

Muy distinguido amigo:

Tengo el agrado de avisar recibo de su atenta carta fechada el

15 de los corrientes con la cual me adjunta una copia en espafol del

discurso pronunciado por el Presidente del Banco Internacional de 
Re-

construcci6 n y Fomento, Sefior George D. Woods, ante el Consejo Econd-

mico y Social de Las Naciones Unidas, del 25 de Febrero pr6ximo pasa-

do.

En relaci6n a los pirrafos de dicho discurso contenidos en la

pigina 15 referents al Proyecto de establecer un sistema 
de Telecomu-

nicaciones entre los 5 pases de Centro America y Panami, que el Sefior

Woods, considera de lo mis alta prioridad para el Proceso de Integra+-

ci6n Econ6mica de la Regi6n, me es grato expresarle que se ha tomado -

debida nota y se ha dado traslado de los mismos, a las Dependencies Ad

ministrativas correspondientes, con el prop6sito de activar la mas --

pronta resoluci6n sobre tan importante Proyecto.

Al expresarle mi reconomiento por la d ferente atenci6n que me

ha dispensado al enviarme dicho d6cumento, ap ovecho esta oportunidad

para saludarlo muy cordialmente /con las mues as mi consideraci6 n -

mas distinguida,

RAMIRO SACASA GUERRE~~
Ministro de Estado en el Despacho de

Hacienda y Cr4dito Pdblico

c.c.
M. de Defensa.
Of icialla buyor.
Srita* rozco.
Arch'

R/fide.--
nco. anexo.



Ref.

MINISTERIO DE HACIENDA PALACIO NACIONAL
Y Managua, D. N.,

CREDITO PUBLICO

-15-

Me complace decir que el tipo de actusci6n d e que hablo es evidente en una

creciente cantidad de paises. Pero no puedo insistir suficientemente en el

hecho de que la tares de straer el capital y las capacidades necesarias pa-

ra nuestro trabajo serfa mucho menos dificil si mis gobiernos dedicaran ma-

yor stenci6n -- comprometieran, en el fondo, mas de ou prestigio -- a la --

dura empress de l prepareci6 n de proyectos. Este significs mucho mis que

la simple confecci6n de planes y que la realizaci 6n de estudios de ingenie-

ria. Significa, de manera particular, compromisos de las autoridades responsa'O

bles....compromisos en dinero, en talento directivo y, a menudo, en direcci6n

politics. Nada me deprime mrs que ver desperdiciada una oportunidad de int-

versidn, cuidadosamente investigada y evaluada, porque, en dltimo andlisis, -

quienes son responsables no estain dirpuestos a comprometerse. Hoy dia en -

Centro America, por ejemplo, todo esta preparado para establecer un sistems

regional de telecomunicaciones que apresurarla materialmente la integraci6n

econ6mica de los Pafses de esa regi6n. Y todos estin de acuerdo en que la

integraci6n es el camino por el cual se marchara al futuro. El Programa de

Desarrollo de las Nacionales Unidas suministr6 mis de US$600.000 pars finan

ciar un estudio de viabilidad de este proyecto, que fue realizado bajo la -

direcci6n del Banco Mundial. Desde hace algdn tiempo hemos estado prepara-

dos -- y seguimos estindolo -- para ayudar al financiamiento de la ejecuci6n

del estudio, Pero tres de los cinco gobiernos interesados tienen todavla --

que tomar una decisi6n.

Quizis nos equivocamos en este caso al emprender el estudio, porque

ninguna proposici6n de proyecto tiene validez haste tanto se sientan compro-

metidos quienes se supone que serin los beneficiados. Pero no creo que es-

tuvimos equivocados. Lo que felts, al igual que en otros casos similares, es

el sentido de urgencia, un sentido de prioridad, cuya ausencis parece a menu-

do desmentir la existencia de las grandes necesidades, de las cuales tenemos

plena conciencia todos los que nos encontramos en esta sale.
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FORM No. 337D
(12-61) Mr. Le

Room 1220

CENTRAL BANK OF HONDURAS

Tagucigalpa, D. 0.
March 2k, 1966

Dr. Luls Machado
Lirective Secretary
IBRD
Washington, D. C.

Dear yriend:

I had the pleasure of receiving your letter

of March 15, 1966, in which you enclosed a copy in Spanish of

the speech given by the President of your Bank, Mr. George D. Woods

before the Eoouoic and Social Council of the United Nations on

Ntbruary 25, 1966.

What is stated on page 15 of that apeech is

tragic and I hope you will be able to com, as you offered, to

find out where the problem lies and what we can do.

Thank you for your courtesy.

Sincerely yours,

Roberto Ramires,
President

TRANSLATION SECTION #613/66

Transl ated From: Spanish 4/4/66 By: GA txh



FORM No. 337D
(12-61) Mrs Lee

Room 1220

REPUBLIC OF NICARAGUA
CENTRAL AMERICA.

Ministry of Finance No.
and Ref: 7613

National Credit.

NATIONAL PALACE

Managua, D.N.

Mr. Luis Machado,
Executive Director of the
International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development,
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Machado:

I am pleased to acknowledge receipt of your letter dated

15 March, enclosing a copy in Spanish of the speech made by
the President of the International Bank for Reconstruction and
Development, Mr. George D. Woods, to the United Nations Economic
and Social Council on 25 February last.

With regard to those paragraphs of the speech in question
which appear on Page 15 and refer to the plan to set up a tele-
communications system between the five countries of Central
America and Panama, which Mr. Woods considers to be of the highest
priority from the point of view of the economic integration of the

area, I have pleasure in informing you that due note has been taken
of those paragraphs and a copy of them forwarded to the administrative
departments concerned, in order that a decision with regard to this
most important scheme may be taken at the Earliest possible moment.

In conclusion, I should like to express my appreciation of
your kindness in sending me this document.

Sincerely youis,

(signed)
RAMIRO SACASA GUERRO

Minister of State in the Department
of Finance and National Credit.

TRANSLATION SECTION 639/66

Translated From: Spanish: 4/11/66 By:GHS:bd



Ref.

7613
M IINISTERIO DE HACIENDA PALACIO NACIONAL

y Managua, D. N.,
CREDITO PUBLICO

26 de Marzo de 1966.

Honorable Seffor Don Luis Machado# -TRANSLATED
Director Ejecutivo,
Banco Internacional de Reconstrucci6n y Fomento,
Washington, D. C., APR 11 196
20433.
U.S.A., LB.R .D,
Muy distinguido amigo:

Tengo el agrado de avisar recibo de su atente carta fechada el
15 de los corrientes con la cual me adjunta una copia en espafol del
discurso pronunciado por el Presidente del Banco Internecional de Re-
construcci6n y Fomento, Seilor George D. Woods, ante el Consejo Econd-
mico y Social de Las Naciones Unidas, del 25 de Febrero prdximo pesa-
do.

En relaci6n a los pirrafos de dicho discurso contenidos en la
pagina 15 referente al Proyecto de establecer un sistema de Telecomu-
nicaciones entre los 5 palses de Centro Amdrica y Panami, que el Selor
Woods, considera de la mis alta prioridad para el Proceso de Integrae
ci6n Econ6mica de la Regi6n, me es grato expresarle que se ha tomado -
debida note y se ha dodo traslado de los mismos, a las Dependencies Ad
ministrativas correspondientes, con el prop6sito de activar la mis --
pronta resoluci6n sobre tan importante Proyecto.

Al expresarle mi reconomienAto por la d ferente atenci6n que me
ha dispenseado al enviarme dicho &bcumento, ap ovecho esta oportunidad
pare saludarlo muy cordialmente con las mues as iimi consideraci6n -
mas distinguida,

RAMIRO SACASA GUERRR
Ministro de Estado en el Despacho de

Hacienda y Cr4dito Pdlblico

cOc.
M. de Defensao,
Oficialfa or.
Srita. Orozco.
Arch'

R/fide.-
nco. anezo.



Ref.

MINISTERIO DE HACIENDA PALACIO NACIONAL
Y Managua, D. N.,

CREDITO PUBLICO

-15-

Me complace decir que el tipo de actuaci6n d e que hablo es evidente en una

creciente cantidad de passes. Pero no puedo insistir suficientemente en el

hecho de que la tarea de atraer el capital y las capacidades necesarias pa-

rs nuestro trabajo serfs mucho menos dificil si mis gobiernos dedicaran ma-

yor atenci6n -- comprometieran, en el fondo, mis de su prestigio -- a la --

dura empress de la preparaci6n de proyectos. Esta significa mucho mis que

la simple confecci6n de planes y que la realizaci6 n de estudios de ingenie-

ria. Significa, de manera particular, compromisos de las autoridades responsaS-

bleso...compromisos en dinero, en talento directivo y, a menudo, en direcci6n

politicao Nada me deprime mis que ver desperdiciada una oportunidad de in-

versin, cuidadosamente investigads y evaluada, porque, en dltimo anulisis, -

quienes son responsables no estin dispuestos a comprometerse. Hoy dfa en -

Centro America, por ejemplo, todo esti preparado pars establecer un sistema

regional de telecomunicaciones que apresurarfa materialmente la integraci6n

econ6mica de los Pafses de esa regi6n* Y todos estin de acuerdo en que la

integraci6n es el camino por el cual se marchari al futuro. El Programs de

Desarrollo de las Nacionales Unidas suministr6 mis de US$600.000 pars finan

ciar un estudio de viabilidad de este proyecto, que fue realizado bajo la -

direcci6n del Banco Mundial. Desde hace algun tiempo hemos estado prepara-

dos -- y seguimos estindolo -- pars ayudar al financiamiento de la ejecuci6n

del estudio. Pero tres de los cinco gobiernos interesados tienen todavia --

que tomar uns decisi6n.

Quizias nos equivocamos en este caso al emprender el estudio, porque -

ninguna proposici6n de proyecto tiene validez haste tanto se sientan compro-

metidos quienes se supone que serin los beneficisdoso Pero no creo que es-

tuvimos equivocadoso Lo que felts, al igual que en otros casos similares, es

el sentido de urgencia, un sentido de prioridad, cuya ausencia parece a menu-

do desmentir la existencia de las grandes necesidades, de las cuales tenemos

p.ena conciencia todos los que nos encontramos en esta sala.



MAR 2 8 REC'o
FORM N, 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONtAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE

ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. ge D. Wo DATE: March 25, 1966

FROM: Lu' Ma had 'TRANStATED

SUBJECT: E SOC peech MA R 28

.B .R .0.

As you know I sent copies of your speech before the United

Nations Economic and Social Council to all the important

government officials and leaders of the banking and financial

circles of the Central American countries that I represent. I

know you will be delighted to learn that it has had a very

favorable reaction, as evidenced by the two letters I have

received this morning from the President of the Central Bank

of Guatemala and the Secretary General of the National Economic

Planning Commission, which I am enclosing herewith.

I know that you will be also delighted to learn that the

Ambassador of Nicaragua has requested six additional copies,

in Spanish, for distribution among the Government Officials

of Nicaragua, although I have already sent copies directly to

them.

Encs. 2

1'1



FORM N3. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONP'421 RECI D
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Ge ge D. od DATE: March 21, 1966

FROM: Duis ac ad

SUBJECT: EC peech - Februay 25, 1966

I know you will be glad to read the annexed copy of the

letter that I have received from His Excellency, The Ambassador

of Costa Rica, praising your speech at the Economic and Social

Council of the United Nations last February, particularly in

your reference to the present status of the Central 
American

Telecommunications Project.

CL , > >4



EMBAJADA DE COSTA RICA

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20008

18 de marzo de fl SL6T6

TRANSL ATED

MAR 2 3 1966

Mi distinguido amigo:

Tengo el gusto de referirme a su atenta comunicaci6n
de fecha 15 de marzo en curso, junto con la cual se sirvi6 enviarme
copia en espafiol del discurso pronunciado por el seftor George D.
Woods ante el Consejo Econ6mico y Social de Naciones Unidas,
el dra 25 de febrero (ltimo.

Mucho le agradezco el envfo de la versi6n castellana
de ese importante discurso, que ya habfa tenido el placer de leer

en su idioma original.

Me parecen muy atinadas las afirmaciones que el seftor

Presidente del Banco hace en la psgina 15 de la versi6n castellana.

Estoy plenamente de acuerdo con Mr. Woods en cuanto critica la

actitud de ciertos gobiernos centroamericanos que no han querido

tomar las decisiones necesarias para lievar adelante le proyecto

regional de telecomunicaciones, cuyos estudios estn ya conclur-

dos.

Es realmente inexcusable esa reticencia de tres gobier-

nos centroamericanos en llevar adelante un proyecto que es de pri-

merrsima prioridad para la cabal integraci6n econ6mica de Centro

Amrica.

Le ruego hacer llegar a Mr. Woods mis efusivas feli-

citaciones por su discurso ante el Consejo Econ6mico Social de

Naciones Unidas, y en especial por haber enfocado en la firma va-

liente en que lo hizo el problema creado por los intereses que se

oponen a que tres gobiernos centroamericanos tomen las decisio-

nes necesarias para llevar adelante el proyecto regional de tele-

comunicaciones.

Del Seftor Director con toda o iderapi6n,

Go zalo J. F io
Sr. Luis Machado Emb -ad d Costa Rica
Director Ejecutivo

Banco Internacional de Reconstrucci6n

rinntto'n, D. C.



FORM No. 337D
(12-61) Mis. Lee

O 4~MRoom 1220

Embassy of Costa '-ca \h3
Washington, D.C. 20008 March 18, -6

Ref.: 0329

Mr. Luis Machado,
Executive Director,
International Bank for

Reconstruction and Development,
Washington, D.C.

My dear friend,

I have pleasure in referring to your letter of March 15, 1966 with

which you enclosed a copy in Spanish of the speech delivered by Mr. Woods

before the United Nations Economic and Social Council on February 2 .

I thank you sincerely for sending me the Spanish version of this

important speech, which I had already had the pleasure of reading in the

original English.

In my opinion, the statements by the President that appear on page

15 of the Spanish version are most apt. I fully concur in Mr. Woods' criticism

of certain Central American governments that have not shown willingness to

take the necessary decisions to carry forward the regional telecommunications

project, the studies for which have already been concluded.

This disinclination on the part of three Central American governments

to carry forward a project that is of the highest priority for the over-all

economic integration of Central America is trulyinexcusable.

I should be grateful if you would convey to 11Mr. Woods my most sincere

congratulations on his speech before the United Nations Economic and Social

Council and in particular on his courageous and firm stand with respect to

the problem created by the interests that are obstructing the taking by the

Central American governments of the necessary measures for the advancement of

the regional telecommunications project.

Yours very truly,

(signature)

Gonzalo J. Facio
Ambassador of Costa Rica.

TRANSLATION SECTION 544/66

Translated From: Spanish 3/23/66 By: GAG/jd



C0NSEJ ( NA (CI 0NAL DE PLAN IFICACI oN

ECONOMICA
GUATEMAMA, C. A..

_.__ NUlMERO I) i
CLASIFICACION SG./48-66

SIRVASt REFERRSE AL NUMERO Y CLASIFICACION DE ESTA NOTA

Guatemala, 22 de marzo de 1966

TRANSLATED

Sefior Luis Machado MAR 28 1966
Director Ejecutivo
Banco Internacional de
Reconstrucci6n y Fomento
Washington, D.C. 20433

Estimado sefior Machado:

Agradezco a usted el envio del discurso pronunciado por el Presidente
del Banco, Sehor George D. Woods, ante el Consejo Econ6mico y Social de

las Naciones Unidas, el 25 de febrero reci6n pasado.

He encontrado el citado documento de gran interes para varios de los

t6cnicos y de las agencias gubernamentales del paIs. Por consiguiente trata-

r6 de darle la mayor difusi'n, avis6ndole que con ese fin lo hare reproducir

en varias copias.

Abrigo la esperanza de que como siempre usted siga cosechando tantos
6xitos en sus negocios con el Banco Mundial y los paises cuya representaci6n
tiene usted a su cargo. Mientras tengo la oportunidad de saludarlo personal

mente, reciba el afectuoso saludo de su amigo y servidor,

PLA.&\N

J. ntonio alacios G. ECIr'

Secret io General
0 'o



2

NATIONAL ECONOMIC PLANING COUNCIL
Guatemala

0601 March 22, 1966

Mr. Luis Machado
Executive Director
IBRD, Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Machado,

Thank you for sending me the speech delivered by the President of

the Bank, Mr. George D. Woods, before the United Nations Social and
Economic Council on February 25 last.

In r view the speech holds great interest for several of the

countryls technicians and government agencies and I shall therefore

try to have it distributed as widely as possible. I would advise you
that for this purpose I shall be having a number of copies made of it.

I trust that your dealings with the World Bank and with the countries
you represent may continue to prove as fruitful as in the past and, aitil

I have the opportunity to greet you personally, please accept, etc.

(sgd.) J. Antonio Palacios G.

Secretary-General.



FORMA 281-A

]MANCO ME GUATEMALA

CORRESPONDENCIA

DEL PRESIDENTE

04806
Guatemala, 21 de marzo de 1,966

rTRANSLATED

Seftor Doctor Luis Machado MAR 28 1960Director Ejecutivo
Banco Internacional de Reconstrucci6n y Fomento
Washington D. C. 20433,
U. S. A.-

Estimado Sehor Director:

Me es muy grato acusar recibo de su atenta comunicaci6n de fecha
15 de marzo en curso, con la que tuvo la gentileza de remitir una copia en es
pariol del discurso pronunciado por el Presidente del Banco, Sehor George D~.
Woods, ante el Consejo Econ6mico y Social de las Naciones Unidas, el 25 de
febrero del presente aho.-

He tomado debida nota de los valiosos conceptos contenidos en el
mismo, especialmente a lo referente al p6rrafo contenido en la p6gina 15 co -
mo usted lo indica, ya que es de verdadera importancia para el proceso de la
integraci6n econ6mica de la Regi6n.-

Aprovecho la oportunidad para agradecerle tan interesante envro y
aprovecho la oportunidad para reiterarme con toda consideraci6n su deferente
servidor y amigo,

Arturo er6z Galliano
Prwsdente

II.



FORM No. 337D
(12-61) 

Mrs. Lee

Room 1220

BANCO DE GUATEMAIA,
Guatemala

0h806 March 21, 1966

Mr. Luis Machado
Executive Di.rector
IBRD, Washington D. C.

Dear Mr. Machado,

I have great pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your letter
of March 15 with which you kindly enclosed a copy in Spanish of the

speech delivered by Mr. George D. Woods, President of the Bank,
before the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations on

February 25.

I have taken due note of the commendable views expressed in

the speech, especially with regard to the paragraph on page 15,
which you pointed out, since it is of real importance for the pro-
cess of economic integration of the Region.

I take this opportunity of thanking you for sending me such

an interesting document. Please accept, etc.

(sgd.) Arturo Perez Galliano
President

TRANSLATION SECTION 577/66

Translated From: Spanish: 3/28/66 By: RFW:jn



DEPARTMENT OFSTATE

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

WASHINGTON

OFFICE OF
THE ADMINISTRATOR March 7, 1966

The Honorable
George D. Woods
President
The World Bank
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C.

Dear George:

I was very glad to have with me at Oxford the speech you
made before the United Nations Economic and Social Council on
February 25. It is not only a good speech but it came in handy.

To Prebisch you are Matthew, Mark, Luke and John all

rolled into one. He talked constantly of the aid gap, and said that

you had declared it to be in the neighborhood of between $3 and $4
billion a year. He repeated this over and over again, both in his

main speech and in his answers to questions.

Robert Gardiner of the Economic Commission of Africa

likewise quoted you to this effect, as did Mr. William Clark of the

Overseas Development Institute.

One of the main themes which I wanted to push was the

importance of performance. Happily, your speech ties performance

squarely into your $3 to $4 billion estimate. So I quoted scripture too.

I also liked the bit about marrying agriculture and industry

rather than letting them exist in a perpetual state of divorce. I also

quoted you to this effect -- giving credit where credit is due.

I saw Johnny Miller at the Conference but did not have much

of a chance to talk to him. Do send him a copy of your speech if you
have not already done so. He was very much interested in it.

Sincerely yours,

q CWilliam S. Gaud

Deputy Administrator
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March 3, 1966

Dear Dr. Laoni:

As promised in my letter of February 9, I

am sending you herewith a copy of the speech Mr.

George D. Woods gave to ICOSOC last Friday in

New York. You are most cordially invited to use

it in the same way you used Mr. Woods** speech

to the same body last year.

Yours sincerely,

Lars J. Und
Deputy Director of Information

Dr. Francesco Leont
Direttore
"Relaxioni"
Rivista di Studi folitici ed Usonoitct
Vials Giulio Cesare 2
Roe
Italy

-%nL/jsw

cc: Mr. Christensen



HEADQUARTERS:

WASHINGTON D.C. 20433

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT
CABLE ADDRESS-INTBAFRAD

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION
f11NTERNATIoxA' CABLE ADDRESS-INDEVAS

EUROPEAN OFFICE:

4, AVENUE D'IENA

PARIS (16E) - FRANCE

TELEPHONE: KLEBER 25-10

March 3, 1966

Mr. Harold N. Graves, Jr.
Director of Information
I.B.R.D.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Graves,

Mr. Woods' ECOSOC speech, which has arrived here, has
received considerable attention in the press, and I think
we should give it a very wide distribution. Since the text
reached us five days after Mr. Woods made the speech, we
only sent it to the English-speaking press "for information".
We are now having translations made into French, German and i
Italian, and are wondering whether we should not distribute
this speech directly in its printed version. In previous
years it was printed in French and German, but this year I t
should also like to propose preparation of an Italian bro-
chure (the cost of printing 1,000 copies of Mr. Woods'
Annual Meeting Address in Italian was $68). Please let
us know at your earliest convenience whether you agree to
our going with printed versions.

May I take this oportunity to remind you of Jean-Pol's
letter of January 28, concerning figures for Professor
Guillaumont in Dakar.\

Yours sincerely,

Corrado Sellaroli
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Marsh 3, 1966

SPECTAL VELIMIR

Dear Sir:

I so oflosve g three copies of the sumnary

of Mr. Woods's *losing remarks at the ECOSOC sea-

stn of last Friday, February 25. As you will se,

Mr. Woodo has made some slight changes from the

draft you sent us through Mr. Consolo.

Sincerely yours,

Lars J. Lind
Deputy Director of Information

1:s0is.

Chief
Conferense and Meetings Control
Office of Conference Services
United Nationa
Room 1104
New York
New York

cc: Mr. Woods
Mr. Consolo

/j
LJL/ jaw
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATION*AL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: . DATE: March 2, 1966

FROM: W6rs J. Lind

SUBJECT: 1;....m-inarks -COS0C

Attached is a draft summary of your final remarks at the
ECOSOC session on the Bank. It is intended for the ECOSOC of-
ficial summary record and was given to us this morning through
Mr. Consolo. The ECOSOC draft has been changed somewhat by Mr.
Demuth and it is his version that is attached.

Mr. Consolo informs me that ECOSOC needs an approved ver-
sion urgently, preferably today by telephone.

Attachment

LJL/jaw



Mr. Woods, President of the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development, said that the comments of the members of the Council would

be useful in chartering the future activities of the Bank Group.

The 50 missions dispatched in the first seven weeks of the year was

not to be taken as a norm, although it was likely that there would be more

missions in 1966 than in 1965. The World Bank shared the concern expressed

in the Council regarding the need to promote the commodity exports of the

developing countries and the problem of the debt burden of those countries.

International development capital should be made available in larger amounts

and on better terms. He was glad that members of the Council had recog-

nized the role which IDA could play in that connection.

There was certainly a need for concerted efforts on the part of the

international institutions. The Bank would continue to cooperate with the

United Nations and its Specialized Agencies and with the United Nations

Development Programme. Collaboration would also be established with the

new Organization for Industrial Development and with the regional develop-

ment banks.

He had no fear of government-owned industries. He did, however,

have misgivings about the 4efficiency of government management of in-

dustry. Nonetheless, he thought the Bank would be able to identify several

government-owned enterprises with a record of successful management and

the Bank Group would then be prepared to consider financing those enter-

prises.



Mr. Lind:

Mr. Consolo just called from New York to give the following over the phone
immediate

for your/action: He asked that this be taken to you directly at the Staff Mtg.

"The provisional record of Mr. Woods' reply to the statements made
by delegations on the Bank day, February 25. Is there any corrections
that should be submitted in English, in triplicate, _yMarch 4 to the
Chief, Conference wu..eetings Control, Office -4 Conference Services,
Room 1104, at the United Nations?"

VA_
Mr. Woods, President of the International Bank for Reconstruction

and Development said that the comments of the members of the Council would

be useful in tthe activities of the Bank

Group.

Therweeof met 50 missions dispatched in the first seven weeks of the

year Awas d4l-r4M 9i ,dyva1g er -Mi ,Woi r

.and Lxnld b ata ained Hbxrnutt.~4wpmd that there would be

more missions in 1966 than in 1965. The World Bank shared the concern ex-

pressed in the Council regarding the need to promote the commodity exports

of the developing countries and the problem of the debt burden of those

countries. International development capital should be made available in

larger amounts and on better terms. He was glad that members of the Council

had recognized the role which IDA could play in that connection.

There was certainly a need for concerted efforts on the part of the

international institutions. The Bank would continue to cooperate with the

United Nations and its Specialized Agencies and with the United Nations

Development Programme. Collaboration would also be established with the

new Organization for Industrial Development and with the regional develop-

ment banks.
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He had no fear government "intftp-of in st i
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Mr. Lind:

Should there be any corrections, they should be imnediately p oned to

Mr. Yakushkin at the UN Office of Conference Services: p ne: Plaza

4-1234, ext. 123.
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Mr. Friedman February 17, 1966

Harold Graves

ECOBC Speech

I thought I should report to you that in further discussion, the

ECOSOC draft has been amended or modifted in response to some of your

principal points about the speech, as followts:

(1) Language has been provided to indicate that the Bank

is not Ml interested in projects, and the emphasis on projects

has been somuehat diminished.

(2) Amendments have been made to eliminate the anomaly of

starting the agricultural discussion with emphasis on the food

problem. and then concluding it with a description of steps being

taken to increase the production of cash crops for export.

(3) The language about balance of payments and the level

of development assistance is coming out.

/4r -



gCW DgL1V3g? February 15, 1966

Dear Nat:

A few comnts have ae in on the new ECOSOC draft.

Geoffrey Wilson has some which he will tell you about directly.

Mike Hoffman has two cnmmuts. One concerns the second sentence
at the top of page 9 -- "A great deal of technical knowledge" etc.
Mike rewarks (and the Agriculture Division concurs) that, in fact,
we need much more knowledge than we have about tropical agriculture,
and suggests that the sentence be modified slightly to indicate that
we are aware of that fact. In the third paragraph on page 9, Mike
is very skeptical about the statement that "more and more economists
are coneluding that substantial additional labor can be employed
productively on the land" etc. In fact, it seems all too likely
that better management techniques would reduce the amount of labor
employed.

One or two people remarked that there was a slight anomaly in
the agricultural passage as a whole. That is, the passage starts
with a strong reference to food for home constmption, but the
examples of Bank action that are given deal with the production of
cash crops for export. The Agriculture Division has dealt with
this point, and with Mike Hoffman's second point, in a slight re-
draft of this last paragraph on pegs 9. A copy is attached.

I still think that we ought to do something to recognise
Irving Friedman's point about the scope of the ank's conpeon with
development problaine. Irving does not think, nor do I, more
than a sentence is needed, but to say simply that the oa "primary"
concern is with projects seems to leave too mnch unsaid.

I have suggested to Ift. Wishart that Thursday afternoon would
be a good time to get at a more or less final version of the speech,
but I have not yet heard from Mr. Woods on this . It turns out that
even Thursday afternoon will be fairly late, tinee Mr. Woods is
going to be away on the following Monday and Tuesday, February 21
and 22.

Sineorely yours,

Inolosure Harold Graves

Mr. Nathaniel moKitterick
1220-16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

VGa P



TheA again there is absg "aWz politicians in the undardveIped

world a prejudie against a aiulture ad i favor of ad ustry. Ts

latter appears as the wave of the future, while the former suggests stag-

nation a"d subjugation assoetated with the past HIwewr, in most dovolop-

ing countries agrisulture provides employent for the vast majority of Ue

people, raw materials for idistrial grwth and the exports nneseary for

fianaling dwvlopmnt. More *ad more economists re concluding tat mach

greater emphasis should be given to agimulturo if eoanomie aspiratiOAs

of the widerdeveloped world axe to be realised, The solutions remain V*

most difficult in all of the developwnt "oeas, but it is now widely

recognised that satisfactory Slutions in spiculture are oeatral to

etinued progres.* The need to persuade hundreds and thousaads of sall

farmars to ohanag their ways simultaxwously suggests so simple or single

remady. But it is widely reogaised that the task =at start by giving

ehange in the rural areas top prioriiW.



Mr. Friedman February 11, 1966

Harold Graves

Mr. Woods's ECOSOC Sweech

Have is Mr. loKitterick's second draft of Mr. Woods's ICWOSO speeh.

You my be particularly interested in the paragraph. that have sr-
viwvd. as a basis for further discussion, on the subject of the relation-
ship, if any, between the balance of paymnuts problem. of the European
countries and the contributions of these countries to econmmdc developmant.
These paragraphs begin near the top of page 14.

These pavagraphs, of course, are open to amendent or deletion.
Ih generals * aI disappointed that Mr. MKtterick was not more responsive
to ye omaNts.

Attahwant

1110:ap



)r. Vti*a February Ul, 16

Harold Graves

It. Woods. E1500C Saefeh

are ta t. Wxi1ttertck's seeed draft of Mr. ods's COSODC speeh.

You way be particularly interested in the paragraphs that have sur-
vived, as a basis for further discusston, an the subject of relationship,
if any, betwwa the balane of paymonts problem of the European countries
and the contributions of these tmantries to ecoemie development. These
pragraphs begia usar the top of Ve 14.

Attacbmnt



FORM No. 58 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION e

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. son DATE: February 11, 1966

FROM: Harold Graves

SUBJECT: Mr. Woods's ECOSOC Speech

Here is Mr. McKitterick's second draft of Mr. Woods's ECOSOC speech.

You may be particularly interested in the paragraphs that have sur-
vived, as a basis for further discussion, on the subject of relationship,
if any, between the balance of payments problems of the European countries
and the contributions of these countries to economic development. These
paragraphs begin near the top of page 14.

Attachment

HNG:ap



Mr. Woods February 10, 1966

Nat McKitterick

ECOSOC Speech -- Second draft

The attached draft takes account of the comments of several members

of the staff.

The section on fertilizers is left blank, pending some guidance

from you. I am appending Mr. Hoffman's re-write of Mr. Demuth's original

language. I am still very unhappy with it. In talking over the matter

with Mr. Miller on his recent visit, we both agreed that if you are not

ready to make a major pronouncement now, it would be better to say no-

thing of substance. We would recommend a major speech directed to this

subject before the assembled bankers in Madrid this May, to which we

understand you have been invited.

As I told Mr. Wishart, I will be in New York Monday, Tuesday and

Wednesday of next week.

Attachment

NM:ap



debruaxy !0 1966

.... This Coumcil has gron i two ways since it was Is' My privilege to

ap.ear before you. It has grown both in size and in the range of responsibili-

ties assigned to it by the Oeneral Assevbly.

It is fair to say now that just about all the shades of opinion in the United

uations toward econmic and social developwunt are represented in this Council.

This is well; since it is your charge to oversee the far-flung and expadig works

of the United Nations which are related to aconumic and social 4emlopiount. As

these xords are used in comomn U.N. parlan1s , they touch upon virtualy all the

activities in which ordinary huran beings are eagaged.

inevitably, each organisation which reports to you each year has only a

partial view of the many affairs you avermos We are each advocates for soms

special point of view within the universe of econoaic and social develpmwat.

we each ask to be understood; we each lay claim to your special Ottention; yet

often our I=xua mst se wquite ineaboxent to you. As if there were not

anough natural languages dividing us, we mst also sooamodate the new and often

axkward, technical languages of econaic and social developaant.

Yet, gradually, as we counsel togetber, I submit that understanding and a

sense of counon purpose grow - as they mst, if the economic and social environ-

ment of this planet is to irowe. I submit that eva the awkwast new Isuages

core to be better understood, so that Oben we say a word like "profit," we agree

that se are not talking about rmality, but about efficilecy; and when we say a

word like "efficiency," we agree we are talking about how well a man or an in-

stitution produces goods snd services wbich people want and can %se - and nothing

more. Or when we talk about "planning," we tman creating msana through which

various interest groups can resolve their differences around the com&on problems

of their economic groitb, and not about imposing arbitrary solutions. Qr even
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lhen we talk about "develOpw*nt ," we are talking about a very special state of

affairs, and not, alas, about the normal state of hansa society.

I submit that it is through counseling together at meetings like this, where

all the major stremam of political thought are represented, that we can hope to

find that miniuuw degree of precision in our debate out of which so0 enduring

international cooperation can grow.

Within the United Nations famdly, the World Rank Group' principal opera-

tional task is to provide finance for speific projects, designed to raise the

level of productivity and to stimlata 0COmic growth. he word "proj*ct"t is

not a rigid, it*l stic word; it an and does cever a growing n=u"br ad variety

of investments, as the reports before you amly illuttrate. But it is a vital

word in our operations because it perits the degree of precision nec58?y for

lasting and constrUCtive cooperation between those vhe have funs to invast and

those who so desperately need investment fMds In MY own mind as I view the

strom of projects which pass over my deek On the way to a final )udgomt 'n Our

hoard Room, I Constantly ask the question, "Is this a project whtch proidse'

to make a lasting contribution to IncV"AS PrOductivitY? Wll it prodace re-

curring wealth necessary, not just to repay the loan but at the sama ti to add

something to the well-being of the pele of the co'"try?"

you have before you in ouT annual rports and two supple"sntry doemmunts

an accovnt of the projects which we have helped to finance in the 18 anmths lead-

ing up to the beginning of the present year. ?et ae bring the tecord right up

to date, and in the process give you 0 iteesion of the range of prjcts

which we are actively interested.

since January 1 of this year alone, the IuterAtional DevauepR15t Asociation

has announced $65.3 million in Credits, 4irected at projects i Pakista, Taxania
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B1sutoland and Ethiopia -- for agricultural credit, industrial imports, grain

qtorage and handling, roads and school building. Another dozen Bank loans and

M0A cre4its are on the point of being presented to our directors; they involve,

among other things, finance for roads, electric power, water supply and port

facilities in Latin AMrica; water supply and a development bank in Africa, and

power in Asia.

Also since January 1, the International Finence Corporati; rnoUwCed two

transactions -- one in Ethiopia and one in Vemexuela -- which involve underwriting

issues of public shares in new and expauding manafacturing entexprisae in these

countries. lelping local investors to buy into ownership of new, local industries

to share directly in the risks and rewards of their own industrial developmnt -

is the essence of UPC's work. There is no more Uportant work dene by the World

Bank Group, for there is no substitute for mobilizing local saviags and putting

thea to work productively in local enterpeises, as all of you who are ftmiliar

with the development process know.

This is just the work currently at or near the and of our production line.

We also dispatebed nearly S0 missions in the first seven weeks of this year --

missions ranging from a single an surveying a new project proposal to missions,

staffed with a number of experts, whose charge is to appraise projects i depth

or to survey a broad spectrww of developumnt activity. Some missions are conerned

with pre-investment or feasibility studies, often asosigned to us by the United

Nations Developmnt Program -- studies of a sort which in the past have resulted

in sizable new investments. During these seven weeks we also foxmwlly opened

the second of our regional offios in Afrisa, this one in Mairobto We hope it

will help African govexriants increase the flow of good projects, which we very

much want in order to increase the pace of our operations in Africa. 'his same

office, I wight add, will oversee our Agricultural Developqmnt Service in Africa,
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which is to provide member gOvernments with experienced technicians to help with

agricultural improvements and reforms.

Following the meeting of the Consultative Group for Tunisia in Paris last

December, a similar group met in the same city to review the development problems

end prospects of Nigeria. Plans are going forward for meetings this spring in

Londou of the Consultative Groups for Malaysia and Thailand and, in Paris, of the

Consultative Group for Colombia. We are trying to schedule more of these meetings

in tandem -- and in European capitals - by way of economizing on the time and

talent of those whose support is so essential for the on-going development work

in these countries.

In January we celebrated the tenth anniversary of our staff college, the

Economic Development Institute. EDI has gOuaed more than 500 officials, care-

fully selected from nearly 100 member countries and territories, who are now per-

forming key "management" roles in the economic development of their countries.

In the year beginning this March, the EDI will conduct six courses in three

languages. In addition to its basic course, offered in English and in a shorter

form in French, HDI now offers regular courses in project evaluation in English

and Spanish, and special courses in the evaluation of industrial 
and agricultural

projects.

* * *

This staff work, a more complete description of which is contained 
in the

documents before you, has one thing in common; it is desigved to increase the

volume and variety of projects which come to us for finance. What is sometimes

called "the project approach" is the hallmark of our work. To illustrate the

flexibility of this approach I would like to spend a few moments reviewing what

we have been doing in two areas which have occupied a great deal of our attention

since I was privileged to join the World Bank Group -- education and agriculture.



An you know, much of our work in these two areas involves close cooperation

with Unesco and FAO. These cooperative arrangements were started a year and a

half ago in an effort to make more efficient use of the many 
talents employed in

the U.N. family. We are receiving useful professional consultation from both

Unesco and FAO, and I hope in turn we are helping them to mester the technique

of project finance. In any case, so far as the World Bank Group is concerned,

I want to express my satisfaction with these new arrangements and to say it is our

intention to build upon them in the years ahead. I do not have to tell this

Council that there is a grave need to economise on talent and on time in the

work of the United Nations agencies.

Education is the newest branch of development finance. The very idea of

preparing "bankable" projects in education wasn't taken seriously 
until a few

years ago. Economists have been telling us for much longer that the largest

comon denominator in economic development (besides human energy, perhaps) is the

skills that have to be learned. But the idea of investing money, on banking terms,

in the accumulation of intellectual capital is only beginning to be exploited.

Yet how vast the need is'. According to our investigations at least half

of the developing countries are already allocating 20L or more of their public

expenditure to education. Yet in very few$ if any of these countries, is the

enrolloent of students in courses of instruction related to economic development

anywhere near adequate. In most countries of Asia and the Middle East enrollments

in higher education are under 2% of the university level age group -- as against

12% in Japan, for example. In Sub-Sahara Afriea the share is about three-tenths

of 1%. The need to increase enrollments in local institutions is even greater

when one considers the losses suffered in sending students to universities in

the developed countries. In some cases up to a third do not return home to

Tractice their skills, thus constituting a costly contribution of intellectual

talent from those who need it most to those who have most.
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In addressing ourselves to this vast problem, our first 
task was to put

together sensible projects. We cannot contribute indiscriminately 
to the edu-

cational budgets of member countries. Our task is to finance economic develop-

vent, and not all instruction can be said to be related to that task. Primary

education is vital, of course, but in our opinion the more crucial gaps 
are in

3 econdary education, and in instruction in science and technology and in the

several vocational skills -- from crafts to business administration -- including

teacher training in all these areas.

In themselves these are vast areas 
of need and it is no easy job 

to identify

practical, bankable projects 
within them. Between Plarch of 1964 and 

the end of

last year we dispatched 72 missions to mer countries, 34 in cooperation with

Unesco, for the purpose of finding, preparing and appraising specific projects.

We are just beginning in this business but we can point to 16 loans and credits,

totaling nearly $110 million, completed or nearing 
completion. Let me cite two

by way of illustrating how 
we define "basnable" projects 

in education.

Among our first investments were 
two MA credits to Pakistan, 

totaling

$13 million. (I am sure you are aware that whether the iavest~mat coesS from

IDA or the Bank depends solely on the financial position of the borrowing country,

not on the nature of the project.) These credits are helping to expand the facilities

for technical training in agricultural 
seience in two leading Pakistani universities

Lyal1pur in West Pakistan and Mymensingh in Rast Pakistan. The former has been

offering professional degrees in agriculture for 40 years; the latter is brand new.

Our investments will pay for half the costs of construction and equipment instala-

tion at these two universities to permit the present enrollment of 1,500 students

to reach 6,000 by 1970.

The credits are also financing 
cm truction and equipment installation 

at



six polytechnC schools in West Pakistan and eight in east Pakistan. f7 1970

enrollulent at these schools should increase froM 1,700 today to 7,000. A suall

portion of these credits is also being used to pay part 
of the coots of teacher

training needed to staff expansion at these 14 schools. This invostment goes

to the Technical Teacher Colleges at Karachi, 
Rawalpindi and Dacee to help pay

for expatriate staff at those colleges and to finance teacher training for

Pakistanis abroad.

In contrast, our most recent investmeft, a $7.2 million Im credit to

gthiopia, is directed at strengthening secondary 
education. It will help to

finance an $11 million equipment and 
construction program in Ethiopia's 77 see-

ondary schools. These schools graduate today less than 
1,000 students. The

present progrm aims at increasing 
the number threefold.

At two of the schools -- at Nasareth and Dire Dawa -- adult evening in-

struction will be offered to local 
craftsmen and businessmen. Another part of

the same project includes construction and 
equiprent installation at Ethiopia's

two mAjor technical training institutes. Finally, again part of the credit is

earmarked for teacher training -- within the education departmoat of atile Selassie I

University in Addis Ababa. Rere our investment is being mede in cooperation with

the United States Agency for International Developwnt.

when this project in Ethiopia is conpleted, enrollment in secondary education

will increase from 33,000 students to about 51,000. Instead of only 1% in the

13 to 18 age classes going to school, about 1.7% will attend. Obviously, this

beginning is a modest one, but in absolute nuvbers it is of great ivportanaa to

the country's educational development.

I cite these examples to show that there is 
nothing narrow about the project

approach as applied to education. Yet ve are trying to achieve the same kind
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of precision in our loans and credits for education which 
we seek in other kinds

of World Bank Group operations... the kind of standards 
necessary to permit

lasting and constructive relationships with our 
borrowers. We want to be sure

that the kinds of instruction we support are related to present and likely em-

ployment opportunities in a given country and to the obvious manpower require-

mnts of that country.

I might add, by way of digression, that we are watching very carefully the

new ways in which technology -- particularly the media of mass communications -

is being applied to teaching. Ten years from now I would be very much surprised

if these new applications did not suggest projects requiring large-scale finance.

which could be bankable. But this depends not so much on innovations in electronics

as it does on the imagination of those in the developing countries to whom these

now applications hold out the most promise. Technology is ont the toy of the

prosperous; it is, potentially, the servant 
of all societies trying to engineer

an escape from their poverty. The application of technology to teaching will get

its real justification in the developing countries there 
the needs are so vast.

However, as in all matters of education, progress must coma from within -- from

a clear idea of what should be taught and a firm determination to set high standards

of teaching and then stick to them. I know these things will come, as surely as

new technical innovations will come. And when they do, there will be a good case

for providing financial support.

i * *
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1vinancing agricultural development presents somewhat different problems.

A great deal of technical knowledge exists about how to make land yield a bigger

harvest. Hundreds of specialists have been at work in the field for many many

years and whole libraries of research have been compiled. Yet I do not have to

tell you that no sector of development has resisted innovation more stubbornly

than agriculture.

The reasons for this stubborn resistance are not hard to come by. The huge

rural population, which makes up the majority in the underdeveloped world, quite

understandably clings to the attitudes and practices of the past. Theq we the

least able to take risks, the least receptive to technical assistance. yAm

penalized both by the vagaries of world prices and by the natural desire of

governments to keep the price of food low for the thousands who are crowding into

the towns and cities each year. And often still there is opposition to change on

the part of traditional landlords and overseers who believe that their status and

incomes depend upon preserving the status quo in the countryside.

Then again there is among many politicians in the underdeveloped world a

prejudice against agriculture and in favor of industry. The latter appears as the

wave of the future, while the former suggests stagnation and subjugation associated

with the past. However, in some countries it is now clear that the price of

neglecting agriculture will most assurediy be mass starvation in the towns and

cities; there simply is no alternative in these countries to according a higher

priority to growing more food at home. And more and more economists are concluding

that substantial additional labor can be employed productively on the land provided

the farmer is offered better incentives and taught better management techniques.

The solutions remain the most difficult in all of the development process, but it is

now widely recognized that satisfactory sAlutions in agriculture are central to
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to continued progress. The need to persuade hundreds and thousands of small

farmers to change their ways simultaneously suggests no simple or single remedy.

But it is widely recognized that the task must start by giving change in the

rural areas top priority.

The steady rise in the number and variety of World Bank Group loans and

credits for agriculture in the past two years testifies to the growing awareness

among member governments that higher priority and greater leadership must be

forthcoming as a matter of urgency. At the end of 1965 we had 25 agricultural

projects in the process of being appraised or negotiated, involving possible

Bank or IDA finance of about $250 million; in addition, there were 43 projects

"in the pipelinea at various stages of identification and 
preparation. Two

years ago at the end of 1963, we had only 7 projects under appraisal or negotiation;

another 19 were "in the pipeline". The total workload of our Agricultural

Division, which includes technical assistance and agricultural sector reviews in

addition to project operations, has increased over threefold during this two-year

period. At tha end of 1965 the Bank in cooperation with PAO 
had 61 projects and

other operations underway; the Bank alone was undertaking an additional 56 oper-

ations.

Just as important as the volume of our work in agriculture is the variety

of projects we are helping to finance. Time does not permit me to illustrate

adequately the range of our on-going work, but I would 
like to mention two kinds

of projects which we consider very important.

One of the major objectives of our current work is to find projects which

reach the smaller farmers and help them to move from subsistence to cash farming.

Loans and credits for this purpose are, typically, small and are often difficult

to negotiate and even more difficult to adinister. It is quite easy to fashion

such projects in the professional offices of the Bank or FAO, but it is something
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Pixe again to work them out with the relevant departments of member governments,

whose own comitment and follow-through will determine whether the projects

actually produce results. Still, we are finding that the time and effort is very

,orthwhile.

Of particular importance to me are our loans and credits to small farmers

in Africa. In Kenya we are helping farmers to grow te for the first time, some-

times on hardly more than an acre of land. We are also actively interested in

another tea project in Uganda and/similar project in Nigeria, where cocoa, of

course, is a major cash crop. In these cases our loans and credits are used to

finance some road building, some provision of machinery, some costs of the technical

staff employed, and some of the planting materials needed.

Over the past year more than half of our lending for agriculture has gone

to provide credit to farmers and farm co-operatives. Here again the problem is

to devise projects which have a reasonable prospect of working. Many people and

institutions are involved all along the line, and building the necessary minimum

of precise commitment into each agreement is inevitably time consuming. In Uruguay,

for example, the World Bank Group has been interested for many years in financing

livestock development. We have only recently begun to make significant progress --

but progress there is. Our first loan to Uruguay coincided with the establishment

of an autonomous 1onorary Commission for Livestock, composed of Uruguayan ranchers

and officials, which is appraising loan applications from individual farmers. Our

finance may be used to pay for imported equipment, seed, or even some imported

fertilizer, once the Commission has appraised each farmer's plans and his ability

to carry them out. In connection with this loan we arranged for technical con-

sultants from Australia and New Zealand to help Uruguayan ranchets improve pasture
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develop Mnt and to train a local cadre of technicians to carry on the work of

cnouraging improvenant. The first loan was followed by a second, last year,

Aich amounted to $12.7 million. Uruguayan farmers and ranchers are investing

nearly 1 an equal amount from their own resources, while the Uruguayan 
Government

and the sank of the Republic of Uruguay are investing an additional $10.7 mil-

lion.

(Add section on fertilizer)
* * *

I have been talking a lot about the project approach in this year's review

of the work of the World Bank Group, and I know there are those who will feel

that this approach is inadequate to the vast needs for development finance which

exist in the underdevaloped world. We are all familiar now with the statistics of

need which have been gathered in so many quarters to illustrate the great and

growing gap between the wealth and welfare of groups of countries today. These

illustrations are alarming; they should alarm 
the conscience of ion everywhere.

But when it comas to raising capital for development I would not be servi

clients well if I were to encourage them to believe that these statistics are in

any way a substitute for projects -- liberally defined, soundly conceived and

daringly planned.

Our own contribution to calculating the need for external development

capital is set out in the annual report before you. We calculate that the

developing countries as a group -- ignoring wide differences in especity and

performance -- could effectively use, on the average, some $3 billion to $4 bil-

lion more in development aid than they ari now receiving. I believe this to be

so on the basis of our experience, but that capital will not be forthcoming simply

as a result of our educated guess. It will only be forthcoming if the developing
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countries can express their needs in sound projects which promise to raise the

productivity of their people.

I can't stress enough the fact that the job of enlisting the needed capital

and skills for our work would be much less difficult if member governments would

devote more attention -- more prestige, in fact -- to the hard business of project

preparation. Project preparation involves a lot more than simply drawing up plans and

engineering studies. In particular, it involves commitments by responsible authorities...

commitments of money, of managerial talent and very often of political leadership.

Nothing depresses me quite so much as seeing a carefully researched and evaluated

project going a-begging because those responsible are in the last analysis un-

willing to commit themselves. Today in Central America, for example, the stage

is set for building an integrated system of telecommunications which could materially

improve economic growth in that region in a relatively short period of time. The

United Nations Development Program invested more than $600,000 to make the study,

which was completed by the World Bank Group. We are and have been ready to proceed

with the financing for some time. But three of the five governments concerned have

yet to decide.

Maybe we were wrong in this case to undertake the study, for no project pro-

posal is worth anything until those who are supposed to benefit are committed to

it. But I don't think we were wrong. What's adasing in this and other eases like

it is a sense of urgency -- a sense of priority, the absence of which seems too

often to belie the great needs of which we are all so aware.

I appreciate the very serious problems which moot governments in the develop-

ing countries face these days in trying to resolve the grave differences which

exist among their people. I am not unmi$ful of the welter of competing and con-

flicting claims which are mede on their very meager resources. But I am also awzre
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of what can be done when governmento undertake to resolve differences around

the comion problems of their economic development. I am also aware of what

can be done when economic development is given top priority in the allocation

of scarce resources.

The job of enlisting the needed capital and skills for our work would like-

wise less difficult if the developed countries would recognize the same kind

of prio ty in the allocation of their external aid. Nothing like a comparable

effort, of ourse, is required from the developed countries. Thee countries are

on record, p1e ing 1% of their gross national product to assist the development

of other countrie . But even this pledge Is not being honored either in volme

or in quality. And would not be servin my clients well if I pretended that

the reasons given for t honoring this pledge are very persuasive.

The most common re us given now, of course, are the balance of payments

problem and the great demand. on savings in the developed countries for stonomic

and social programs at home. I too experienced a banker not to realise that

the problems of managing prooperit. are no less exacting to ministers of finance

than the probloms of managing develo nt. I understand why ministers of finance

in the developed countries like, for I*, to draw a clear line between their

balance of payments problem and the problem f providing an adequate supply of

development finance. But I have to object -- have to become alarmed -, when

these problems prevent the developed countries fr working out ways and means

of allocating among tem Ives even the modest burde of development assistance

which has so long been agreed upon.

It is becoming increasingly clear that it is the do loping countries which

will suffer first and most from failure oil the developed coun as to manage

their prosperity without restr ct ,the flow of capital and of d lopment aid.



a ono considers that developmnt assistance, by and large, simply pays for

the xport of goods and services from the developed countries to the developing

countri , it is not surprising that restrictions on the flow of development

assistance n the nams of balance of psymants control are very difficult to explain

and to justify In these circumstances is it too much to ask that the developed

countries agree themselves on ways and means of allocating the modest burden

which do not aggravat the problem of manfaing prosperity? Isnut this really

the minlm= which is due lightof the oftostated pledges of those countries?

As it is there is al a 5 aste in development aid, which results

from the common practice of tyt aid to sources of supply in the donor country

in order to protect the balance of p u ots. Tere is another extravagNN.e in

the practice of charging very high int t rates on sodium-tera loans, even as

some countries -- Britain ani Sweden, in tcalar - have recogixed that long-

term credits at very low or token interest rat are much more suited to the

projects being financed. Again, I ash, is it ibe for the developed countries

to work out a more sensible and less disruptive allea iou of a barden, which all

of them have constantly recogniZSd must be shouldered in nome of helping those

trying to engioeor an escape from the worot parts of their i

of course, what makes it mat difficult to enlist the capital and skills

needed for our work is the fact that so anh of the real progress being made is

hidden under a bamevl of political complaint and controversy. We talk a great

deal about the Importance of international co-operation for social And economic

development, but nowhere is it the real ns of the day. Other diversions, wore

or less hostile to the aim of increasing productivity, contimnally crowd the stage.
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.t needn't be this way. We in the World Uank have been able to continue

our work in the face of some very noisy diversions of late, and we hwmy every

intention of continuing to do so. We can do this partly because we are engaged

In works of construction which people can see and whose benefits people can use.

0ore important, we can continue our work because underneath all the posturing

and strife reflected so amply in our newspapers, there is a hard core of tmen and

women from all countries who are dedicated to getting on with the job of develop-

ment. I just wish these man and women could be heard more in their mmn lands

and in the world at large. I just wish they were accorded the prestige which

politicians and military an in all countries still reserve too often for activities

which impede economic development and at times make progress virtually impossible.

When is it that men and governments will coen to attach the same priority

and prestige to providing jobs and to producing things society wantS which is

now attached to making war or to waving the flas of nationalism? You know and

I know that govrnments which do not cultivate this kind of prestige are destined

to see their people remain mired in their poverty.

Nathaniel IWietterick



suggested language from Mr. Roffman

The sbocr4ig and frightening forecasts of food shortages, which may in some

countries assusm crisis proportions, make it urgent to intensify effortA to bring

about a rapid increase in food production in the developing world, The principal

meaw for doing so is through the use of modern production techniques -- fertilizers,

pesticides, better tools and isproved seeds. Each of these is essential and serves

to reinforce the others. Of all the technical factors, however, increased use of

fertiliser offers the beat promise for a quick and striking increase in food pro-

daction. The Bank has therefore decided to give major new eaphasis to operations

designed to coke possible a vassive increase in fertiliser use through the creation

or expansion of productive facilities in the dsvelopiig countries themselves.

The basic resources -- petrolea, phos$hate rock mid potash -- exist in the de-

veloping countries themselves. Rut they are seldom all in the *we contry. To

this end, we shall welcome and give priority considewotiom to all proposals which

ce to us, from any source, for technically sound and economically justified

fortiliser production projects in those countries.

We have only begun to exauins the possibilities and ocwnlesitt5* of this

undertaking. we know that within the industrialized countries there exists a

large reservoir of rapital and technology, keesly Interested in investment in

productive facilities of this kind, provided that there is assurance that the

investments will be welcomed and fairly treated. The role which I see for the

Bank Group is that of a catalyst, using icha'vsr of the financial tobuaiques

available to it may be siost appropriate to a given situation -- in sass cases

waking loans directly for a fertiliser facility, in others guarnteeing loan

eapital put up by private investors or s*bcribing, through IC, to the equity
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of such enterprises. We would be prepared to use our good offices as well, where

this seems likely to be useful, to bring governments end potential investors to-

gether and to help them work out nutually satisfactory arrangements. We are,

in short, prepared to do whatever we appropriately can to stimulate and facili-

tate investment in this field. It will of course be essential at the same time

to plan for expended progrms of extension services to encourage and instruct

farmers to use fertilizer and for programs of agricultural credit to help them

buy the materials. Some recasting of governmental pricing, import and other

policies to facilitate production and distribution of fertiliser may also prove

necessary.

We approach the problem with no preconceptions nd we shall not be doctrinaire

in our response. We are starting down a long road, but I hope that, when a report

on the lank's activities is presented to the Council next year, we shall be able

to inform you not merely of intentions but of progress.



Mr. Wilson February 4, 1966

Harold Graves

ECOSOC Speeh

ere Is a copy of Nat (cKitterick's first draft of Mr. Weed'#

ECOSOC spech. Apert from fr. 1ne4, copies are blag seat to

Mr. trieduma, Mr. Uff au, Mfr. Cbedeuet (ad ftsers. ballatime and

Eve"s), Dr. Adler ad, I Ift, it. Roses *ad Mr. Riebords.

AttAchmt

IG:ap



)r. Woods AFebruary 4, 1966

Harold Graves

Here is a copy of Nat McKitterick's first draft of your ECOSOC

speech. Cplss of the draft also have bssa given to Mr. Xaapp,

Mr. ilson, Mr. Friedman, Mr. Hoffman, Mr. Chadeunt (and besars.

allantin and Evans), Dr. Adler ands in ZC, Mr. Rosen and Mr. Richards.

Attacmmt

U01:ap
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NATHANIEL M. McKITTERICK

CONSULTANT

1220 SIXTEENTH STREET, N.W.

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20036

PHONE: 638-6141 January 27, 1966

Mr. George Woods

International Bank.for Reconstruction and Development
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

Dear Mr. Woods:

I have Dick Demuth's proposed section on fertilizers for the

ECOSOC speech. I have some comments on same.

These ape all very nice generalizations, which, for those who

have studied-the matter, suggest a lot of interesting and concrete

investmqnri ideas. If fertilizers hadn't become so darn fashionable,

thanks-to LBJ, A. I. D. and the Agriculture Department, this language,

no dubt, would get some attention. As it is, I am very afraid it

will do no more than get some notice of a "me-too" variety. I think

(/ve are missing a very good opportunity.
/

If we can't be concrete-- if we can't suggest, for example,

three world centers of production for basic fertilizer components

(e.g. ammonia) in the Middle East, Latin America and the Far East--

then at least we ought to be more creative politically in making our

generalizations. Some suggestions:

(1) We should present our ideas in the context of industrializa-

tion, not in the context of the food crisis. Again it is a matter of

avoiding "poor mouth" talk in favor of something more constructive.

The problem, after all, is not technical, but social and political.

On the one hand, it is a problem of persuading millions of peasants

to change their ways simultaneously and use fertilizers. On the

other, it is a problem of showing borrowing governments how it is

a good political thing for them to give a higher priority to invest-

ment in fertilizers. The latter is done best by presenting our ideas

in the context of industrialization, rather than in the context of the

food crisis. There is no shortage of people crying havoc over food;

it's almost as fashionable as advocating birth-control. We ought to

be leading these fashions, not following them. This we do by present-

ing our ideas in the context of industrialization -- not seeming to be

against industrialization as the present draft will be read by those

who want so to do.
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(2) And instead of exhibiting our knowledge of how fertilizers
are made, why don't we mention specific countries? Waste gas in
Kuwait. Potash in Jordan and Israel. Phosphates in Spain and
Morocco. (And a similar pattern, if there is one, in Latin America.)
Why not point out that it would be cheaper if India and Pakistan and
Egypt could import some fertilizer components from their neighbors
for blending or refinement at home? And why not suggest the trade
benefits which might result from such arrangements? The accent
here would be on economizing capital -- leaving more for other job-
creating investments.

(3) With a more imaginative and concrete cover for the subject,
then maybe the good idea of underwriting private investment in this
field wouldn't look so naked, as it does in the present draft. Foreign
private investment in the exploitation of fertilizer components is,
after all, only slightly less unpopular in most of our noisier borrowing
countries than is the same investment in oil. The fact that the two
are so closely linked only makes the public relations problem more
difficult. Finally, it seems to me from talking at the White House
and A. I. D. that LBJ's program is going to boil down to a "U. S.
fertilizer for peace" sort of thing, and surely we should accent a
different approach.

I realize this is a hot subject on your desk now so I don't want
to mess with it without your instructions. I do feel, however, that
there is an awfully good public relations opportunity here. If now
is not the time to be more concrete, could we not simply limit reference
to the subject in ECOSOC to an announcement to the effect that the Bank
has a major proposal in the works, which you hope to make publicly in
the near future?

Sincerely,

ataniel McKitterick

NMcK/hs



REVISED DRAFT

January 26, 1966

Draft of Paragraphs on Fertilizer for Inclusion in ECOSOC Speech

Because of the critical importance of increasing food production within

the developing world, the Bank has invested heavily in the agricultural sec-

tor and has steadily raised the level, and significantly widened the range,

of its assistance. By the end of 1965, Bank loans directly for agriculture

totaled $692 million and IDA credits had reached over $220 million. Our

activity in the agricultural field has risen sharply in the last few years.

At the end of 1963, only seven projects, calling for about $100 million of

Bank group financing, were in process of being appraised or negotiated; at

the end of 1965, there were 25 projects at a similar stage, calling for

$270 million of Bank group funds. In addition, more than 40 proposals are

at an earlier stage of investigation, over twice as many as at the end of

1963.

The shocking and frightening forecasts of food shortages, which may in

some countries assume crisis proportions, make it urgent to intensify efforts

to bring about a rapid increase in food production in the developing world.

The principal means for doing so is through the use of modern production

techniques -- fertilizers, pesticides, better tools and improved seeds.

Each of these is essential and serves to reinforce the others. Of all the

technical factors, however, increased use of fertilizer offers the best

promise for a quick and striking increase in food production. The Bank has

therefore decided to give major new emphasis to operations designed to make

possible a massive increase in fertilizer use through the creation or expan-

sion of productive facilities in the developing countries themselves. To

that end, we shall welcomp and give priority consideration to all proposals
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which come to us, from any source, for technically sound and economically

justified fertilizer production projects in those countries.

The natural resources needed for fertilizer production -- in particula-,

petroleum hydrocarbons, phosphate rock and potash -- can be found in many

parts of the developing world, although rarely together. In some developing

countries the abundance of one or more of these resources -- especially

natural gas, which is so often simply flared -- would support a level of

production far outstripping domestic needs, even assuming a great increase

in local fertilizer consumption; these countries could become the source of

exports to other parts of the developing world where these resources are

lacking. Elsewhere, the production potential based on limited local resources

is likely to fall well short of satisfying consumption requirements; these

countries are promising markets for raw materials, such as liquefied natural

gas and phosphate rock, or for intermediate products such as ammonia, or even

for final solid fertilizer products from other developing countries. Possibly

it will prove appropriate and feasible in a number of instances to work out

regional schemes of production and distribution, calling for construction of

different but complementary kinds of facilities in various developing coun-

tries within the region, and making feasible production on a large enough

scale to take full advantage of the latest technological advances, of econo-

mies of size and of cheap bulk transport.

We have only begun to examine the possibilities and complexities of

this undertaking and I cannot do more today than sketch, in broadest outline,

what we envisage. We know that within the industrialized countries there

exists a large reservoir of capital and technology, keenly interested in

investment in productive facilities of this kind, provided that there is

assurance that the investments will be welcomed and fairly treated. The
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role which I see for the Bank group is that of a catalyst, using whichever

of the financial techniques available to it may be most appropriate to a

given situation -- in some cases making loans directly for a fertilizer

facility, in others guaranteeing loan capital put up by private investors

or subscribing, through IFC, to the equity of such enterprises. We would

be prepared to use our good offices as well, where this seems likely to be

useful, to bring governments and potential investors together and to help

them work out mutually satisfactory arrangements. We are, in short, pre-

pared to do whatever we appropriately can to stimulate and facilitate in-

vestment in this field. It will of course be essential at the same time

to plan for expanded programs of extension services to encourage and in-

struct farmers to use fertilizer and for programs of agricultural credit

to help them buy the materials. Some recasting of governmental pricing,

import and other policies to facilitate production and distribution of

fertilizer may Also prove necessary.

We approach the problem with no preconceptions and we shall not be

doctrinaire in our response. We are starting down a long road, but I

hope that, when a report on the Bank's activities is presented to the

Council next year, we shall be able to inform you not merely of inten-

tions but of progress.

SEB/pnn



January 25, 1966

bear mat:

Iesr are the pages on fertiliser. you were right

the Inguage, as you see, to intended for absorption into

the NCOSOC draft. As yeo thought, private capital rears

its head in these paragrephs. Us. develapmst strategy

seems a little ld-fashiAmS I doubt if anyone seriously

thinks that "the principal saans" of increasing agricultural

production, as suggested here, is purely technological.

As I metioned, Ir. Woods will see this language tomorrow

(Thursday) afternoon.

Sincerely yours,

Sarold Graves

Enelosure

Mr. Nathaniel Mdittertok
1220-16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

HNG:ap



r. Woods January 24, 1966

Harold Graves

EcOsOc 1ocumuts

The delegates to BCOSOC will have four documents in their possession

when you speak to thm next month.

The first two documents are the Bank/=&A and 170 Annual Ieports,

which have beem given the numbers 5/4119 and 1/4130.

The third document is a supplement to both Annual Reports. Since

is relates to both, it has been given two mnmbers: i/4129/Ad.1 and

2/4130/Add.1. the documant is dated 6 January.

The fourth document is a samwmry of the Annual Reports# such as

all the speciaised agencies were asked to prepare this year. tt also

has been given two samberst 9/4129/Add.2 and 1/4130/Add.2. tt also Is

dated 6 January.

unfortnately, the doemunts already had been distributed to the

Sconosmi mnd 5ta Conmit before yon mapressed a desire to have the

Inforsatitm Department noted as the source of these papers.

ct )*. )Iugitteriok

*)-zAV



Mr. Grenfell January 22, 1966

Herold Graves

Apart from what Mr. )aIitterick is doing on the draft of the

gCOSOC speech for Mr. Woods, Mr. Denth believes we should be

ready to draft a section of this speech, from three to five pago

long, deseribing the activities of the Bank in lading and techni-

Cal assistance.

ith that in mind, please read over the attached Newsletters

for 1945: they will give us sme Idea of what ite might be

dealt with in such a section. Also, get us an appointownt to see

Mr. Demth on Tusday afternoon or thereafter.

please return the Newsletter file to me.

Attachment

UNtiap
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Mr. Wod January 21, 1966

MarOld Graves

Fanadian Smeseces

Mr. Stewart says that when you are introduced in Mntreal and

Toronto, poasts will be Iavited to ask questions at the and of your

talk.

Ie says that one question you my be asked Is about the amount

of supply and consultant contracts that have gowe to Canadians under

Bank loans. The figure is about $160 million.

cc: Mr. Wishart

M3:ap



ur-. Woo"s Jauury 18, 196

x"rOld Graves

Draft .e4eh for Cada

The first paergraph Ie written s yow mijit give it In Sotreal,

with a referace, to the feet tht yu re going an to Teronte the next

in the botten peragropk en peg. 1, there ts a refernce to Smary

Serdsn, put in prmatheses; he will be at the Toronte diuam, but not

in goatreal.

On the send pegs (peagreph 2) there e refermicas to Plmptre

ond bscott laid, also pes0 t e-s-ed; they would be mWrepriate In Ternte,

but not particularly to the poaint In VmstrteI.

Attaabomt



or. fjanuary 1s 1966

Narold Graves

1. oods's C.TIdim lanc

I haw attached for yor infermate' and p"sibie cnmnt a

draft text of a talk wheh r. *Ods is to SIaC 5I CM4 8 xt

li day. I think that there isn't uwh in it that OndR togeern

yIn, but you wight wish to gIaS.S partLUlaTlY at the inst two pes

(which are ore Thetoric than eananics), I have asked JuliaM OraifelI

to cairy an fran her, and would be most gateful if you 0o41d give

bin Say ocmomt you have In a day or so. ni toein4w eat"*si@

is 2320 and the roan mebr is 452.

Noaeat



Mr. Wils Jenuary 18, 1966

Nawold Graves

Vrn. !W ds CSmaad seech

Ieor is a draft of Mr. Woods's CanadAM speech, mlomg the lines

ve talked about In his offies this mrnig. As it stands, it is about

twemty minutes lons.

I have asked Julin Grenfell (htatnsat 2320, Rom So. 452) to aVy

cn from here, and would be grateful if you could give youw cmmts to his.

Attocheent



Juary 17, 1%6

Dowr watt

we wwe talkits the other day about a

"lwmadry list" for the =00 draft. hOr.

on two 4a--t- that uItht be of -on* hell.

fte t 5th veienttoe weviow of the 4

yew 1%5. go other to the V*platarnty

tafeaustift iven to 000C itself; ve dout

thtak there w1l be ay eseemnttal addi-

tim to this exast for the 4oeAiasa bead

staweely yew**

NWe e vraes

12.lth M tbaels . v. P.S. -- Just now, I learn,
V*ha1ts $ * c. V, as you did, that Mr. Woods,

in fact, does not want to
trudge through alt this
material in his speech.

HNGJr.

1IG: ap



January 10, 1966

Dear Professor Mason:

Nathaniel NeKitterick has asked me to send you

this copy of a draft of a speech which Mr. Woods is

to give in Motreal and Toronto later this month to

m~emrs of the Canadian financial communtty. If you

have any commmts for Mr. McKitterick, would you Sive

them to him directly? Sia office address in Waahiugton

is 1220-16th Street, X. W. (Zip Code number 20036), and

his telephone number is 638-6141.

Sincerely yours,

Harold N. Graves, Jr.
Director of laformation

Enclosure

Professor tdvard Mason
Littaver Center
larvard University
Cambridge
Massachusetts

HNG:ap



Mr. Uadfield-Jsuws January 10, 1966

Earold Graves

Vr. 'Woods's aadian Speech

Nat McKitterick has finished his first draft of Mr. Woods's speech

for Toronto and Montreal. It is attached, and Mr. Meitterick says the

following:

"Quite off-the-record and unofficially, would you
give m your views on this? I can be reached anytime
Manday, Tuesday or Wednesday at 638-6141. Many thanks
for your stimulating thoughts."

Attachment

mEG:ap


